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Loggers back at work 
THE PROVINCE is letting 
Repap B.C. delay paying 
stumpage fees in exchange 
for the company sending 
loggers back to work in the 
Stewart area. 
That's the guts of the deal 
brokered last week by Job 
Protection Commissioner 
Doug Kerley. 
About 100 workers are on 
their way back to work to 
log 40,000 cubic metres of 
Repap subsidiary Orenda 
Forest Products' licence be- 
tween now and spring 
breakup. 
h| exchange, cash-starved 
Repap gets to defer 
stumpage payments on all of 
its operations while the pro- 
posed takeover by Avenor is 
unfolding. 
"It could amount to a 
couple of million dollars," 
Prince Rupert forest region 
manager Jim Snetsinger said 
of the stumpage deferral. 
"It helps their cash flow." 
If shareholders approve 
Avenor's takeover bid on 
March 12, the company 
would then be responsible 
for paying Repap's 
stumpage. 
If the takeover fails, the 
forests ministry would draw 
up a repayment schedule 
with Repap. 
Loans backed by Forest 
Renewal B.C. are also being 
offered to Stewart-area con- 
tractors dependent upon 
Repap to help re-start opera- 
tions there. 
There's a temporary emer- 
• gency loan application 
centre up and running at the 
B.C. Access Centre to take 
the applications. Ed Sorel, 
of the Job Protection Com- 
missioner's office is hand- 
ling the loan applications. 
FRBC's Amy Hart said 
the loans are being provided 
through Northern Savings 
Credit Union and can be for 
as much as $250,000 per 
contractor. 
She said no contractor 
would be turned away, but 
was unable to give a figure 
of how much money has 
been budgeted for the emer- 
gency loans. 
By Friday snow plows had 
begun working around the 
clock to reopen logging 
roads in the Meziadin area. 
Repap officials say the 
economics of logging in the 
area has not changed. 
"We're still in the posi- 
tion of losing money when 
we operate up there," 
Repap's Rudy Schwartz 
said Friday. 
The problem is a combina- 
tion of high logging costs 
and low prices for pulp logs. 
Repap had announced a 
six-month shutdown of its 
logging operations in the 
Stewart area at the begin- 
ning of January. 
The estimated 100 
workers going back is only 
about half the total of those 
who were affected by the 
shutdown. 
Van Dyke Camp owner 
today," Derksen said. "It 
was make it or break it for 
these guys." 
Derksen said the deal 
gives contractors "breathing 
room" and ensures they'll 
t' 
Rudy Schwartz 
The situation in Stewart 
remains difficult because 
West Fraser has also shut 
down its logging operations 
there until summer and has 
no plans to restart early. 
But Derksen says more 
Randy Derksen says that's contractors would have been 
because some contractors forced to move or go ou t of 
and workers have already business if the government 
left the Stewart area. hadn't helped get Repap's 
"The ones that are left operations re-started before 
here are going to get to go spring breakup. 
back to work," Derksen "I can tell yon there are 
said. some happy people up here 
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still be afloat at the end of 
spring break up in June. 
He said loggers there are 
hoping that by that time the 
govenunent will address the 
high costs of logging that 
are plaguing the industry. 
Derksen said the move has 
given him confidence that 
the government is serious 
about solving the problems. 
But he warned that 
temporary relief in Stewart 
will be for nothing if Vic- 
toria doesn't follow through 
and deal with the industry's 
problems as a whole. 
"It has to be addressed," 
he said. "We have to get the 
hldnstry back on its feet." 
FRBC's Hart said she's 
also expecting approval of a 
grant for up to $100,000 to 
the District of Stewart to 
prepare a long-term eco- 
nomic plan for the forest 
sector in that area. 
1 Coming through! 
IT DIDN'T take Special Olympics athletes long to 
qearn all the secrets to snowshoeing. About 80 Spe- 
cial Olympics athletes and coaches took part in the 
Northem Winter Games over the weekend. For 
results and more photos, see pages A5 and A10. 
 veqOrto leave B.C. 
as soon as possible 
THE NORTHWEST is heading into a peri- 
od of uncertainty which could last two 
years, judging from statements made by an 
official from the company which wants to 
take over Repap. 
Avenor's :Darrell Madill, who toured the 
northwest last week, said his company will 
make Repap's holdings as efficient as pos- 
sible for a quick resale to pay off the large 
debt it's assuming by taking over Repap. 
That time line could be at least 18 months 
or stretch out to 24 months and possibly 
beyond, Madill told those attending aseries 
of meetings. 
Madill outlined a scenario in which 
Avenor will sell all of Repap's holdings ex- 
cept for coated paper mills in New Bruns- 
wick and Wisconsin. 
All the rest of Repap's holdings, includ- 
ing the pulp mill in Prince Rupert and saw- 
mills here, at Carnaby and in Smithers, 
don't fit Avenor's long-term goal of a 
value-added paper producer, he said. 
"Take it from a business point of view," 
Madill told a gathering of municipal, busi- 
ness and native officials here last week. 
Madill said details of how Repap's north- 
west operations can be made more efficient 
will be worked out by a management team 
assigned to the task. 
Avenor's taking on a debt of $2.5 billion 
should its deal to swallow Repap be up- 
proved by the shareholders of the two corn- 
patties. 
And that's imply too much for Avenor to 
handle, leading to the decision to sell off 
major portions of Repap, said Madill. 
Getting rid of Repap's northwest holdings 
could take place whole or in part, he added. 
Avenor is going to sweeten the re-sale pot 
by also getting rid of its 53 per cent stake in 
Pacific Forest Products, a company that has 
one pulp mill and three sawmills on Van- 
couver Island. 
Those are healthy operations and could 
make those belonging to Repap more at- 
tractive if they are sold as onq, Madill ack- 
nowledged. 
Avenor estimates it can raise up to $850 
million by selling Repap B.C., a Repap 
pulp mill in Manitoba attd its Pacific Forest 
Products holdings. 
In the interim Madill said Avenor will op- 
erate under strict financial controls and 
severely limit m if not eliminate m any 
capital invesbncnt in the northwest. 
"Wc won't be bringing in satchels full of 
money to leave here or to reinvest," said 
Madill. "We won't be making those extra- 
type investments in Skecna that people here 
think might be warranted." 
"We'll ict the next owners after Repap 
look into that," Madill said. 
He did commit Avenor to a three to six 
month period in which it'll pay back those 
bills owed by Repap to industry nonns. 
Lengthy delays by Repap in paying log- 
ging contractors attd suppliers have been a 
consistent sore point in the northwest. 
Madill said Avenor's financial plan in- 
volves reducing Repap B.C.'s current debt 
of $460 million by half attd to provide a 
$100 million credit line. 
"We have enough credit in place to oper- 
ate under a worst case scenario for three to 
four years," he said. 
Far more on the A venor and Repap 
situation, turn to Page A 2. 
Thousands get shots 
THOUSANDS OF northwest college stu- 
dents and health care workers are being 
vaccinated beginning this week to stave off 
a red measles outbreak. 
The Skcena Health Unit has already used 
500 units of vaccine attd more are being 
shipped up, says Dr. Jim Lugsdin, its medi- 
cal health officer. 
Particularly vulnerable are college age 
students who didn't receive a booster shot 
last year in high school and health care 
workers who may come in contact with 
them. 
The northwest is part of a province-wide 
vaccination program ordered after nearly 60 
red measles cases were reported in Van- 
couver last week. Three-quarters of those 
were linked to students at SFU. 
" I f  we hadn't given those booster shots to 
school students last year we'd be iil real t, trouble, said Lugsdin. 
Those shots were ordered after computer 
predictions at the B.C. Centre for Disease 
Control indicated an epidemic was offing. 
On the list for vaccinations are Northwest 
Community College students in all 
campuses across the northwest, hospital 
workers and other health care workers. 
Also being targeted are the esthnated 10 
per cent of school age children who missed 
their booster shots last year. 
It's important to vaccinate vulnerable 
people who either congregate ogether, as is 
the case with post secondary campuses. 
Red measles is classed as a viral infec- 
tion, bringing on a fever, rash and cough, 
Lugsdin said reactions to the shots, if they 
occur, comes in the form of a rash and mild 
fever. He atfllcipated a two or three week 
period to give vaccinations. ~ i 
There is no charge for vaccinations under 
this particular program. 
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College and 
union both Mill plan scrapped 
A PLAN to modernize a portion of Repap's other Repap operations from Avenor. lai ,u PrinceRupertpulpmil l  hasfal lenvict imto Repap officials for some time have C mwn the company's prospective new owners, tagged their 'B' mil l  line as a reason for 
Avenor wood products division= Darrell keeping the Prince Rupert operation from 
Ruling doesn't stop layoffs Madiii said last week his company won't be being more cost effective and efficient. 
spending money to fix up the mill's 'B' Uncertain also are the mandatory _cond!- 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
BOTH THE unions and the Northwest Community College 
administration are claiming victory in a dispute over the col- 
lege's cost cutting plan, passed on Feb. 1 
Teachers union representatives say the college is going to 
have to scrap its plan to cut 13 full time teaching positions and 
25 per cent of university credit courses. The plan was passed by 
the college board in order to meet a'debt of more than half a mil- 
lion dollars. 
But college president Michael Hill says the plan Stands. but 
"'both sides will continue meeting to look at effieiencies." 
The teachers and support staffunions at the college claim they 
never had a real chance to meet with the administration tocome 
up with an alternative to the job and course cuts. 
"The entire process was ill-advised and ill-planned," said 
Rocque Berthiaume, head of the teacher's union. 
So the unions took their complaint to a dispute resolution 
committee last Thursday. It's a province-wide body which 
oversees employment contracts at colleges. 
The committee is made up of five union representatives and 
five employer representatives from across the province. 
The unions applied to the dispute committee to force the col- 
lege to look at other ways of saving money, before cutting cours- 
es and laying off staff. 
Berthiaume claims the dispute resolution committee una- 
nimously found in favour of the union. 
"It's a clearcut victory for the union," said Berthiaume on 
Saturday, speaking from Vancouver. 
He said the committee's decision states that the cost-cutting 
task forces the college administration set up didn't give the 
unions an effective voice m the process to draw up a new operat- 
ing plan. 
"That whole plan is on the shelf," said Berthiaume, of the plan 
the college board passed on Feb. 1. "Sure enough they ratified 
that plan and five days later it blew up in their faces." 
The dispute committee is calling upon both the union and 
side pulp line. 
That was a key part of Repap's pitch last 
year to the provincial government for ap- 
proval to take over the forest licence 
belonging to Orenda Forest Products. 
Repap said then it needed Orenda's wood 
for security of supply and to use as col- 
lateral to borrow up to $250 million for the 
hnprovemeats. 
The improvement scheme wasn't in- 
cl aded as a mandatory condition by the pro- 
vince whex~ it approved Repap's takeover 
of Orenda but it was listed as an expecta- 
tion by forests minister Dave Zirnhelt. 
But now Avenor's Madill says his com- 
pany won't follow through on the expecta- 
tion. 
"We can't live up to that and we won't 
live up to that," Madill told community 
and business leaders here last week. 
"Our money is going toward putting the 
operations on a firm financial footing. 
We're goiug to first pay attention to the 
financial side." 
Duncanson did add that Repap officials 
are now telling him they can make im- 
provements for about one-third of the $250 
miUion original estimate. 
But he said any decision on major capital 
spending will have to be made by the com- 
pany which may eventually by the mill and 
tions Repap agreed to undertake when it 
received approval to take over Orenda's 
iicence to 342,000 cubic metres of wood a 
year. 
One of those was that Orenda's wood 
must be used in the 'B' mill, 
This gives rise to speculation about what 
might happen should the 'B' mill ever 
dose. 
But the most challenging of the condi- 
tions facing Avenor is the mandatory five 
per cent take back that occurs when a forest 
licence changes hands. 
Repap now has more than two million 
cubic metres of wood under direct licenee. 
Theoretically, Avenor could lose 119,000 
cubic metres upon its take over of Repap. A 
further five per cent would coine off the top 
when the eventual new owners of the north- 
western holdings take over. 
"That starts adding up to a lot of volume 
here in a hurry," commented Madill. 
"We're going to find that difficult." 
Madill also suggested Avenor will contact 
Doug Kerley, the provincial government's 
jobs protection commissioner, for as- 
sistance in resolving the five per cent 
takeback. 
That's because companies can duck the 
take back if they have an economic plan ap- 
proved by the commissioner. 
administration tosit down to look for new ways to save money, 
E anks eat $75M 
"Sure enough they ratified that plan and 
III 
James W. Radelet I~ 
RADELET & COMPANY Barrisler~ So,cito= 
Tax Law. Trusts. Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.CI V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604.689-1386 
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IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
'(OUR V8G 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is 
tax deductible 
CANADA'S 638-1167 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memor.iam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
With everyone's busy and hectic 
five days later it blew up in their faces." 
. . . .  ' " " n But Hill disagrees with Berthmume s lnterpretatio . 
"I find it hard to read into it what hey have," he said. 
The actual wording of the committee's finding is vague. It 
calls upon the union and college administration to "implement 
the spirit and intent of the efficiency review provisions...in the 
framework agreement." 
The committee also says the two sides should meet and work 
out an agreement before the "final implementation f the deci- 
sions identified in the proposed 1996-2000 Operating Plan at 
NWCC." 
Hill says he talked to representatives from the dispute com- 
mittee on Monday, and they told him he could still go ahead 
with layoff notices. 
However, those layoffs might not come to fruition, if the 
unions and administration can find better ways to save money, 
Hill said. On the other hand, even if they find more cost savings, 
the layoffs could go ahead if the college decides the savings 
• could be better spent elsewhere . . . . . . .  , ,~ " . . . .  
Hill said the work of the task forces will probably carry on. 
However, Berthiaume says the dispute committee's decision 
makes it clear that the task forces are a violation of the unions' 
employment agreement. 
The only thing that is clear is that the unions and administra- 
tion should be working together to find savings. 
Hill predicted that both sides are going to have to go back to 
the dispute committee to get a clearer interpretation of the rul- 
ing. In particular, the wording about a final implementation fa 
four-year plan has him conthsed. 
"But at the end of the day. money has to be saved," said Hill. 
Body founa 
in vacant lot 
THE DISCOVERY of a body Monday moming on a vac- 
ant lot downtown has prompted an RCMP investigation. 
The dead man was found inside a fenced compound owned 
by Progressive Ventures near Kermodei Beverages. 
An employee found the body when he entered the yard to 
pick up construction supplies. 
The police were called around 8:30 a.m. that morning. 
Workers aid it appeared the man had taken shelter under a 
boat there. 
A post.mortem exam was to take place Tuesday and 
RCMP said they had not yet ruled out foul play. 
At press time, the autopsy had not been completed but 
RCMP officers on the case felt it was most likely the man 
had died of exposure. 
Const. Bill Casault said the man had been dead more than 
24 hours. 
TWO BANKS which have made major loans to Repap are 
, writing off $75 million of debt as part of the proposed 
Aveuor take over of the company. 
But the Toronto-Dominion Bank and the Royal Bank are 
also buying $75 million of Avenor common stock. 
It's all part of a complicated plan to reduce the Repap 
debt as it specifically applies to its B.C. operations. 
The plan is to roughly cut the estimated Repap B.C. debt 
of $460 million in two. That'li be done by the bank write 
off and by Avenor pouring money into Repap's B.C. hold- 
ings to cut the debt. 
And, says Avenor official Darrell Madill, his company is 
making available a $10,0 million credit line to keep 
Repap's holdings up here in business. 
Madill didn't want to comment directly on the financial 
problems facing Repap but did note that the two banks are 
playing an increasingly important role in temporarily keep- 
ing Repap afloat, at least until March 12. 
That's the date Avenor and Repap shareholder meet to 
say yes or no to the deal. A two-thirds majority o f  each 
shareholder g oup is required. 
Moves to reduce Repap B.C.'s debt is but one part of the 
complicated financial arrangements surrounding Avenor's 
offer to take over the company. 
Part of the deal involves Avenor trying to rid itself of 
Repap founder George Petty's Aleeli technology to pro- 
duce environmentally-sound pulp. That technology con- 
sumed about $300 million but never eturned any revenue. 
Petty does have an agreement tobuy back the Alcell end 
of Repap for $I should it not sell within a set period. 
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schedule today, you deserve to 
i pamper youself or just take a 
little time to relax. 
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**New Recotd 
THIS YEA~ 
MAX. inN. P_EP_.N SUN 
3.8 0.4 0.2 0.O 
4.3 0.0 3,2 1.0 
4.0 -1.7 1.4 4.4 
1.9 -2.0 0.0 0.0 
2.7 -1.0 0,0 0.O 
3.0 -0.2 0.4 0.3 
2.8 0.4 1.8 0.0 
als, manicures, pedicures, 
body waxing... 
Phone to book your 
appointment at: 
Michele's 
Body Care 
638-8664 
By appt. Only 
1546 Park Ave. Suite 208 
ii !i/ili ¸ iii!i! 
MAX. yEAR MIN. 
8,7 1993 -20.0 
6,1 1959 -19,2 
7,2 1976 -19.4 
7,3 1984 -18.6 
5,1 1995 -16,7 
9,6 1993 -15,2 
7.6 1984 i -15.0 
MAX. MIN. EGP.~ SUN 
-12.2 -17.5 0.0 7.3 
-9,4 -14,5 0,0 7,4 
-10,0 -14.8 0,0 0.0 
-5,7 -11.1 0,0 4.7 
-3.3 -8.1 83 0.O 
1,2 -7.9 12,0 0.0 
4,3 0.1 8.0 0,0 
U a  ROAD CONDITIONS [ ]  
Winter is here. Our crews are on winter shift, patrolling all the highways 24 J 
y. Be on the lookout for black'ice, especially in the shaded areas | 
idge decks. Please stay back a safe distance from our sanding n 
~ ,  CALL 1.800.665-5051. 
YEAR 
1969 
1990 
1968 
1989 
1989 
1989 
1971 
PREClP. YEAR 
31.5 1961 
44.2 1954 
40,1 1964 
22.9 1955 
46,8 1979 
79.0 1961 
23.6 1972 
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Boxers rally 
against docs 
By DAVE TAYLOR 
AMATEUR BOXERS KO'd with news their event had 
been dropped from the Northern BC Winter Games 
organized a protest rally last week outside the new Park 
Street medical centre. 
The sport had to be canceled because no local doctors 
were available to sit at ringside and games regulations re- 
quire that a physician be present at every bout. 
A total of 35 boxers were coming from as far away as 
Aatchorage, Alaska to fight. The Anchorage team had ac- 
tually left for Terrace when the event was canceled. 
"It was extremely disappointing," says games coor- 
dinator Diana O'Brien. " I t 's  hard to believe not one doctor 
would volunteer their time. They made a lot of comments 
about it being a blood sport." 
Disappointed athletes and parents rallied outside the 
medical centre, Friday. They wanted to protest what they 
said was misinformed prejudice on the part of the doctors. 
"They'll take their money but they won't come to the 
fights," says Cindy Mitzimberg. Mitzimberg has three 
children in the boxing club. She says it's hypocritical for 
Terrace doctors to charge $45 for each boxer's required 
physical exam, and then refuse to cover a fight. 
" It 's  totally unfair," she says. "These kids have worked 
really hard all year just to have the rug pulled out from un- 
der them." 
" It 's really not that violent," she says. "Rugby is way 
more violent and they don't even wear padding. Are they 
going to cancel it next?" 
Chad Gerow was one of the boxers who was set to fight 
at the games. " I t  think it's stupid. We've been working 
really hard all year so we could fight in our home town." 
Gerow points out that the club is for amateur boxers only 
and they all wear protective padding. "We wear headgear 
and use padded gloves," he says. " It 's not like the pros." 
Boxing club coach Rusty Doane also says the doctors are 
probably mistaking professional boxing for the amateur 
sport. " It 's like comparing tennis to basketball," he says. 
" I  think maybe the doctors have seen too many Rocky 
movies." 
But local physician Dr. G-eoffAppleton says the medical 
community is being used as a scapegoat for a problem that 
actually resulted from poor planning. 
"This was no one's fault but the organizers'," he says. 
"They expected us to leap to the rescue at the last 
minute." 
Appleton says there was a Terrace doctor who was will- 
ing to help, but he had to drop out due to personal matters 
leaving games officials little time to find another doc- 
tor. 
"People are accusing us of not doing our duty. Well, I 
don't buy that," Appleton says. "This was not our duty, it 
was a voluntary thiug and we had other plans. Some of us 
were going away, some were on call, some had wives who 
were having babies." 
Appleton points out that eight local doctors were already 
involved in the games. He says it's unfair to demand that 
physicians drop their plans at the last minute to watch 
boxing ~ a sport that most physicians find too violent. 
"This is not a sport like hockey or wrestling where 
someone might get hurt by.accident,,/he says. "This is a 
sport where the goal is to knock ~e'btlicf ~fly!6uL'Ai!d to 
accuse us of not supporting our community because some 
of us may not want to witness that is unfair." 
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AMATEUR BOXERS in Terrace held an information picket at the Park Street 
medical centre last week to protest against local doctors who wouldn't attend 
their fights at the Northern BC Winter Games, forcing the event to be canceled. 
News In Brief 
City increases fees 
IT'LL COST a bit more to put up a massive new devel- 
opment in the city, and a bit less for a small scale one. 
A development permit for construction of a project 
worth more than $1 million will cost a developer 
$1,000 now. And council has also added a lower level 
of fec, charging just $100 for development permit 
worth less than $10,000. 
Council system changed 
MAYOR JACK TALSTRA has done away with city 
council's system of examining issues using a number 
of different committees. 
The work of the old four committees ~ public 
works, planning, finance and recreation ~ is now 
going to be dealt with at one big committee to be at- 
tended by all councillors. 
That committee-of-the-whole meeting will take place 
on the Mondays when council doesn't meet, and on 
Fridays at lunch when needed. 
That also means an end to the system of putting a 
councillor in charge of each committee. 
The mayor also appointed council members as the 
city representatives to a number of other organizations. 
The appointments are: 
Councillor Linda Hawes ~ Service clubs and Ter- 
race and District Chamber of Commerce, Terrace Ad- 
visory Parks attd Recreation Commission, the River- 
boat Days Committee, Terrace and District Community 
Services. 
Val George ~ Forestry Advisory Commission, 
KMum South Community Resource Board, Terrace 
Public Library Board, and Terrace University Access 
Council. 
Rich McDaniel ~ Seniors Advisory Commission, 
Stopping the Violence Committee, arid Yellowhead 
Highway Assocation. 
Tim Down ~ Airport Advisory Committee, the 
Muks-Kum-Oi Housing Society, Terrace Beautification 
Society and the merrace/Thomhill Restructuring Com- 
mittee. 
David Hull - -  Community Health Council, Family 
Court and Youth Justice Committee, P.E.P. Executive 
committee, Skeena Union Board of Health, Terrace 
Health Care Society. 
Rou Vanderlee - -  Community consultative com- 
mittee, North by Northwest Tourism Association, 
T.E.A.C., Transit Advisory Commission. 
Mayor Talstra will attend Skeeua Treaty Advisory 
Committee meetings. 
CBC Radio defended 
ONE OF THE new city councillors wants the city to 
mount a defeace of CBC Radio. 
Tim Down said CBC cuts are threatening northwest 
regional radio scrvice, and said council should look at 
supporting the service that now exists. 
Layoffs affecting CBC radio and TV operations are 
already taking place. 
ST  D ARD 0 
Entrance To Another Dimension 
"A Show For All Ages" 
•("( 
"".":;"" 'i" t:' :: . . ,  . ,  ,..... ,...;. 
February 19, 1997 
R,E.M. Lee Theatre 
Tickets: $15.00 available at Uniglobe Travel 
4718 A Lazelle Ave, Terrace 
5 Sets of Tickets for 2 
Ii Name I 
I Address I 
II Ph°ne (H) Bring or mail you entry.(~)to , ' II 
! -~- - - -~  - -  3210 Clinton Street I 
!  T..,  DARD Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
I Winners will be drawn at random from all entries received' Prinztes I 
L ... mustbe2cc....epta...ble_as~war._dedand ha..ve n._o c_ash_equi....va,_ _ _ j 
7 
co pe itio 
Underlay* with any Rollend 
purchased by Feb, 22 
• p * 7 /16  4lb. Chip Foam 
or Upgrade for only lO* /s f  
I Hours: 
Monday 
Sunday 11 :00  a.m. - 4 :00  p.m. 
,635-7700 
1-800-511-6511 
 - Saturday 9 :00  a.m. - 6 :00  p.m. ..................................................... , ....... :~,~ 
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A penny saved 
VANCOUVER ~ A review of provincial capi- 
tal investment programs has produced more than 
100 cost-containment s rategies which can save 
approximately $200 million when planning and 
building new schools, health facilities and capital 
projects. 
"The report's cost-savings recommendations 
show this government is committed to getting 
better value for money and spending smarter," 
Finance Minister Andrew Petter said. 
Some examples, listed by government ministry, 
are: 
Ministry of Attorney-General 
Have young offenders travel with police of- 
fleers. That way, when the young offenders com- 
mit a crime, they're easily apprehendable, 
making the arrest process more cost efficient. 
Provide young offenders with multiple 
photocopy versions of "we're sorry and we 
won't do it again" letters they send to victims. 
Blanks will be left in the appropriate spots so 
details can be quickly and easily filled in. 
Ministry of Education 
Eliminate the need for new schools by conduct- 
ing classes around the clock, seven days a week, 
365 days a year. 
Students, at least who can stay awake, would 
then have the opportunity to finish their K-12 re- 
quirements in record time and thus be available 
for the job market way ahead of everybody else. 
Ministry of Health and Responsible for 
Seniors 
Make it mandatory for patients to bring their 
own beds when checking into hospitals. Cost 
savings in purchasing beds, linens and doing 
laundry will more than pay itself off in the 
ability of the government o hire yet more con- 
sultants to explain why the system doesn't work. 
Make provision for senior citizen housing under 
any and all new bridges to be built. The theory 
here is that senior citizens can retain an active 
and healthy lifestyle by enjoying the great out- 
doors. Sleeping bags~in~d camp stoves to be pro- 
vided. 
B.C. Ferry Corporation 
Make German tourists swim alongside the ferry 
going to the Queen Charlotte Islands. Tourism 
research has proven that foreign tourists, Ger- 
mans in particular, come to B.C. for an ad- 
venturesome and challenging experience. This 
will allow B.C. Ferries to overbook its vessels, 
adding to income and turning them essentially 
into a luggage-carrying operation only. 
B.C. Transit 
For a fee, allow skateboarding teenagers to grab 
onto buses making their rounds. A survey has 
shown that skateboarding teenagers far outweigh 
those who take the bus. This program will 
benefit those skateboarders and increase B.C. 
Transit's revenue flow. 
Ministry of Forests 
Locate portable food banks, welfare offices and 
FRBC branches on the grounds of shut down 
sawmills. This will make it easier to process and 
assist laid off workers in a familiar and non- 
threatening environment. 
Large TV screens broadcasting the latest 
provincial pronouncements on job creation ac- 
cords will be a key part of this program. 
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CBC cuts ignore the public 
VICTORIA ~ Oil Dec. 11 
last, the Canadian Broadcast- 
ing Corporation sent layoff 
notices to 996 employees 
across the country to meet the 
requiremeuts of its latest 
budget cuts - -  a whopping 
$414 ulillion. The layoffs take 
effect March 31. 
At the same time, 615 CBC 
radio and television employees 
accepted voluntary severance 
packages, while an additional 
88 vacancies were scrapped. 
That brings the total staff cuts 
to 1,699 positions, with anoth- 
er 800 or so layoffs expected 
in 1998. 
The budgetary blood-letting 
will mean a lot of changes to 
viewers aud listeners of CBC 
TV and Radio, Gone will be 
the Vicky Gabereau show. 
Morniugside with Peter 
G-zowski will b e history. A lot 
of regional programming will 
be replaced by national pro- 
ductions out of Torouto. 
The last time I wrote about 
the gradual emasculation of the 
CBC at the hands of our 
politicians, I received a lot of 
fax messages from the Reform 
Party, infonuing what plans a 
Reform government would 
have in store for the CBC. 
Preston Manning, no less, 
told me he would reserve 
budget cuts for CBC TV. 
I :l :iaICA l I :  I : l [~l: l  :i | ~r:l q 
HUBERT BEYER 
Radio would pretty well be left 
alone and Radio Canada Inter- 
national, the corporation's 
world-wide shortwave service 
would continue to be financed. 
I appreciate the information, 
albeit useless at the moment in 
the absence of a Reform 
government. Puld for Mr. Man- 
niug's benefit, I 'm not all that 
happy either about the slow 
death of the CBC's television 
arm. 
I don't want to overstate the 
importance of the CBC to Can- 
ada as a nation, but the Crown 
corporation has been a ray of 
light in the gloom that is coin- 
mercial broadcasting. 
True, CBC Radio stacks up a 
lot better to its commercial 
rivals than CBC TV does. but 
even CBC TV is infinitely 
preferable to the stream, of 
idiotic sitcoms, violent crime 
shows and trash TV tabloid 
'news' shows that seem to 
domiuate commercial TV. 
S o, if the CBC constitutes 
such all important factor in the 
Canadian scene, why have suc- 
cessive governments been so 
eager to all but eliminate the 
public broadcaster? They will 
tell you that they are simply 
following the public's lead. 
Politicians point to poll after 
poll, indicatiug that the public 
isn't that serious about the 
CBC. Well, it depends oil what 
questions the pollsters ask. 
Most polls the government 
relies oil have asked whether 
the respondeuts are in favour 
of reduciug govenuuent sub- 
sidies to the CBC. A public 
conditioned by a cacophonous 
demand for deficit reduction 
will almost certainly support 
harsh budget cuts to the CBC. 
But ask different questions, 
and you get quite a different 
picture of what the public 
thinks of the CBC aud its im- 
portance to Canada. And that's 
what Louis Harris of Cauada, a 
respected polling firm, did last 
November. 
The Harris poll asked Calla- 
dians whether the CBC is a 
unique contributor to Canadian 
culture. Does the CBC produce 
quality programnfing? Is the 
CBC a waste of taxpayers' 
money? 
Panong all Cauadians asked, 
74 per cent said if they were a 
member of Parliament, they 
would vote to either maintain 
the budget of the CBC at its 
current level or increase it. 
Only 15 per cent said they 
would decrease the budget, and 
five per cent said they would 
eliminate it. 
Asked whether or not CBC 
television and radio are impor- 
tant to Canadian culture, 86 
per cent said yes with regard to 
television, while the support 
was somewhat lower with 62 
per cent for CBC FM and 60 
per ceut for CBC AM. 
Those results are in stark 
contrast o the ones that have 
backed up the govenlment's 
slashiug of the CBC budget. 
Asld based on the Harris poll, a 
political party could do worse ...... 
than making the battle over the 
CBC's survival an issue in the 
next election. 
And if you still wonder 
whether or not the CBC is im- 
portant o our country, I would 
say that 76 per cent of Caua- 
dians supporting current fund- 
ing for the public broadcaster 
is a pretty good indication of 
how we feel about he CBC. 
Beyer can be reached at Tel: 
920-9300; Fax: 385.6783; E- 
Mail: hubert@coolcom.com 
Her words will last forever 
CONVENTIONAL LE'IU'ERS 
beat Interact E-mail for record- 
ing history and preserviug 
family ties. Recently I was 
given photostatic copies of two 
letters written by my im- 
migrant grandmother. Both let- 
ters, written to her cousin back 
home in Sweden, were dated 
before I was three years old. 
The earliest letter is dated 
Dee. 3, 1934, six weeks before 
I was born. "Maria (my 
mother) and her boy (my 
oldest brother Ron) still live 
here. It's hard for newlyweds 
to establish their owu home in 
these times. Claude (my dad) 
is up iu the woods (near 
Meadowlake, Sask.) 60 miles 
from here cutting timber for 
sale as railway ties. He has our 
teanl of horses, and sure needs 
the nloney. 
"I am glad to have Maria 
and Ronald with us. Yes, 
Maria's boy is very dear to us 
and fun to have around. He 
will be two years old the first 
of April and speaks in 
sentcllces, so we call uuder- 
stand his thoughts fairly well. 
i d  ' ; I  l t l l l t l  : [ ]  : l I ~ , I~ I  I I1-1: 
CLAUDE'ITE SANDECKI 
"How are you all ill these 
hard times. Hope you had a 
good crop. We are satisfied 
with our crop. Many had frost 
but ours sold at No. 1." 
The second letter is dated 
Nov. 9, 1936. Grandma begins 
by commiserating about the 
passing of a relative ill 
Sweden. "Death is such a 
powerful part of life over 
which we have no control, 
Hope you can be strong and 
accept your loss, even though 
it's hard right now and maybe 
our own time is not that far 
away. Maybe those whose time 
has come are the lucky ones, 
so many problems nowadays, 
at least for us out here (on a 
homestead). 
"We had quite cold weather, 
now it's turned warm and 
many have butchered beef and 
are waiting for cold weather 
again so that it will stay fresh. 
We have beef butchered two 
weeks ago hanging in the ga- 
rage. 
"Ronald will be four on 
April first. Claudette will be 
two in January makiug one 
aotice time is going by. Some 
people hereabouts, though not 
our close ueighbours, have 
died from operations in hospi- 
tal, many after car accidents. 
"We have not used our car 
since a week ago. The girls 
(my Morn and her sister) and 
Claude were out and the 
radiator froze so a pipe is leak- 
ing, so now the car has to walt 
until spring for repairs. 
" I f  we have many years like 
this it's going to be hard for us, 
Cattle are not bringing in much 
money, a buyer was here this 
fall and offered us 15 dollars 
for seven six-month-old 
calves. He offered one cent a 
pound for an old cow yet next 
week we may have to sell 
some, feed is low and we want 
to keep some cattle for next 
year. 
"Maria is churning butter 
and the children arc sitting by 
eating hard thin bread. Ronald 
says I shouldn't bake it so hard 
but the girls like me to bake 
some every so often. 
"It would be nice if the dis- 
lance between us could allow 
even one visit a year." 
In fact, Grandma went honlc 
to Sweden for one visit, nl 
1912. She came back on the 
last ship to cross the Atlantic 
ahead of the Titanic. 
hi four pages handwritten 
with a fountain pen, Grandma 
gives a glinlpse of the prairie 
economy, daily life, and the 
plight of tanners during the 
dellressiou. She died at age 67 
when I was only seven. 
r . tN,.a'ro;   Ill gill • . N I  sfiJ J;'._  .#q llllllq 
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Games. "fhe ceremonies featured a parade ot athletes, entertain- 
ment, and opening remarks by Jan Pullinger, Minister of Tourism. 
THOUSANDS OF ATHLETES and spectators filled the arena Fri- 
day evening for the opening ceremonies of the Northern B.C. Winter 
Games 
goodwill 
sweeps city 
PERHAPS SWIM coach Mike Carlyle said it best. 
"There's a really positive feeling in the air this 
weekend," he explained, as pool records dropped 
around him like flies. "The kids are just feeding off of 
it." 
More than 2,000 athletes can attest o that positive at- 
mosphere, along with the thousands more who got out 
to watch some of the weekend's competition. 
The games brought out the best in people. Not just in 
the athletes, but also in those who opened their homes 
to visiting youths, in those who donated the funds to 
make the games a reality and in the tireless volunteers 
who worked for months to put it all together. 
Fittingly, the 1997 Northern B.C. Winter Games 
were dedicated to the memory of Sheila McCullough, 
one of the key volunteers who passed away shortly be- 
fore the games began. 
The games brought ogether people from all over the 
vast northern half of the province for three days of in- 
teuse athletic ompetition and community goodwill. In 
spite of the disappointing loss of women's hockey and 
boxing from the line-up, spectators had plenty of sports 
to choose from ~ 26 in all. Everything from archery to 
wrestling was rcpreseated and athletes from the ages of 
nine to 70 took part. Below is a complete list of medal 
winners. 
Now that the games are over the torch is passed to 
Dawson Creek, who will host the 1998 Northern B.C. 
Winter Games. 
Local athletes strike gold 
Below are the local medal winners for the Phil Smith took the brt~ nze in the men's in- gory. She also won gold in the kumite female 16 back, gold, 200 back. 
1997 Northern B.C. Winter Games. 
Badminton 
Eileen Birkedal, gold, seniors doubles 
female, bronze, seniors mixed. 
Diane Coy, gold, seniors doubles female, 
seniors mixed. 
Victoria Chemko, gold. beginners ingle 
female, silver, beginners doubles female. 
gles category. 
Ruby Whittington won silver in the singles 
female category. 
Duplicate bridge 
TezTace teams wept he open pairs category, 
taking gold, silver and bronze medals. 
Terrace also captured gold in the Swiss 
teams mixed category. 
Gordon Clent, bronze, seniors doubles 
male, gold, seniors mixed. " ....... " . . . . . . . .  Gymnastics . ..~." ~ " . , . . . . .  ; . . 
Ken Dahms, silver, seniors mixed. Keira Almas, bi'onze, level oneopen vauli, 
Ray Flaherty, bronze, seniors doubles male, silver, level one open beam, gold, level one 
seniors mixed, open floor, bars and all around. 
Rhonda Freeman, silver, junior doubles Chelsey Cyr, silver, level one midget floor. 
female. Loren Eigert, silver, level One tryro vault and 
Jordan Linteris, bronze, beginners ingle level two tyro vault. 
and over orange/green category. Jamie Striker won 
silver in the kata women 16 and over orange/green 
category. Erda San Luis won silver in the kata 
women's blue/brown and silver in the kumite 
female 16 and over blue/brown. Erin Hovanes won 
silver in the kumite 10-12 girls green/orange. 
Lyndsay Griffiths won sliver in the kumite 13-15 
girls white/yellow. Andrew Westerhof won bronze 
in the kumite male 13-15 white/yellow category. 
Liam Murphy won gold in the kumite male 8-12 
white/yell0w category. Michael Osborne won 
bronze in the kumite male 8-12 white/yellow cate- 
gory. Len Hovanes won bronze in the kumite men 
black. Chris Blakey wnn silver in the kumite men's 
16 and over blue/brown. Paul Fleming won gold in 
the kumite men's 16 and over blue/brown cate- 
gory. Hayes Beatty kumite men's 16 and over 
Julie Vanderlee, 15-19 female, silver, 50 free, 2001M, gold, 100 fi'ee, 100 
butterfly. 
Gavin Wallace, 13-14 male, bronze, 200 breast. 
Special Olympics wimming 
Laudelina Andrade, gold, 25 free. 
Donna Brooks, bronze, 25 free. 
Sabrina Brown, gold, 100 back, 50 free, 50 breast, 100 free, silver, 50 back. 
Silas Clayton, gold, 50 breast, 25 butterfly, bronze, 50 free. 
Donna Hepworth, bronze, 25 butterfly. 
Dale McKinnon, silver, 50 free, 100 free, 50 back, gold, 100 back. 
Volleyball 
Ten'ace adult mixed teams won a gold and a silvel: 
Waterpolo 
Terrace's mixed teams won silver and bronze. 
male. beginners doubles male. Melissa Hamuis, gold. level one open vault 
May McFarland, silver, seniors doubles 
female, seniors mixed. 
Daryl Muir, silver, beginners ingle male, 
beginners doubles male. 
Lino Osorio, bronze, junior singles male. 
Kathleen Parry, silver, seniors doubles 
female. 
Ginny Russell, bronze, beginners ingles 
female, beginners doubles female. 
Jennifer Teichroeb, bronze, junior singles 
female, gold juniors doubles female. 
Jodi Trombley, gold, junior doubles female. 
Basketball 
The senior women's team won gold. 
and level one open beam, silver, level one open 
all around. 
Raina Karrer, gold, level one midget floor. 
Shannon Kelly, bronze, level one tyro beam. 
Annadelle Kurtz, silver, level three 12-and- 
over vault and floor, bronze, level three J2- 
and-over beam and all around. 
Amanda Parks, gold, level one ty ro vault, 
bars and floor. 
Shawna Pritchard, silver, level two midget 
vault, beam, bars, floor and all around. 
Kim Rooker, gold, level two tyro beam, silv- 
er, level two tyro all around. 
Maria Schulmeister, bronze, level one 
midget vault. 
Annie Wittkowski, gold, level three 12-and- 
white/yellow category. 
Racquetball 
David Jones won the bronze in the men's 19-29 
year old category. 
Snowboarding 
Brett McLean won the men's ilver in the 19 and 
over boardercross. 
Jayson Kowalsky won the gold in the male 15- 
18 year old atrial category while Jon Mohler won 
the bronze. 
Josh Anker won the silver in the men's 19 and 
older atrial category while Shawn Buck won the 
bronze. 
Shawn Buck won the gold in the men's 19 years 
and over boardercross category. 
Wrestling 
Brent Tr0mbley won the gold in the m.'de open 41kg category and Jonathan 
Peltier won the silver. 
Candle Russell won the silver and Mindy Alton the bronze in the female 
open 48kg category. 
Jennifer Eide won the silver in the female open 54kg category. 
Angle McRae won the silver in the female open 57kg category. 
Lakhbir Jawal won the bronze in the male open 60kg category. 
Herb Spalding won the gold in the male novice 63kg category. 
Laura Carpino won the bronze in the female open 70kg category. 
Tracy Ridler won the gold in the female open ?0kg category. 
Stephanie Laplante the gold in the female open 75kg category. 
Pamela Haugland won the silver in the female open 80-plus kilogram 
category. 
Brenna Smith won the bronze in the female open 80-plus kilogram 
category. 
Black Powder 
In the tbrmal men's marksmanship competi- 
tion, Carl Gustafson of Terrace placed fourth Indoor soccer-Futsal 
while Peter Nicholson placed eighth. The adult male team won the gold. The 
In the primitive men's marksnmnship corn- junior male team won the silver. The ladies 
petition, Carl Gtistafson won the bronze while team won the gold. 
Dave Hogarth, placed eighth. 
In the men s knife and hawk competition, Jujitsu 
Carl Oustafson won the bronze and David 
Hogarth placed fimrth. 
In the junior boys formal competition, Tim 
Ealden won the gold. 
In the junior boys primitive competition, 
Tim Ealden won the gold. 
In the junior boys knife and hawk competi- 
tion, Tim Ealden won the gold. 
Bowling 
Bryan Netzel won bronze in the adull single 
male category. 
Maurice George Beaudoin won silver in the 
golden age male category. 
And the golden age female team won 
bronze. 
Cathy Wiebe won gold in the adult single 
female category. 
Gerry Bradford won silver in the adult single 
male. 
Dorothy Alway won gold in the golden age 
female category. 
Michael Metier won the gold in youth single 
male and David Alway won silver. 
Chess 
Daniel Funk won gold in the senior untamed 
male, 
Kory Yamashita won bronze in the cadet 
unrated male category, 
Curling 
over bars, floor and all around. Lee-Anne Critchley won the gold in the wom- 
en's open boardercross and silver in the women's 
open, Jon Mohler won the bronze in the inen's 15- 
18 boardercross. Shawna Sterner won gold in the 
male 19 and over airials and bronze in the 19.and 
over boardercross. 
John Barrett, silver, junior boys. Mark 
Biabnni, gold, junio9 boys. Gary Haugland, 
bronze, junior boys, silver, junior teams boys. 
Alexander Luciw, bronze; junior boys. Leeland 
Sturko, bronze, junior boys, junior boys team. 
Mark Biagionl, gold, junior boys teams. Ryan 
Monsees, silver, juinor boys team. Christopher 
Russell, gold, junior boys team. Kurt Biagioni, 
bronze, juvenile boys, juvenile boys team. 
Stephen Biagioni, bronze, juvenile boys, gold, 
juvenile boys team. Baljind~r Gi!l, silver, juve- 
nile boys. Robert Wickie, gold, juvenile boys. 
juvenile team. Caltlin Behm, silver, juvenile 
girls, gold juvenile girls team. Joty Gill, 
bronze, juvenile girls, gold, Kala girls team. 
Kim Macdonald, gold, juvenile girls, juvenile 
gi 'Is team. Ky a Tjernstrom, bronze, juvenile 
girls, silver, juvenile team. Ty er Dav ds0n, 
bronze, juvenile team boys. Alexander lppel, 
bronze, juvepile boys. Jason McColl, silver, 
juvenile boys team. Arlk f3aker, bronze, Kata 
boys, green/blue, gold, kime team. Rudy 
Colasanzio, Silver, Kata boys, gold, kime team 
boys.Karen Wienberg, gold, Kata girls, Kata 
girls team; johnwill Keating, bronze teen. 
Chris Simmons, gold, tenn. 
Karate 
Terrace's kata adult team ~von the gold. 
Matthew Arruda won the silver in the kata 
male/female 8-12 white/yellow category and 
Jpemmanuel San Luis the bronze. Jamie 
Special Olympics nowshoeing 
Angus Solomon won the gold in the male 100 
metres and silver in the male 41)O metres. Mary 
Ann Besignano won the silver in the female 100 
metres. Frank B01stad won silver in the men's 200 
metres and 800 metres. Dale Brown won gold in 
the men's 200 metres and 800 metres. Lavern 
China won bronze in the men's 100 metres and 
800 metres. Medrick Duncan won bronze in the 
men's 200 metres. Peter Nisyok won bronze ia the 
men's 200 metres and gold in the n~en's 800 
metres. 
Swimming 
Jenine Barton, 11-12 female bronze, 20OIM, 100 
back, 100 tree, silver, 100 breast, 50 free, gold, 100 
butterfly. Tristan Brown, 13-14 male, gold, 2001M, 
50 fi'ee, 100 fi'ee, 200 fi'ee, 100 butterfly Marina 
Checkley, 15-19 female, gold, 50 free, 2001M and 
200 back, silver, 100 back, It)0 free and 200 free. 
Tamara Checkley, 11-12 female, 200 free: ll!() b uJ,- 
terfly. (;artil (2oxl?ord, 15-19 male, gold, 50 free, 
2{)01M. 100 fi'ee, silvel, ItX) butterfly.John Dando, 
20-and-uver male, silver. 50 free, 1001M. Thomas 
Demetzer. 11-12 male, gold, 100 back, 100 fi~ee, 
silver, 50 fi'ee. 100 butterfly. Kaya Downs, 13-14 
female, bronze, 200 breast, silver, 100 breast. Seth 
Downs, 15-19 male, bronze, 50 free, silver, 
2001M, 100 free, gold 200 breast, 20(1 fl'ee, Eric 
Eide, 11-12 male, silver, 200 back. Dylan Evans, 
13-14 male, bronze, 200 back, Maria Farrell, 1 I- 12 
female, bronze, 200 breast, Natalie Gour, 11-12 
female, slyer, 200 breast, bronze, 100 breast. Joe 
Grog Buck won the silver in the male open 84kg category. 
Clint Drummond won the told in hte male novice 90-plus kilogram cate- 
gory and the gold in the male open 90-plus kilogram category. 
James Bohn won the silver in the male open 90kg category. 
HEART ATTACK 
Bowler dies during 
Games competition 
NORTHERN B.C. Winter Games organizers are in shock after the 
death of a 69-ye~u'-old bowler from Williams L~e. 
Stefan Falebrinza suffered a heart attack Saturday morning while com- 
peting at the bowling alley and died at the scene, according to Terrace 
coroner Jim Lynch. The man was pronounced ead at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
All accounts are Falebrinza was enjoying his sport when he suffered 
the fatal heart attack. 
"He throws the ball, stands up, gives a high-five to one of the girls and 
then keels straight over backwards," said Lynch. 
Lynch said that first-aid attendants were on hand and that while the 
bowling alley is very close to both the fire hall and ambulance station, 
nothing could be done for the man. 
"The society and host committee offer our deepest sympathies to his 
teammates and h'is family,, said Steve Scott, president of the Northern 
B,C. Winter Games organization here. 
Such an occurrence is totally unexpected, he added. 
"In the 23-ye,'u" history of the games this is the first such incident, the 
first one that I'm aware of in talking to other people, of this kind," said 
Scott: 
1¢ We ve had a very successful games and this is a very sad ending, This 
Terrace adult mixed teams won gold, silver. 
and bronze. 
One of Terrace's junior mens teams won 
bronze, 
Darts 
Tile Terrace mixed teams won gold and 
bronze. 
The mixed doubles teams won gold and 
silver. 
Kilgren won the gold in the kata men 16 and 
over orange/green, Chris Blakey won the gold 
in the kata men 16 and over blue/brown. Paul 
Fleming won the silver in the kata men 16 and 
over blue/brown. Len Hovanes won the silver 
in the kata men black, The kala junior team 
in that cate,ory Terrace kata team 200 breast, gold, 100 breast, Shauna Marie won bronze g . or. 
junior teams in the 8-12 category won bronze Palahicky, 11-12 female, silver 21X) IM, 100 free, 
and stlver, Babai Sanghera won gold in the gold, 50 free, 2t)0 breast, 100 breast, bronze, llt0~ 
kata women 16 and over orange/green cute- butterfly. William Shack 11-12 male, bronze, 
Mandur, 20-and-over male, gold, 50 fi'ee, 1001M, was . . . . . .  unforeseen and unpreventable occurrence," said president 
Cheryl McGregor, 20.and-over female, gold, Kathy Bedard, president of the overall Northern B.C. Winter Games 
100 IM, 100 back, 50 free, Oreg Narzt, 15-19 Society. 
male. silver, 200 breast, gold, 100 breast. Kyle Scott said the news "hit them like a ton of bricks." 
Narzi, 13-14 male, silver, 100 back, 200 back. 
Bryan Palahicky, 13-14 male, bronze, 50 free, silv- "There have been eight or nine deaths which have affected us (games 
organizing committee) - parents of us and other family," noted Scott. 
"It's been tough,, 
Medical extuns aren't required to enter most games events, with box- 
ing as a major exception. The organization does have iiabflity insurance. 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
III 
Out  & 
About  
Trade show 
sold out 
IF YOU were thinking about get- 
ting a booth at the 1997 Terrace 
Trade Show, you can forget about 
it. 
All 80 spots sold out by the end of 
January ~ the fastest ever sell-out 
of the Apr. 25-27 exhibition, accord- 
ing to Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce manager Bobble Phil- 
lips. 
"People certainly are interested," 
she said. "We really need that sec- 
ond arena." 
Phillips said the chamber is con- 
tinuing to take names for the trade 
show's waiting list in case there are 
cancellations. 
Potential buyers 
narrowed to four 
WEST FRASER is now working 
with a short list of four buyers inter- 
" " 'S  ested m purchasing the company 
logging division. 
West Fraser northwest regional 
operatious manager Brace Mac- 
Nicol said they're taking final bids 
from those four parties and expect o 
make a decision on a buyer within a 
few weeks. 
"By cnd of February or first week 
in March we expect o have it nailed 
down," he said. 
Whoever the buyer is will end up 
as West Fraser's main contractor in 
charge of logging about 160,000 
cubic metres of timber a year from 
the oct-shore portion of the tree farm 
iicence. 
The new contractor will take over 
ownership of the equipment as well 
as the employees IWA contract. 
MaeNicol said there should be no 
difference from the employees' 
point of view except that there 
paycheques will come from some- 
one else. 
He said there were initially about 
20 interested parties when the com- 
pany first indicated it was planning 
to sell the division. 
Repap cuts 
public relations 
REPAP's latest cost-cutting move 
has been to jettison its high-powered 
spin doctors. 
The company ended its contract 
with publie relations firm Cormler 
Communicators, effective the end 
of January. 
"They were in such a financial 
crunch they had to drop a number of 
services, including us," said Jean 
Cormier. 
Failed business 
stats improve 
BUSINESS BANKRUPTCIES 
dropped by more than one.third over 
the first 11 months of 1996 com- 
pared to the same period iu 1995. 
But consumer bankruptcies rose to 
517 as of last November, an increase 
of 8.2 per cent over the same period 
in 1995. 
Across Canada, consumer and 
business bankruptices rose 19 per 
ceut during the first 11 months of 
1996. 
KALUM KABS owners successfully argued before the Motor Carrier 
Commission that complaints of slow taxi service here are overblown 
and limited to situations of extreme weather and peak demand periods, 
such as when local bars close. The commission denied businessman 
Cliff Pratt s proposal to start up a competing four-cab service. 
Thumbs dofln to 
second tax= plan 
A PROPOSAL that would have plication was Kalum Kabs owner 
brought a secoud taxi compauy to Roger Bal. 
town has been shot down by the Hooper said the commission would 
provincial Motor Carrier Commission. have preferred to hear evidence from 
Cliff Pratt's application to start a 
four-cab operation under the name 
Terrace Taxi Ltd. was rejected last 
month. 
The conunission ruled that Pratt did 
not demoustrate a public need for 
licensing another taxi carrier in Ter- 
race. 
"Healthy competition plays an im- 
portant role in keeping ood service to 
the public as the primary focus of li- 
ce=tsees," wrote comm/ssioner John 
Hooper. 
"On the other hand, the interest of 
the public is not served by flooding 
the market with additional carriers, 
without cause, and thereby creating 
further declines in revecme that would 
in turn reflect on safety or service.'" 
Hooper said the commision might 
have ruled differently if there was in- 
disputable vidence that Terrace's ex- 
isting taxi finn ~ Kalum Kabs - -  
was not providing generally adequate 
service. 
Greyhouud epot agent Robert Bell, 
Northern Motor hm owner Gall 
Munson and Terrace Inn spokesman 
Gerald Ray were the only people who 
testified on Pratt's behalf at the Oct. 
24 hearing. 
The only objector to the licence ap- 
members of the public who use cabs. 
Munson, Ray and Bell all testified 
there were excessive delays in cabs 
arriving at their establishments to pick 
up customers. 
Munson said the Northeru Motor 
Inn operates a courtesy van for 
customers partly because of what she 
views as inadequate axi service. 
But Hooper noted in his ruling that 
the hotel's courtesy van service vio- 
lates both the Motor Carrier Act and 
the Liquor Control and Licensing Act. 
The commission ruled that the only 
evidence of delay was in the early 
morning hours when local bars close.,. 
and that Kalum Kabs is providing~as. 
many cabs as is economically feasi- 
ble. 
Hooper also said there must be 
"some spirit of cooperation" betwcen 
the various businesses involved with 
Kalum Kabs. 
"Hotels cammt operate their own 
vans giving gratuitous transportation 
to select clientele and then expect he 
taxi cab operators to immediately 
rcspond when it is no longer ad- 
vantageous for the hotel to provide 
that free service," he stated. 
The commission ordered Pratt pay 
the costs of the hearing. 
Stores push summer 
holiday shopping idea 
SOME LOCAL retailers are going to 
push the city to allow stores to opeu 
on statutory holidays during the sum- 
mer. 
The Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce plans to raise the issue 
with city council, according to cham- 
ber manager Bobble Phillips. 
She said the suggestion has been 
that stores hould be allowed to open 
on Victoria Day, Canada Day, B.C. 
Day aqd Labour Day - -  the main 
statutory holidays during the tourism 
se.agou, 
"Apparently the stores are open in 
Prince Rupert and Kitimat on those 
days," Phillips said, adding Terrace 
should do likewise to provide con- 
sistent service to tourists. 
"Those are the summer months 
when people are coming through in 
campers or RVs or whatever, and 
those people might not realize the 
next town down the road doesn't have 
holiday shopping." 
Phillips said the suggestion came 
from two chamber members, includ- 
ing a local grocery store. 
• ' . . . . .  '-',,,,--. H Ithl : ' I' Enwronmen ea ssues. Eco= 
The Colorado Department of Syndrome, E. coil infection is the disease? "[he best prot.eclion 
Hen Ih has just announced Ihal a characlerized by diarrhea, which is against infection with E. coil and 
child who had consumed Odwolla n idly watery and in serious cases olher bacteria (such as Salmonella) 
apple juice has died. This is lhe first may become quile bloody. The is a (omblnotion of thorough 
reported deolh in the couenl E. c01i , ~  ,.',1 co0!~.~g.o~!~o!e f o!.!?~0j~no; ° 
015i:ttl0ulbreak. The number 0f [ ~ ~ ' ~ i  II .u=], ..=.u,= ,,,?.=~-,{,, . . .  
lab-confirmed 8C case~ linked to the preparing loon, offer nonollng row 
:~:i meat, and offer using the toilet. unpasteurized juice remains at 10, 
four of whom had Io be 
hospitalized. 
This is not Ihe first lime we've 
seen E. cdi outbreaks in Ihe news. It 
has claimed seven lives and mode 
over 8500 people ill in on ongoing 
outbreak around the western 
Japanese town of Sokoi. The 
memory of the children's dealhs and 
hundreds 0fillnesses associated with 
the Jatk In The Box restnurenl chain 
in the United Slates is still fresh. 
Sources of the bgderial infedion 
vary greatly and include 
unp~eurized milk and oppb cider, 
undercooked beef, pork and poultry, 
untrealed water und raw vegetables, 
and person Io person. The most 
frequenlly implicoled vehicle in lhe 
Northwest has been undercooked 
ground beef. 
Also known as Hamburger 
Disease and Barbecue Season 
Doug,Ouibel l : .  
, .:C:P,B,I;; ,R.E,H.O; : 
Environmenlal Heol lh : 
Officer for Skeena~ 
Health Unit 
diarrhea may also he accompanied 
by vomiting, abdominal cramps, and 
a mild fever. In g small proportion 
of cases Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome 
(HUS) could result and cause kidney 
failure, anemia, and a bleeding 
disorder. This cgn be especially 
dangerous toyoung children and Ihe 
elderly. 
How con you ovoid contracting 
Cook hamburger patlies 
thoroughly. The centre should be 
brown, not pink and Ihe juices clear. 
When eating out, never order 
burgers rare and if Ihey come to the 
table undercooked send them buck. 
Again, Ibis is espocidly imporlont 
for children. 
Drink only pasteurized milk and 
opph cider. Contr, rtIhe Heellh Unit 
for more information on home 
pasteurizing. 
Individuals experiencing tromps 
and or bloody diarrhea should not 
serve food or work in a day-care 
unlil the symptoms have chored. 
Consult your physician immediately. 
Ddnking Jots of fluids is impodant 
for rehydrotign but do not take anti. 
diarrhea medicolion unless you first 
consult your physidon. 
Gov' t  p robes I Brian Christopher Fell 
f o r e st w o e s Criminal I Defence ~'tt\ .Y~ 
~TIolonE0tOo?~ll~wiEthN~t:e°pirno'~;:m t° th;~ :rneatp~7;ntgth:~: I 5atom .. alr  
sqa:reeZst °c~mth~ nf°reT~ian?:;rY~ed t° °pen their b°°ks t° an J ; ~ ~  
independent review underway to determine how much log- 3 -4944 
ring costs have increased, why and what can be done to 
help. ~~. .~3~~-~3~~- .~3=~~~ ~ 
That review of the industry's profitability - -  expected to 
report back by the end of the month ~ is being carried out ~ 
in each region of the province. ~ l  ~~]®~1~)~]  ~ [ ~  (~d~]~ 
Also underway is a review of Repap's proposal to rejig ~ l  [ - L~ ~ 
the stumpage appraisal system. That proposal would allow ~,~ Wed 5 p l  ~ 
coastal operators to take into account heir losses on each , Feb. 19, 1997 at 7:1  
pulp log harvested. ~w.~ at the Happy Gang Centre I~'~ 
That's expected to take longer and could face a rough 
"We have to look at what the implications are to other li- 
censees around the province to make sure what is done is 
equitable," regiouai forestry manager Jim Snetsinger said 
last week. 
A third front is an examination of the increased costs that Confession I  French & English 6:30 p.m. 
have sprung from tougher provisions of the Forest Prac- r~ 1 A priest of the society of St. Plus X r i~ 
,ices Code. ~v.~__ For more information call 635-9359 17'~ 
Suetsiuger said one possibility is a streamlining of 
what's called the "operational planning regulations" in k~--~_~7"_,~'~!~7"-,L4DW~7-~"~DT-~"-,L~T~~ 
the code. That might help out companies by reducing the 
time it takes to get a cutting permit approved. 
Suetsinger said the situation affecting the industry now 
has a very high priority in Victoria. 
"It's front and centre in the government's mind," he 
said. "We're working hard at the provincial and local SHOPPERS levels so we can restore community stability." 
DRUG MARqr  
4635 Lakelse Ave Phone: 635-7261 News in Brief 
Note: Shoppers flyers delivered in the Terrace/Kitimat Weekend 
Advertiser on Saturday have a sale start date of Wednesday. NO word on Skeena 
THE PROVINCIAL government has come up with 
money to build 11 new schools, but a replacement for 
Skeena Jr. Secondary isn't among them. 
The government announced it would spend $1 rail- 
Canadi=nHono  "
i~. OUTSTANDING VALUE 
~ FLY/CRUISE HOLIDAYS 
i Jubilee, a flo~tin~, 
resort with an informal 
atmosphere  [] Thril l in~ 
V~as s~le entertainment 
I [] Fine dining [] Much 
more  m Depar ts  every  
Sunday ,  2 -Feb-97  
through 1 - June-97 ,  f rom Los Angeles  
• Optional  land packages also available. 
Program ay nol be combined with any other pcomolionol offer and is eapadly controlled. Prices ore 
per person doubh occupant/. Prices eonae from (DHSl179 Io (DNS2,0S9 depending on duration, 
accommodation, depodure oily and dale, Air and Pod Charges: S49. Sh p's registry: Uberia. CanoSun 
Holidays, the operator el Jubilee SunWoves. is a registered trademark of (nnadian Aidines 
Inlernotional Lid. used under license to World of Vatulions Ltd. Please note Ihol World of Vatofion~ 
[fd wm formally Canndion Holidow Lid. 
lion last spring to plan a replacement for the aging 
building. Fixing the old building isn't an option, as it 
would cost too much. 
However, the NDP government froze the project after 
it was re-elected last May, along with most other capi- 
tal projects. 
Officials at School District 82 said they haven't heard 
any word from the government on whether they might 
be given the go-ahead on drafting plans for the new 
school. Premier Glen Clark did say he'd be making 
more capital spending announcements in the next three 
weeks. 
If the Skeena school is given the go-ahead, it might 
be with a reduced amount of money. The government 
is hoping to cut costs by standardizing schools and ex- 
ploring private-public parl~erships. 
Log haulers recognized 
NEARLY 60 truckers who haul to local mills are get- 
ting certificates for keeping within the legal hauling 
limit. 
The certificates are part of a campaign by the high- 
ways miuistry to ensure safe loads are carried when 
driving ou northwest highways. 
Thirteen truckers from eight companies met the al- 
lowable load limit 95 per cent of the time or better, in- 
dicate records compiled by local mills. 
That information was gathered by the provincial 
motor vehicle branch and RCMP as part of their ongo- 
ing campaign to encourage safe hauling. 
The certificates were presented this morning by 
government officials at the RCMP detachment. 
Scott suit undenNay 
FORMER SKEENA MP Jim Fulton gave evidence last 
week as part of the introductory measures concerning a 
lawsuit filed against him by current Skeena MP Mike 
ScotL 
Reformer Scott filed suit against NDPer Fulton last 
year after comments were made by Fulton during a 
televised exchange between the two on a CBC 
Newsworld program. 
Scott and Fulton were discussing land claims but the 
Fulton also make remarks Scott says are defamatory. 
Last week's session with Fulton is part of the exam- 
ination for discovery process. That involves lawyers 
gathcriug information and documents which will form 
part of the official suit once it gets to the courtroom 
stage. 
Scott is expected to play his role in the examination 
stage sometime inApril. 
Scott at first also said he would be suing various 
northwest newspapers, including The Terrace $tan. 
dard. 
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"Gimpy" - Photo by Frank Ridler 
Fast D irec P , Se e te Internet 
How Fast? - 6mb file download test results** 
128.8 dia/-Up modem DirecPC [ 
55 minutes 5.7 m nutes or LESS 
* '10 tests were made downloading Netscape 3.01 (5.8mb] from ftpg.netscape.com at var ious t imes of the day with a 486166. 
S lowest  time was 6.7 minutes, Average t ime was 4.6 minutes, best t ime was 1.52 minutes(at 1am). T imes will vary depending on 
download  site traffic, Internet traffic, and the speed of your computer.  Pentium systems wil l  perform better than the test machine. 
Cost? Personal Dish packages as low as $989. 
(lease options available starting at $45/mo O.A.C) 
Price includes ON-SITE installation & 1st month.!// 
Monthly access & download packages from $89/mo 
(low volume user packages are as low as $59/month) 
call 635-3444 for the fastest 
region-wide st=rfing available 
NOW !!! 
or reserve  our seat for public Demo's to 
be hdd Februa  22 & March st. 
, w ,4  
:~ " r,( "" , . '  . I 
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~" " ' ~L~. . ,dml l  
~'~i~sl~ould know this: "Offer applies 1o retail deliveries new snd used 1997 and prior model year eligible vehicles on terms up to and mOudmg 48 monlhs, Example 1:$20,000 at 5.9% 
APR, he men h y paymen s $468.78 for 48 months, Cost of borrowing is $2501.44. Total ofpaymenls $22,50f,44, Example 2:$25,000 at 5.9% APR, Ihe monthly paymenl is $SBI,gB lor 
48 months Cost of borrowing is $3127.04. Total of payments is $2B, t 27.04. Example 3:$30,000 at 5.9% APR, the monthly payment is $703.t7 for 48 months. Cell of borrowing is 
$3752 16 :re s o psymen sis $33 75216 Down 9aymen may be required. This offer does not apply to Tahoe and Suburban, "Based on a 24-month lease el 1997 Astro Van I SA 
emdo~ed'as described Annua kilomotre i~il" 20 000kin $0 08per excess k ometre, A minimum down payment of $2367 and $300 security deposit required. Other Iease options are avail- 
al~ e."~ota obliaa ion is'$831g Tote of paymen e is $5g52 Option o purchase a lease end for rosldusl of $16,019,B5, LIcenee insurance and taxes not included. Offer spplios to 1997 new 
or demonstrator models. Dealer o dor or |rude may be neeeaaary, Dealer may sen/lesse for less, '/"Offer avaltsble from the British Columbia Chev-Geo.Olds Dealers to qusllned retail cus. 
tamers only. Financing on approved GMAC credit bnly, Limiled lime oiler. Offer may nol be comb ned or used wi h o her o fern . . . .  OAC See dee or for de a s ©The Graham Group 1997, 
9" d 
WITH FEATURES LIKE: 
• nUAL Am nAGS k 
Value • 4 ,WHEEL  ANT I ,LOCK BRAKES 
Priced At 
• a PASSENGER SEA'TING 
• 4300 SIR[ V ,6 ,190  l ip  
• AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE 
• A IR  CONDIT IONING 
Ad " I 
• DELUXECHnO ORn-LE/" %__.___ 
British Columbia's Best 
£hev* (~a;  ~ Olds Dealers 
SmartLease 
For 
21 /88 
"k 'k  
per month I 
for 24 months 
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Moral commitment promised 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD Reformers on party hit list 
The Mail Bag CHRISTIAN ples on which be ready to negotiate laud 
HERITAGE Party is hoping was established." claims. When asked if this 
to pick up votes from When askedwhattheprin- would delay or complicate 
It's not a bridge too far 
Dear Sir:. 
I must respond to your editorial 
"Bridge Fantasy" of Jan. 29, 1997. To 
set the record straight, I, like many 
people, remain skeptical about the bene- 
fits of a bridge linking Digby Island (the 
airport) to Prince Rupert. 
I had the opportunity to meet with 
Prince Rupert mayor and council at which 
time some additional facts were brought 
to light which I was unaware of. 
First, the proposal includes the con- 
struction of not one but two bridges and 
costs have not yet been established. The 
second bridge would link the Tsimpsean 
Peninsula to Prince Rupert providing road 
access for 2,000 residents of Port Simp- 
son to the mainland. These people are 
now confined to access by water or air. 
The proposal would open up a large 
tract of relatively flat land for develop- 
ment, which is in short supply on Kaien 
Island. 
Thirdly, the City of Prince Rupert is 
committed to a substantial contribution 
($20 million) toward this project which I 
assume will need the approval of the tax- 
payers in that community. 
In our meeting the mayor and council 
advised that a study was currently un- 
derway to examine the cost/benefits of a 
fixed link. They have agreed to provide a 
copy of this study when completed. 
I am less skeptical about this proposal 
after my discussions with council. This is 
a far cry from "condoning a dubious 
prospective major expenditure" as you 
suggest in your editorial. 
What I find most interesting about the 
fixed link proposal is the potential op- 
portunity to provide road access to Port 
Simpson, an Indian reserve community. 
As you know, I have long been a critic of 
government land claim policy as depicted 
in the Nisga'a AlP. 
Surely, money spent on infrastructure 
which would improve the economic pros- 
pects of reserve communities is preferable 
to the billions spent on other native pro- 
grams which do little or nothing to im- 
prove the circumstances of Indian people. 
There are a number of unanswered 
questions which need to be addressed, 
however, and as an elected representative 
of this riding I will be looking for the ans- 
wers on behalf of all constituents. 
For example, how much will it cost? Is 
it possible to have the bridges set up on a 
toll basis and if so how much revenue 
could be raised? Could land sales on 
Digby Island be used to partially offset 
the cost of construction? What is the most 
cost effective type of construction? In 
other words, what is the cost, who will 
pay, and what are the benefits? 
I believe that before we discount or 
endorse proposals out of hand, hard ques- 
tions need to be answered. 
Mike Scott, M.P. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Insult to Prince Rupert 
Dear Sir:. 
Your Jan. 29 editorial headlined 
"Bridge fantasy" insults the intelligence 
of your many readers in Prince Rupert. 
Although I frequently disagree with 
Skeena MP Mike Scott, his support of the 
Digby Island ~ Tsimpsean Peninsula 
bridge proposal is both welcomed and ap- 
propriate. 
Although Mr. Scott joins this issue rath- 
er late in the game, he obviously recog- 
nizes the value of this scheme. 
Your editorial questions the cost of this 
proposal ~ estimated at well over $100 
million ~ without examining the related 
benefits. If your editor had any experi- 
ence with the problems associated with 
travel to and from Metlakatla and Lax 
Kw'alaams, he may have thought wice 
about publishing this unfortunate 
editorial. 
These communities are currently acces- 
sible only by boat or float plane. If  the 
weather is foul (as it frequently is) resi- 
dents of these two villages are, quite 
literally, stranded. 
One can only imagine what a fixed link 
could mean. Residents of terrace and 
Prince Rupert take for granted easy ac- 
cess to health care facilities and shopping. 
If you live in Port Simpson, for instance, 
and you require emergency health care 
during a winter storm, you are simply out 
of luck until the weather clears. 
This fixed link proposal will generate 
huge opportunities for economic develop- 
ment at the Digby Island airport. It will 
mean easy access to Prince Rupert from 
the peninsula. 
Your editorial betrays an unfortunate 
parochialism and will do nothing to foster 
improved relations between our two 
cities. Your snide reference to "way too 
much salt air in their craniums" is partic- 
ularly insulting. If you have any in- 
telligent opinions to offer on this subject, 
Mr. Scott and his coastal constituents 
would undoubtedly be happy to hear 
them, 
Until then, please don't bother. 
Paul Anderson, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Liberal is off base 
Dear Sin 
The front page story in the Jan. 29 is- 
sue, "Gov't reprisal feared, says MLA" 
is a little much even for the MLA from 
Whistler, Ted Nebbeling. Good heavensl 
Why would the government bother when 
there is more important work to do. 
Here is one of the Campbell Liberals, 
who recently fell off their ethical horse 
for their million dollar propaganda sheet 
paid for at taxpayers expense, going 
around the province spreading fear with 
no basis in fact. Please Ted, give us an 
example, You can't. 
The same article gives us another exam- 
ple of the hypocrisy of the L~erals. They 
have been opposed to FRBC since the be- 
ginning. They recently demanded that all 
the FRBC money be spent on forestry 
projects even though FRBC didn't have 
the structure in place to do that prudently. 
Now they charge that the money is 
being shoveled out and there is waste. 
You can't have it both ways Ted and the 
inconsistency in your party's position is 
as dishonest as the lies you charge very- 
one else with. 
FRBC is taming out to be a very posi- 
tive force in preserving a sustainable 
forest industry for the future. Naturally 
they have had some growing pains. The 
continual harping and negativism of the 
Liberal Opposition is just a sign of how 
much FRBC success bothers them. 
FRBC's work promises to be even bet- 
ter in the years to come and you can ex- 
pect more attacks from the L~erais and 
from Ted Nebheling. The Opposition's 
job is to be critical not necessarily con- 
structive. 
Helmat Giesbrecht, MLA for Skeena, 
Terrace B.C. 
He's.vague on abortion 
Dear Sin 
I'm responding to Preston Manning's 
proposition to let the Canadian public de- 
cide the issue of abortion by referendum. 
The Christian Heritage Party of Canada 
doesn't support he Reform leader's trial 
balloon on an referendum re: abortion, 
but then apparently neither does the 
Reform party. 
The Reform leader floated his idea at a 
prayer breakfast in Chiiliwack, B.C. The 
next day Reform's house leader, Ray 
Speaker, and senior policy advisor, 
Stephen Harper, were quoted in Southam 
papers as dismissing the idea: "This is 
not an issue that Reform will bring into 
election in 1997," said Speaker. He 
pointed out that his pnrty'~ platform 
makes no mention of abortion. 
CliP's leader Ron Gray waited to com- 
ment until Raform's head office had a 
chance to speak about its leader's tate- 
ment in the Fraser Valley. As expected, 
according Mr. Gray they say one thing in 
B.C.'s "Bible Belt" and another in their 
caucus at Ottawa, 
Ron Gray called the proposal a smoke 
screen. He was quoted as sayhtg 
"Referenda re too often merely an at- 
tempt o duck moral responsibility." 
Clip favours any means to protect life 
from conception to natural death but op- 
poses a referendum on this issue. 
A constitutional mendment isn't neces- 
sary. A simple amendment o the 
Criminal Code, defining a 'person' as a 
human being, from conception to natural 
death, would be enough. A constitutional 
amendment might require approval of all 
ten provincial legislatures plus the federal 
Parliament. That ahnost guarantees a
stalemate. This idea, plus the referendum 
proposal, amounts to an attempt to make 
Reform look "Pro-Life" without actually 
taking a stand. 
You cannot urn wrong into right by a 
vote of 50 per cent plus one. What's next'/ 
A referendum on rape7 Or child abuse7 
How about bank robbery and mugging7 
The CHP is convinced that once the Ca- 
nadian public learns the truth about abor- 
tion - like the evidence reported last 
month in the Journal of Epidemiology 
that abortion significantly increases the 
risk of breast cancer, or the facts of fetal 
development, as well as the permanent 
physical damage and long-term 
psychological damage suffered by 
mothers - once these things are widely 
known, the Canadian public will demand 
an end to this atrocity. 
Warren Vnndenherg, President, 
Chrlsthn Heritage Party, 
Skeenn Riding~ Smithers, B.C .  
Reform supporters here in 
the next federal election. 
CHP leader Ran Gray was 
in Terrace recently to rally 
support in advance of a fed- 
eral election, expected to be 
called this spring or fall. 
In the last election in 1993 
• Luke Kwantes represented 
the ClIP in the Skeena 
riding. He got 1.5 per cent 
of the popular vote, down 
from three per cent in the 
1988 election. 
Gray attributes the drop to 
the rise in support for the 
Reform party. But he's 
hoping to make headway 
this election, and plans to 
field 65 candidates across 
file countl T. 
The Christian Heritage 
Party, he said, will appeal to 
voters who were looking for 
a party to stand firm on 
moral questions. The 
Reform party hasn't 
delivered on that, he said. 
As for details about those 
moral questions, Gray was 
vague. 
"We want to restore a 
commitment to the princi- 
ciples were, he said, "A so- 
cial comensus based on bib- 
Ileal principles." 
Although he claimed the 
country has turned strongly 
away from those principles, 
he didn't elaborate on them, 
although he pointed out that 
the sanctity of the natural 
family is one of them. 
But Gray defended this 
lack of detail, saying it was 
up to the people to choose 
the course of the country. 
" I  don't want to be pres- 
criptive. I want to release 
the vision of the people," 
said Gray. 
He thinks there's a lot of 
untapped potential in north- 
ern communities, and wants 
to create an infrastructure to
stimulate entrepreneurial 
projects. 
Ron Gray 
communities under domes. 
Such a community would 
attract people who wouldn't 
necessarily move north be- " I  want to open up the 
north. I don't know what it cause of the cold weather. 
will look like, but the people Another important issue 
who do it will know." for northern towns is laud 
When asked for an exam- claims. Gray says his party 
pie of an entrepreneurial would abolish the aspect of 
project, Gray mentioned an the Indian Act that treats na- 
inventor looking at ways of fives as wards of the state. 
creating climate-controlled Only thenwould the party 
local negotiations with the 
Nisga'a, Gray repeated his 
earlier statement about the 
Indian Act. 
As .for the cost of laud 
claims, Gray thinks the 
govenunent could save 
money by slowly phasing ~ 
out the bureaucracy sur-' 
rounding the Indian Act, 
The money that's saved 
could be used as to make i 
settlement payments, he 
sail i 
t,.n other economic mat- 
ters, Gray said the party 
would be flexible, but 
would stand finn ou moral 
questions. 
However, he then used the 
example of deficit spending ! 
as a moral issue, Deficit 
spending is theft, he said, 
since you're stealing from 
the next generation. 
ClIP would use its firm 
stance on moral issues to 
preveut deficit spending. 
There isn't any candidate 
yet for the CHP in Skeena, 
but Gray expects someone 
will be nominated within the 
next month or two. 
Director  Dan ie l  Barnswel l  
Presents the Canadian Premiere of 
San  Shepard 's  
Pulitzer Pr ize Winning Play 
buried child 
Feb. 6, 7, 8, 13, 
14, 15 20, 21, 22 
Showtime 8:00pm 
~ At the McColl Playhouse 
$12 0o 
Tickets ~wilable ot 
Uniglobe Courtesy Trave l~ 
.2 
i i :~ 
i I ..... iX •, . , a EI34 ; 
. . i ' 
 79'" ! "= ........ S5640 . 
' 2, $ I.oo 
t 
35670 
'89, ~. 
Lx 
* l.ayaway I'lan 
• Credit Tcm~s Available 
,7  I~,x~ Mon,2y Back Guarantee 
• 30 I~,x'¢ Full Exchange I'rogmm 
• ." "Jh .~q " " ~,  
l eWel le rs  
SMITliERS SI'IOPPING CENTRE 
Box 20070, Smlthers, B.C., V0J 3P0 
Telephone 847-9766 Fax 847-2664 
SKEENA MALL 
4741 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Telephone 635-9000 Fax 635-2727 
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Feds puzzled at NDP 
Council rail line sales pitch ~o.  YOUR SPECIAL 
ShoIts ,=', minister Dan Miller rrmce Kuperl's refute as a ~.~.~ Bdk~ merit 
~ - i s n ' t  getting too far. port faces big threata. I~.'~'.. r "  ~i  gs :~mballYdI~a~ie~e ±" -  Access  AJ,o the MLA for North A concern identified in the I ' 
Coast, Miller unveiled an report are inter-switching P~ 
secured action plan Friday to keep charges involved in transfer- ~;  . 
the port of Prince Rupert a ring B.C. Rail cars onto 
THE CITY has a deal with a going concern, CN's line at Prince George. um Photography 
developer on the bench that Increasing rail shipments Buying or merging the &~.,~ ",D.Z, ~ 
should secure access to the is a key part of the plan and lines is one way to avoid ~"  nOW offers 
westent end of the Terrace Miller contends that could those fees, Miller says. He ~ Boudoir Photography. 
Mountain trail, be achieved if provincially sent a letter to CN president e&=--'O= The ultimate gift in ii'~'& 
Ross Smith, of Rossco owned B.C. Rail were to Paul Tellier asking him to ~ab:  
Ventures, has agreed to al- buy CN Rail's northern line. consider entering discus- ~ personal expression. 
low public use of a private "There area  number of sions on the issue. ~1,~ Personal, private, ~'Z@ 
roadway up from Yeo SL to options which could help But CN Rail says the line . . • " 
access the hiking trail, remove impediments to in- isn't for sale, ~ professional 
Although that access may creasing rail traffic, includ- "We have a list of lines ~ photography. ab 
change its position depend- ing a possible purchase of that are for sale. This one ~. , ,k  l i~4l 
ing on Smith's development the Prince George to Prince isn't on it," said Scott ~- - .  A husband and wife 
plans, he has committed to Rupert rail line by B.C. Rail Roberts, general manager of Dan Mi l ler  
maintain a public route to or co-ownership of the line public affairs for CN in Ed- .~  professional t e a m . . ~ o ' -  
the trailhead, according to betwee, the two railroads," monton, release, Miller's letter to CN @I4l Call for your "&=- 
city recreation superinten- Miller said in a press The northern line remains does not mention the sale 
dent Steve ScotL release, part of CN's mainline, core option, according to - - .~ f lee  consultation 
The city, in turn, will al- His plan is based on the network, he said. Roberts. ~'~41 Pdk~ 
low Smith to use part of a results of a study commis- "We believe in fact that "That does not come out - "  " 
sioned by his ministry that the value mostly to northern in the letter," he said. " I 'm ~ 4652 Lazelle Ave. 635-4997 city water lille right-of-way 
in the back yard of one of examines transportation British Columbia is the con- at somewhat of a loss. So ~ - -  . - .  Terrace .~- his lots in the area. problems for the port and nection that our line pro- it's not something I think @;4~" I~  
offers possible solutions, vides to a mainline core car- we're ill a good position to " ~" .~ .  . . .~ .  ,. -~  - ~, .W. ., -~ .  ,,, - t "  ,,. "~"  ,. 
Phone buy Hit by the removal of tier." debate back and forth ~l~=l~.~. ~:  ~a~- l l ' : '~ -*"  ~1~ ,ab~ ~ ~a~, ~I~ ~. .  ~ , '  "~-ab-  
CITY COUNCIL voted to grain shipping subsidies and Unlike the minister's press through the media." 
spend $73,400 on a new city 
telephone system from Tol- 
see Canada Inc. 
Staff for months had been 
researching an upgrade of 
hall,the phone system at city Q u e s t i o n  i 
Deputy clerk Denise 
Fisher said the Tolsec bid, 
011C¢ ngrf lcrous factors in- What 's  your  downpayment  and  f i r s t  th ree  month ly  
p eluding warranty costs were taken into account, was ayments  on  th i s  1997 Chrys le r  In t rep id?  
about $11,000 lower than 
B,C, Tel's bid. 
Norstar ICS systems. ii .... ~! ~ i:.:; . 
#U,,u,nu r _ 
r ~ ! ~ i  : :~  : : '  " i ' ~ 9}~. • • approved - ,  
A PLAN for a small two- ~ ......... . . .  ....... ~(~-. " : "'<,, . ..... _ _ ., - ,,:;?,7.,.~:,~ -.,, 
storey office building with " " '~;£ " " " ' ~  l ~ , , ~  j >.. upstairs apartments at 4614 ""- 
Greig Ave. is getting the ~,¢:~> ........ 
thumbs up. 
Hira Sandhu was issued a jo-...: .~  .. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~% 
developtnent permit for the . . . . . .  
building, which will occupy I 
a vacant space across from ,. '~ l l  
the Terrace Co-op. 
i 
F I Learn to Flyl ' I Classes for the Private Pilols Lkente, and 
I the Recreational Pihtf Permit ~in " - . ~ - ~ 4 ~  ~ ......... 
I February 20, 1997. 
| To re#er, or for more informalion ptease 
I call I(ent: 635-9181 or Paul: 635-4552 
I ~,,,~, .~' t~,o~,, 
Answer :  
Noth ing*  
H0w are 
we doing?. 
When we fall short of 3~ur 
expectation, please tell 
Wben a newspaper story does 
not seem to reflect fairly what 
was said, let our editors knom 
When we are unable to solve 
3our complaint, we encourage 
}~u to submit It to the: 
B.C, pre{s Council 
900 .  1281 W. Georgla St, 
Vancouver B,C, V6E M7 
Tel~Fax (604) 683-2571 
The B.C. Press Council was 
created In 1983 as an 
Indel~endent review board to 
protect he public from press 
Inaccuracy or urlfatrnesS and to 
promote quall~ 
Journaltsm. 
*Noth ing  down.  Noth ing  to  pay  fo r  90  days .  
Offer applies to all new Chrysler vehicles in stock in addition to current rebates. 
1997 Dodge Ram 1997 Dodge Caravan/Plymouth Voyager 1997 Jeep. Grand Cherokee 
It's never been easier to start the New Year with a new car, truck, .leep. or minivan from Chrysler. For more 
information and dealer locations, visit us at www.bcchrysler.com 
Hurry!  Of fe r  ends  soon .  
See  your  loca l  B .C .  Chrys le r  dea ler  now.  
"Offer available only to retail buyers financing their purchase through Chrysler Credit Canada Ltd, On approved @ CIII,WSI,I','R 
GOLDKey.- Fm ST~ credit only. Chrysler Canada reserves the right to require a down paymenL Security deposit required upon leasing SI~RV~CI~ vehicle. Interest will accumulate during the first 90 days and will be amortized over the term of the loan. Offer '~"~"~"t~"~ 
m i  . . . . .  availabFe in addition to all currenl rebates on relail purchases of new in stock 1996 and t 997 models, See dealer Ior 
details. Offer expires March ~2. 1997. ® Jeep ~s a reglstere~ Irademark of Chrysler Canada. 
:HRYSLER 
plymoutli 
J~ep lEag l~ 
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DAVE TAYLOR PORTS 638-7283 
ROB BROWN 
Ed Chapplow 
W 
e sat on a rocky outcrop, a rampart; 
part of Terrace Mountain that over- 
looks my backyard. We smoked 
cigars and drank beer, hidden by 
the trees like a pair of schoolboys exploring 
lurid and forbidden mystery of intoxicants after 
a raid on father's supplies. Ed talked about 
Namu, of the board walks and canneries een 
through the eyes of a boy. He spoke of cougars 
and eagles and salmon, of the sea. The reminis- 
cences were those of a boy looking outward. He 
didn't talk about his family; in all the hours we 
spent together, he never did. I got the feeling 
that Ed's wasn't the most pleasant of upbring- 
ings, I can't say for sure. 
l can say that his working life was tough. Ed 
built bridges for a long time. He was wiry but 
small. He worked hard long hours in places like 
Kwinamass and the lower Nass in a time when 
people didn't know much about the long term 
injury, about how the body broke down over 
time under the weight of heavy labour. There 
were snore obvious and immediate injuries too. 
One time Ed fell from a span and smashed 
some bones to bits. There were other injuries 
too. "Ed was accident prone," said Finlay, 
meaning nothing more than he had the mis- 
fortune to be at the wrong place at the wrong 
time a lot of times. 
When Ed toiled to earn money to raise his 
family people didn't think about fat-free diets. 
Whether smoking was a health hazard was a 
topic of hot debate. By the time Ed's body 
'started having trouble keeping up with him his 
nicotine habit was up to over two packs a day. 
By that time he was living alone, delivering 
mail, living in a basement suite, and fishing 
every chance he got. 
Ed, a fine fisherman and fine fly dresser, was 
one of the first anglers to put away all the other 
rods and devote himself to flyfishing exclusive- 
ly. Skeena angling pioneer Ted Rawlins, Ed's 
mentor, was instrumental in that decision. Ironi- 
cally it was at Ted's favourite piece of water, 
the sweet ruts a mile above the Clore that we got 
an inkling that things weren't right with Ed. 
Webb was alanned whets he told me he and 
Ed had gone to Rawlin's in search of steelhead 
and Ed was barely able to make the short trip 
over the cobble to river. After that the winter of 
'95 arrived. The sky got closer to the ground. 
The days got shorter and colder. For Ed Chap- 
plow the pain gripped harder and tighter. He 
struggled up the stairs to the street and walked 
aronnd the block each night. I visited. Two, 
sometimes three times a week we drank coffee 
and tied flies. We talked fishing. Ed tried to 
forget he pain. The circulation through is con- 
gested arteries was a trickle. 
He got a referral to Dr. Slaney, a renowned 
specialist and, as it turned out, an avid 
flyfisherman. After extracting the promise of a 
guided trip for sockeye, the good doctor told Ed 
to quit smoking. "I can't quit after 40 years," 
said Ed. The very real threat of double leg 
amputation convinced hint otherwise. 
Ed suffered until the partial relief of a bypass. 
Another intervention was slated. Ed's truck was 
down by this time. We went grocery shopping 
together. We fished together. Ed looked almost 
mobile when we went out to the Lakelse after 
coho. I couldn't buy a fish, but Ed got one 
without spending acent: a big bright male he in- 
sisted on cooking for us. Doug took him to Bar- 
rest Lake where, he told me, he had the best 
fishing trip of his life. 
Tile year before, I'd alerted Ed to the large 
summer steelhead that estter the Zymoetz early 
in the summer, the best fish of the run that cats 
be had when the water is right. We had the river 
to ourselves that year, and we did well catching 
summer coho and steclhead that had our hearts 
in out throats. 
The next August, Ed had some of the best 
summer steelhead fishing of his life on the 
lower Zymoetz, fishing the way he liked best, 
with a floating line and a wet fly. 
With only a few weeks left to wait before his 
second operation, the one that would probably 
have saved him, Ed called a taxi to take him 
shopping. Enroute he had a massive heart at- 
tack. At one point the doctors worked for three- 
quarters of an hour to keep his heart beating. It 
beat for a few months nore. There were a few 
'faint glimmers of hope, before Ed finally 
checked out of the Kitimat Hospital for good 
last summer. 
Ed Chapplow, stoic and nncomplaining, able 
to endure suffering few could, a straight shooter 
without artifice and with no tolerance for dis- 
honesty is missed by his angling cronies. 
Faces 
of the 
Games 
MORE THAN 25 sports over three days. 
That gave spectators plenty of events to 
choose from this past weekend as the 1997 
Northern B.C. Winter Games rolled into Ter- 
race. Fans headed out to the venues in 
droves to see everything from archery to 
wrestling, and they weren't disappointed. 
The competition was tough, making for both 
heartbreaking losses and thrilling victories. 
At the top, wrestlers at Thornhill Elementary 
gave fans lots to cheers for as they flipped 
and twisted each other, looking for a pin. 
Clockwise on the right, jujitsu competitors 
squared off at E.T. Kenney school. The 
event combined Kata and exciting sparring 
competitions with self defence demonstra- 
tions. On the bottom right, the Terrace Old- 
timers were up against Prince Rupert in a 
water polo match Friday night. And below, a 
shot just grazes Vanderhoof's post in a 
women's indoor soccer game that saw 
Quesnel pitted against Vanderhoof at the 
Kitsumkalum community centre. 
i 
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FRANKENSTEIN GETS some major air-time at the at the third annual Dummy 
Downhill on Shames Mountain two weekends ago. (photo courtesy Rod Gee) 
Dummies hit the 
slopes at Shames 
A LARGE group of spec- negotiate a tough turn near again, she did win most 
taters and a dozen dummies the top. Most met a violent original costume. 
converged on the slopes of end when they flew off the The big wizmer of the day 
Shames Mountain two banked turn, hit the ground went to Frankenstein from 
weekends ago and the result and exploded I much to the Northern Motor Inn. 
was a riot. the delight of the crowd. Franky cruised through the 
It was the third annual The best crash of the day course, acing the jump and 
Dummy Downhill, and this went to "Bossy Mountain posting a perfect landing. 
year there were 12 entrants. Bell", a beautiful bovine Other winners included 
Each had to be over four entered by Jon Bartlett, Galloway, a three-year 
feet high and weigh less Dave and Mary Stewart and veteran who was voted 
than 100 lbs. WendyShymanski. worst dummy, created by 
Slapped on skis and Bossy went airborne at the April Atwell and Tony 
shoved down the hill, the curve, then hit the ground Rivard. Large Marge, made 
dummies made humourous, with a triple somersault that by the volunteer ski patrols, 
ifnotgraceful, athletes, resulted in severe neck, face was also a crowd favourite 
It was a tricky course this and shoulder trauma. AI- and made a spectacular 
year, as the dummies had to though she couldn't race crash-landing. 
Wrestlers take 
top spot in Rupert 
LOCAL WRESTLER S of both genders are tional bouts. Skeena's 14-year-old Grace [ ]  
once again grappling with success after Wittkowski took part in a battle royal []  
against fourth-place provincial wrestler.: ' r l  throwing their opponents at a Rupert .~,_ 
touruament, February 1. Darcy Cameron. At one point, Wittkowsk~" B 
Both male and female Terrace teams was nearly pinned, but she fought back to '  
J trampled three other squads from the Zone win by a pair. to take top spot. Female gold medal winners at the meet The girls made it look easy, more than included Mindy Alton, Candle Russell, 
doubling their nearest competitor in points. Grace Wittkowski, Laura Carpino, 
The team from Skeena Junior Secondary StephanieLaplante and Breena Smith. 
scored 44 points versus Kitwanga's 19. Silvers went to Azlgie McRae, Jennifer 
On the boys' side, it was a much closer Eide and Tracy Ridler, while bronze went 
contest. Terrace rang up a total of 32 to Melanie Krug and Amanda Hart. 
points, but Kitwanga was right behind with On the boys' side, Gold medals went to 
31. Rupert was no slouch either, finishing Brent Tremblay, Mike Meijer and• Ajit Jas- 
up with 28 points, wal. Meanwhile, silvers were had by Jon 
Although the meet was small because Peltier, Picky Davis, Brad Ounnlaugson 
both Hazelton and Smithers teams were not and Herb Spalding, and bronze went to 
able to attend, coach Dave O'Brien says it Jamie Chemko and Herb Spalding. 
was a great warm-up for the Zone O'Brien says the wrestlers have all been 
Championships coming up in Smithers this training hard and the girls are favoured to 
weekend., win the Zones. 
"It was really good for them," he says. "They've really broken through this 
"It boosted the guys' confidence, and the year," he says. "We really want to make 
girls got to wrestle each other because the top six at the Provincials." 
weight.classeswere combined." The Provincial Finals are coming up in 
A number of local wrestlers had exeep- Vancouver at the end of the month. 
ALL YOU NLH) 1 TO Z 
A - Abrasives 
B - Batteries 
C - Chainsaws FEBRUARY IS & 16, 1997 
D - Drill .Bits 
E - Extension Cords 
F - First Aid Kits 
G - Gloves 
H - Handcleaner 
i - Ignition Parts 
J - Jeans 
iw ik  Change 
Sliders 
~nives 
~nee Pads 
',ira Towel 
,eys 
,ey Alike Locks 
,am Locks 
',ool Tool 0il 
,opper-Cote 
,uplex Couplers 
~nock Out Pins 
~nock Down 
Blocks 
~÷27 HWY 16, TEBRACE 
TEL. 639-7383 . FAX 63~-÷076 
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Darts 
tourney 
results 
THE TERRACE Open 
darts tournament was 
held here February 1, 
with teams attending 
from all over the north- 
west .  
In the mixed doubles, it 
was Br ianReeves  of 
Kitimat and Sally Ryan 
of Terrace taking top 
Spot. Men's doubles saw 
Nell Maclsaac of Kitimat 
and Noel Noble of Prince 
Rupert win it all. Ladies 
doubles went to Mona 
Lush and Emily Beck of 
Kitimat. 
Meanwhile, in ladies' 
singles, it was Joyce 
Bradley of Terrace with 
the win, while the men's  
singles saw Pat Camp- 
bell, also of Terrace, take 
top spot. 
Thousands of 
great homes, one .... 
foundauon. 
At Ng]son ]-]omcs, our  t~aulld,llion i~ ¢u~lomer sad~ti~cdon. (]uStOlH I lonle planni! |g 
with Ndmu brings rage%or your drc.um .rod our cr,~li~m.mshil,.The result is a home 
we'll both I,e proud of. Our track record cm.crs .I() years and ovt'r 30,()00 h0meS~ 
For your t'rc¢ copy o f  our video. ~'all I-8O0-S70-600LYou'II ~'e that im'esting in a 
~--Nelson 
• I IOME$ , 
ww~:borderc i ty .comlnd~on-hom~ : 
Terrace Minor 
Softball 
POBox #33, Terrace BC. V8G,qBI ~35.7144 
Terrace Minor Softball invites all boys 
c ld girls born between 1978 and 1992 
to our annual registration at the 
Skeena Mall 
For more information call 635-7144 and ask for 
Nolan or call 635-5133 and ask for Kelly 
Your child's birth certificate will be required. 
Last year uniforms may be returned at our table. 
Ski Maintenance 
Skis and bindings like cars must be mhintained in order to perform well and to 
remain safe Here is a recommended maintenance schedule that will ensure optimum 
performance and enjoyment 
Every 3-5 ski days Deburr, edge sharpen, hot wax and silicone spray for 
bindings ~ i • 
Every 10 - 20 ski days Full tune up 
Why Wax? 
Waxing makes skis glide better and turn easier- plus regular waxing protects the bases 
from drying out. 
Bring your skis to Edges & Co. at Shames Mountain for a full tune up or hot wax. 
Full Tune Up Only $19.95 + Tax 
e 
Shames Mountain Off, ce: 635,3773 MOUN'rA/N I i  DEVl i .OPMIN I "  
4545 Lakehe Ave,, Terrace~ B,C, I~  CENTRIE  
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New sled put to quick use 
in daring rescue mission 
QUICK ACTION by mem- 
bers of Terrace Search and 
Rescue, and the availability 
of a brand-new rescue sled 
may have saved a snow- 
mobiler's life three 
weekends ago in the Nass 
Valley. 
Weather conditions were 
near white out when the res- 
cue team headed up Sterling 
Mou,tain on Sunday, Jan. 
26 to retrieve the injured 
snowmobiler. 
"He was hurt pretty bad," 
rescuer Ken Gibson says of 
the victim. " I f  we didn't 
have the sled, there's no 
way that guy would have 
gotten offthe mountain." 
Gibsou points out that 
weather conditiom were 
such that it would have been 
impossible to bring in a 
helicopter. 
"We would have to wait 
for the weather to clear," he 
says. "A~td who knows how 
long that would have 
takell ." 
The victim was part of a 
group of snowmobilers from 
Prince Rupert who were 
riding on the popular Ster- 
li,g Mouutain trails. 
According to rescuers, one 
of the snowmobilers went 
over a bank and fell off his 
sled. The rider following 
him likely didn't see the ac- 
cident and also went over 
the bank, landing on top of 
the tirst rider ~ crushing 
his chest and shoulder. 
The group managed to get 
word back to Terrace am- 
bulance who called Search 
and Rescue. They put to- 
gether a team and headed 
out on snowmobiles with 
their new rescue sled to 
retrieve the victim. 
"We just got the sled," 
says Dave Jephson of Ter- 
race Search and Rescue. "It  
MEMBERS OF Terrace Search and Rescue were glad to have a new rescue 
sled three weekends ago when they were called to bring back an injured snow- 
mobiler. That's Dave Jephson and Ken Gibson with the sled. 
was actually in the shop get- 
ting lettering done when the 
call came il l ." 
The $2,200 rescue sled is 
designed to be towed by a 
snowmobile. It is about 
three metres long and one 
metre wide ~ large enough 
to accommodate a stretcher, 
backboard, patient and a 
first-aid attendant who can 
monitor the patient's condi- 
lion. 
" It 's a great piece of 
equipment," Jephson says. 
"One of our biggest con- 
cerns is hypothennia, and 
this sled can totally enclose 
patients - -  to keep them out 
of the elements." 
The injured snowmobiler 
was flown to Vancouver and 
is recovering in hospital. 
Aiyansh man missing 
TERRACE RCMP are requesting public as- 
sistance in locating a New Aiyansh man 
who went missing here the end of January. 
Carl William Barton, 46, was last seen in 
the Terrace area on the morning of Tues- 
day, January 28. " 
Barton is a native male with short, brown 
hair. He was last seen to be wearing a black 
and red plaid Mackinaw-style jacket and 
blue jeans. He is approximately five-foot 
five inches tall, and is of slim build. 
Any information regarding his 
whereabouts can be directed to the Terrace 
RCMP. 
F I  RST .C  LASS.  FOR.LE  SS  
Annual General Meeting 
February 27, 1997 
at 7:30 p.m 
3237 Kalum Street 
Nominations will be accepted 
from the floor. 
For futher information call 
• 635-4232 
Big Brothers & Sisters 
35-4232 
I 
How to turn this ad i 
into a free breakfast, i 
Step  h Clip on doffed line. 
S tep  2: Take to any Stay 'n Save, located in five of BC's most 
"popular desdnaUons, between Oct  I, 1996 and Feb 28, 1997. 
S tep  3: Enjoy Beauwrest TM mattresses, 
free sports and movie channels, free 
local calls and extra friendy service. 
S tep  4: Wake up and enjoy a free 
continental breakfast for two in 
our restaurant, 
S tep  S: Save with the lowest rates 
of the year (Victoria, Kelowna or  
Kamlcops $6S;Vancouver A i rport  $75; 
Vancouver Burnaby $79). I£s too easy! 
Cdn. dollars, single or double occupancy, per 
nishL Sublect to taxes and availability. 
Coupon must be presented at check in. 
A\\\\\ 
Stag__'q Save. 
Victoria 
Vancouver Airport 
Vancouver Burnaby 
Kamloops 
Kelowna 
1-800.663-0298 
r/~line (604~ 21)$522 
email stirnllve@fleethouse c0m 
m-~J  
Healthy 
Comm ities 
lOeoPle Helping P,'ol,le. 
@ CANAOIAH ASSOCIATION 
OIABETES CAPIA01EHHE 
AhSOCIATIOH DU DIABI~TE 
al 
d 
i .  
Regntered Psychologist 
Now Regularly Practidng from Mgls 
Memorial Hospital. 
. Relationship& Familylhropy 
• Full Range of Individual Psycholherapy 
• Training and Semi,mrs 
• Blief resuh oriented 
• Chronic pain & illness consullotions 
Ask about lhe (ouphs consultations. 
For more inform~ion or 1o book appoinlmenls please cog: 
1"800"456"7733 
i 
Balance is the key to performance., 
If it's results ou re Iookin far in your RRSP investments, the AGF GraPh & Income rune Y g 
has been delivering them for years. This fund h'as consistently performed among the top z:~7o 
of Canadian balanced funds*. Consisting of a diversified selection of equities,, bonds, andd 
money market securities, this is the perfed fund for investors eeking an ndively manage, 
yet balanced purl, alia. 
I 1 yr. 13 yrs. [ 5yrs.110 yrs'j 
27.6 o 114°/o113.0 o I 9.8 o I 
For more information please contact: 
r ~ M k ~  
  IPFSL . 
Investments Canada Ltd, 
Ph: 635-7800 or 1-800-295~7676 , 
PFSL Investmenh Canada Ltd., MutUal Fund Dealer c n o U P o n F U N O S 
All roles af return are histarkal nnual compounded rotes of relurn (%) to December 31,1996. Important information about hese mutual funds is 
contained in the simplified prospedus and should be reed cordulJv be,are investing. Obtain o Cop)' from on inveslment advisor or AGF Funds Int. All 
returns are hisfaricol annual compounded fatal relurns for securities sold wilb o trent-end sales charge and include charges in unit value and distribu. 
lion reinvestted. 1bey do not lake into account sales redemption, management fee changes or charges payable by smurily holders. Past performance 
is not indiretive af future results. Unit value, yield end investmenl return will fluduratel eesigned by AGF Funds Inc. °BenChorls, November 30, 1996. 
m 
Capital Gains In RRSPs 
Since Capital gains and divi- taxes. Had you paid lax on the initial 
dends are taxed less than interest 
income, many investors are told 
they are wasting their tax bane- 
ills by holding stocks, or mutual 
funds holding stocks, wilhin lheir 
Registered Retirement Savings 
Plan (RRSP). 
lhese advisors claim that any 
income investors receive within 
their RRSPs will eventually be 
loxed ol their full personal rate 
when lhe withdraw their funds. 
Indeed, that will happen when 
Ihey collapse their RRSPs and 
convert them into either an annu- 
fly or a Regislered Refiremenl 
Income Fund (RRIF). 
Still, there are numerous 
advantages in owning stocks or 
equities inside an RRSP. 
Consider the following: sup- 
pose you bought 100 shares of 
Example Inc. al S10 per share. 
Example Inr.'s shares perform 
beyond expeclations and soar to 
$20 each the next year. Your 
inveslmenl is now worth $2,000, 
a gain of $1000. 
If you owned these shares 
wilhin an RRSP and withdrew the 
SI,00O profit from the plan, 
assuming a marginal tax rote of 
45 percent, you will net only 
SS50. However if you own Ihe 
Example Inc, outside of an RRSP 
you would net about $660 after 
Now, consider the possibilities 
hod you received your gains with- 
in your RRSP and reinvesled 
them within your plan. If you are 
30 years away from retirement, 
and assuming you receive 0 10 
percenl return on your invest- 
ment, that S1,000 would be 
worth $17,500 when you turn 
60. 
If you were slill in the 45 per- 
cenl tax brackel, you would net 
approximately $9,600 after 
taxes. 
Had you followed the advise of 
those financial advisors who 
advocale taking your capital 
gains personally, you would not 
hove fared so well. In fact, that 
same $1,000 invesled at 10 per. 
cent and taxed at 45 percent a 
year, would be worth only about 
Sh,00O 30 years laler. 
capital gain, 75 percent of which 
is taxed at an individuals tax 
rate, that $660 would he worth a 
paltry $3,300 after 30 years. 
RRSPs still hove long-term 
power for accumulating savings. 
Forgoing lax benefits associated 
wilh taking capitol gains or divi- 
dends is making more sense than 
ever since investors can reinvest 
profits free of lax wilhin an RRSP 
for an extended period. 
Given lhese conditions, poten- 
tial investors ought seriously to 
consider putting slacks inside 
their RRSP's, as many investors 
have done already. And, if you 
are like most investors and lack 
the lime, patience or knowledge 
to manage your own equily port- 
folio, consider an equity or 
growth mulual fund as one of 
your investments. 
Your unit value and investment 
return will fluctuate. Inl portent 
information about any mutual 
fund i~ contained in its simplified 
prospecls. Read your prospeclus 
carefully bdore tnvesling. 
You con obtain one from: 
Peter Arcadi, PFSL Investmenls 
Canada Ltd. 
Phone: 635.7800 or 
1.800.295-7676. 
s198 
SMARTLEASE PER MONTH' 
24 MONTHS/S2797 
DOWN PAYMEftT 
McEWAN GM 
635-4941 
YOU shauld know this: Offers app,' to retail deliver es o new or demonstra o models ~lrchas~d from denier Inventory ~ Down payment may be required, 
0 for nat app icab e to Med t m Duty I cks GMC Yukon, nnd Gk C Suburban. L reded brae offer, Offer may not be combined or used wnh other of fore, 
FinanCing on approved GMAC credfl on y, "tLease for Pen nc Sunfire 1SA as dusc ~bod, Ann al kilometer limit 20,O00km, $0.08 pet excess kl omelet, 
Lease payment based on 24 month SMARTLEASE with down payment o $2797 or equivalent trade and $300 efundobTe securfly depoen. Total oblig. 
at on s $7549, Ucence, msut~ce and taxes not no uded Other lease terms ave lable, OAC, Offer opp es to 1997 now or demonstrator models, Dealer 
may soil/lease fat less. "tOilers apply in British Columbia to quahfied eta c s Diners only Sen your dealer for conditions and details, 
t ( 
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KATHY FLORITTO 
Snow, oh 
glorious snow 
D URING THE years when I was 
certain I'd left childhood behind 
and my parents were equally sure I 
had not, I was a member of the 
Winnipeg Girls' Choir. 
You've probably never heard of it, but it was 
a huge choir. Wanna-be choristers and soloists 
alike were subjected to a miserably rigorous 
audition, and merciless adjudication, before 
being given a grudging acceptance nod or a curt 
wave toward the door. 
I realize my personal history is not on your 
"need to know"  list, but not long ago, as the 
weatherman's "partly cloudy" advisory turned 
to three feet of snow, I was reminded of a solo I 
was forced to sing in my 3rd year with the 
WGC. I say "forced" because I truly hated the 
song. The word "hate" is an ugly one and I 
rarely use it. In this case, there is no other word 
that adequately describes the intense loathing I
felt for both the music and its composer. 
"Snow"...that's it, just "Snow." It begins 
with "O snow, that shines so bright" or some- 
thing like that. The fhst note is high C and, if 
memory serves, it never, ever dropped below 
that lofty plain. It wasn't bad enough that I had 
to sing all ode glorifying the cold stuff, but sing- 
ing it gave me a vicious headache. Even today, 
the memory and acetaminophen have a working 
partnership. 
Living in Winnipeg during the winter months 
was not conducive to WaXing eloquen t about he 
glor'ie's 0i'-4(3F or the white blanket that was 
tucked so tightly around us from November 
through March. I don't recall who wrote the 
lyrics, but whoever it was must surely have 
lived in Saudi Arabia or some other clime 
where snow was something for picture books 
and postcards. 
He'd obviously never been stuck in it, never 
shoveled it and never had to buy an entire war- 
drobe designed to prevent hypothermia. 
He also, very obviously, didn't care much for 
singers. 
Vocalists are often advised to sing "over the 
note." This imaginary drop to the note helps to 
preveut flatness ~ something often heard from 
warblers whose aim is just to reach the darned 
thing. It works...well, it works most of the time. 
My imagination didn't stretch to dropping 
down to any note above high C. 
It wasn't bad enough that [ had to 
sing an ode glorifying the cold stuff, 
but singing it gave me a vicious 
headache. 
I was happy just to get there, fiat or not. The 
choirmistress and I didn't see eye to eye on this 
one, so I spent many, many painful hours prac- 
ticing, practicing until she was satisfied and I 
was sure death's bony fingers had me in their 
steely grip. 
Since the final performance ill which this solo 
was included, I haven't looked at the music or 
sang the thing again. Come to think of it, I 
haven't heard it since...I'm guessing no one else 
will sing it. Smart move. 
And speaking of snow and removal, con- 
gratulations to whoever decided that, when the 
avalanche that blesses Terrace every year, drifts 
across our streets attd avenues - it doesn't have 
to be pushed into nfini.mountains in the middle 
of every intersection. That wasn't removal - 
more like redecorating. 
Something about deck chairs and the Titanic 
came to mind... 
And that same level-headed someone (let's 
give the credit to Stew Christensen, our director 
of engineering), figured out that snow falls 
without arty regard to the comfort or schedule of 
those who must slog through it...sorta like that 
anonymous piece of misery who wrote the 
forgettable ditty of the same name. 
The song, fortunately, can be ignored. The 
object of its affection cannot. 
There is, apparently, some questiou as to 
whether the nlountain-leveling operation will 
become standard procedure sittce it involves 
plucking another $15,000 from the public purse. 
If maintaining it means collecting the coin from 
taxpayers, this flatlander will gladly kick ill her 
share, but then, I'd hoppily consider the pur- 
chase of at least one monster snowblower ~ the 
kind with the giant proboscis that sneezes 
tomorrow's flood material into trucks eager to 
deposit it in a far more appropriate resting place 
than on our commercial and residential streets. 
Those machines play "Now you see it, Now 
you don't" beautifuliy...I like the"Don' t"  part. 
F omance in cy berspace 
MOST ROMANCES start dents took to the Interact, 
over dinners, long walks, they weren't even looking 
and shared experiences. But rolnance. Decent conversa- 
when you live in a town of ,ion was all they had in 
under 20,000 people, it mind. But each ended up 
might be hard to meet your with a lot snore than that. 
souhnate. Scott Vandenberg, aged 
Whets two Terrace resi- 24, moved to Terrace this 
SCOTT VANDENBERG romanced his fiance with e- 
mail messages, not roses. The two started dating 
when they realized they e-mailing each other at least 
once a day. 
sunnner to teach at Centen- 
nial Christian School. Be. 
fore he left he handed out 
his new e-mail address to 
friends aud acquaintances 
anyone who'd take pity 
on him for moving to a 
small northern town. 
Amy Norman barely knew 
Scott - -  they'd ozdy met 
briefly through friends 
but she took him up on his 
offer. ,Mid now they're get- 
ting married this July. 
"Amy wrote right away," 
said Scott, "but the con- 
versation wasn't rela- 
tionship oriented." 
She was teaching at an in- 
ner city school in Chicago, 
aud file two had a lot in 
COllllnon, talking about their 
careers. They also dis- 
covered a shared love for 
music, singing, computers, 
and a commitment to Chris- 
tianity. 
"We started writing every 
morning before school," 
said Scott. "You'd be 
amazed at how much you 
can talk about over e-mail. 
You cover the bases in a 
quicker amount of time." 
A traditional relationship 
involves all sorts of ac- 
tivities ~ movies, dinners 
etc. - -  and that leaves less 
time for talking. 
But with e-mail you can 
tell the person your deepest 
fears at 3 a.m., attd get a 
respouse usually within 12 
hours. 
Snail mail, as computer 
types refer to it, is hopeless- 
ly old-fashioned. Responses 
can take weeks. 
THE WEDDING DATE is this July for two Internet 
sweethearts, Amy Norman and Scott Vandenberg, 
In the future their children 
might read old love e-mail, 
rather than love letters. 
Both Scott and Anly have 
saved ahnost all their mes- 
sages to each'other. By De- 
cember Amy reported she 
had over 300 messages. 
After a few months of e- 
mailing, they decided they 
had to meet. 
"We wanted to see how 
we were side by side." 
But a ticket from Chicago 
to Terrace was pricey. Amy 
talked the dilemma over 
with friends, and an ex- 
employer offered to buy her 
a ticket to Terrace. 
"She thought it was im- 
portant that we see each 
other," Scott said, still 
amazed that someone would 
have bought hem a ticket. 
Amy flew up to see Scott 
during the American 
Thanksgiving holiday in 
November. 
"Things clicked the in- 
stant I saw her. Everything 
went incredibly well." 
When Amy went back 
home, she told her parents 
that "Scott was the one." 
Scott was a bit shocked to 
hear this, since he hadn't 
been thinking about mar- 
riage yet. So he spoke to a 
counselor, frieuds and his 
father via e-mail, asking for 
advice. 
Aud this Christmas he 
proposed to Amy, when 
they met in Vancouver. 
"I took her to the old 
church I was baptized at, 
aud sang her a song I had 
made up, then dropped on 
one knee. She wasn't ex- 
pecting it at all." 
Scott and Amy are getting 
married this July, then she'll 
move up to Terrace, hoping 
to get a job at Scott's 
school. 
"Sell your shares in 
Kennode.net before July," 
Scott joked. 
j " 
An officer and 
a feminist 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
"IT COULDN'T happen in 
real life." 
Carol Sabo keeps repeat- 
ing that phrase. It's been 
two years now, and she still 
can't believe the circum- 
stances that led to her rela- 
tionship with Tom, a 
colonel with the U.S. 
Defense Department, sta- 
tioned in Washiqgton D.C. 
Two years ago, Carol, 
now 44, posted a message to 
a news group society, look- 
ing for keypals the mod- 
eru equivalent of a penpal. 
"It was a sort of cutesy 
message," she says. She 
received over 100 
responses, the majority from 
men.  
She was upfront about 
herself, saying that she 
worked for a women's 
centre, was a feminist, and 
definitely wasn't into on- 
lille sex (it makes her 
laugh). 
"Most said, 'Well, I don't 
think we'll be compatible,'" 
said Carol. 
Toni was one of the ones 
who wrote back, telling her 
he didn't scare easily. 
The two chatted back and 
forth for months, talking 
about kids, dogs, Carol's 
job. Working in the defense 
departuaent Tom couldn't 
share too many details about 
his job, but it was enough 
for Carol to realize he lived 
in an entirely different 
world. 
"We are like oil and 
water," she said. "We have 
vastly different upbringings. 
Tom's a Texan. All officer. 
Apple pie and morn. A city 
boy." 
From the start Carol let 
him know she wasn't inter- 
ested in a relationship. She 
has three children, and was 
content with being single, 
When they first started 
writing, Tom had just been 
called back into the army, 
He was recently divorced at 
the time, with four kids, 
He's now 47 years old. 
"He was a single guy 
alone iu au apartment look- 
ing for conversation," said 
Carol. 
The two discovered that 
despite different back- 
grounds, they think very 
much the same way. Even 
their politics are similar. 
Tom describes himself as a 
pacifist." 
After a while they realized 
they were becoming good 
friends. 
"The Interne, is like talk- 
ing in the dark. It's like a 
blind person who makes up 
for the lack of other 
senses," said Carol. 
"You're talking on a totally 
different level. There's no 
concept of looks or ac- 
cents." 
But this closeness posed a 
new problem.° Each 
wondered why they were 
making friends with some- 
one who lived across the 
country. 
After a year of writing, 
Carol and Tom decided they 
had to meet. That sparked 
many concerned comments 
from friends, afraid she was 
flying off to meet a serial 
killer. 
But Carol wasn't worried. 
"We wanted to get together 
face to face to see if we 
hated each other." 
There are plenty of people 
who claim the Internet ls a 
dangerous flay to nteet 
people, because you can't 
tell if they're making up 
stories about themselves. 
But it wasn't too hard to sift 
through .the people who 
wanted to "play games," 
said Carol. 
,1 What s the point of play- 
ing games? You can tell 
when someone s bullshitting 
you. People cat, like or dis- 
like a pretense of you or the 
real you." 
When Carol got off the 
plaue in D.C. she said it was 
like she was meeting a 
friend she had known 
forever, 
She's visited Itim twice 
since then, and when she 
goes down for the fourth 
THE COMPUTER holds a place of honour in Carol Sabo's home. Two years ago 
she met someone on the Internet, and they converse every day through e-mail, 
Now the computer sits in the spot where most people would put a "IV, 
time next week, she'll take 
her two youngest kids along 
to meet hurl. 
If the kids approve, and if 
Tom can get time off from 
work, theu he'll visit Ter- 
race for the firsl time this 
spring. He's even talking 
about quitting his job artd 
moving up here. 
"But I said, no you can't 
move here till you see the 
place." 
Tom is used to getting up 
at 4 a.m. to go jogging, in 
order to avoid the traffic. 
Terrace will be an adjust- 
ment for him. 
"So far it's been his job 
and my stubbornness keep- 
ing us apart," said Carol. 
She flatly refuses to leave 
Terrace and move to D.C. 
She has a lot of trepida- 
tions about the idea of living 
with Tom. 
"Your bad habits, per- 
sonalities aren't shown on 
the net." She has however, 
confessed a few of them to 
him, But mainly, she's rely- 
ing oil the fact that so far it 
seems like there's nothing 
that they can't talk about. 
As well as this rela- 
tionship has turned out [or 
Carol, she doesn't recom- 
mestd the Interuet as a vi- 
able option for meeting 
men, 
"There's as many jerks 
out there as they are ill real 
life," 
Around Town 
Choir tours NW 
THE KING'S University College chamber choir comes 
to Terrace on Feb. 17 at the Pentecostal Church. 
The choir, from Edmonton, has performed through- 
out western Canada and the northern States. It's been 
established since 1979, and its members comes from 
across Canada and the world. 
The 18-voice mixed chamber choir is directed by 
Trent Worthington, and will be accompanied by Dr. 
Hoachim Segger aud Christina Fischer on piano. 
Program highlights during their stop in Terrace will 
include Liebeslieder Polkas, by P.D,Q. Bach, the 
Liebeslieder Walzer by Johannes Brahms, Elizabethan 
part songs, traditional songs front South Africa, 
madrigals and parodies. 
The program starts at 7:30 p.m at the church. Admis- 
siou is free, but donations are welcomed. 
Nominations sought 
DO YOU KNOW someone's who's made an out- 
standing contribution to the community? 
Nominations are being sought for the 1997 Order of 
British Columbia, the province's highest recognition of 
excellence and achievement. 
The award is presented each year by the lieutenant- 
governor to outstanding British Columbians who have 
excelled m community leadership, the arts, labour, 
business, vol~ nteer service, research or education. 
Since the first award was made in 1990, more than 
100 British Columbians have received this honour. 
Recipients are selected by an independent advisory 
council Nomination forms are available at the govern. 
ment agent's office, or by phoning 387.1616 or faxing 
356-2814. 
Deadline for nominations i March 6. 
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CITY S C::ENE 
MUSIC 
• COFFEEHOUSE at Groundworks 
in the Lazelle mini mall starts at 8 p.m 
on Feb. 15. Featured entertainment is 
Robin Hollett, Rob Brown, Dionys 
deLeeuw and Paula Dewar. Members 
are $4, non-members $5 and under 12 is 
$2. 
• THE THIRD ANNUAL Tri-School 
Band Telethon is on Feb. 16 at the REM 
Lee Theatre. The event will also be 
broadcast live on Ch. 10. Phone lines 
will be open from 5-8 p.m. Call 638- 
1333 to support secondary school music 
programs at Caledonia, Skeena and 
Thornhill. 
• PIANIST ANGELA CHENG per- 
forms at 8 p.m. on Feb. 18 at the REM 
Lee Theatre. Tickets available at Sight 
and Sound. Adults are $15, students 
$1o. 
• TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
hosts a major concert o raise money for 
its trip to Ottawa. The music starts at 8 
p.m. on Feb. 22 at the REM Lee 
Theatre. Plenty of great prizes including 
a trip for two to San Fransico and a 
helicopter ide. Tickets are $15 for 
adults, $7 for students and seniors. 
A TERRACE CONCERT SOCIETY 
presents the Foothills Brass Quartet at 8 
p.m. at the REM Lee Theatre on Mar. 1. 
Tickets are $18 at Erwin's in the Skeena 
Mall. 
• JIM RYAN conducts guest soloist 
Steffan Wegner at 7:30 p.m. on Sunday, 
Mar. 2 at the REM Lee Theatre. Tickets 
are $8 for adults, $5 seniors and stu- 
dents, and are available at Sight and 
Sound. 
• AUGIES LOUNGE in the Terrace 
Inn features Maharlaka, playing soft 
lounge music. Dance Express plays in 
GiGi's Pub. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thurs- 
day and Sunday at George's Pub in the 
Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's and every 
Friday at the Thornhill Pub. 
MOVIES 
• NINJA - -  MASTER OF DIS- 
ASTER plays at 7 and 9:15 p,m., star- 
ring Chris Farley. At 7:15 and 9:30 p.m 
James Garner stars in MY FELLOW 
AMERICANS. 
Starting Fr iday 
• Bugs Bunny is back again in SPACE 
JAM with Michael Jordan at 7 p.m. 
And at 9:15 p.m. Mel Gibson returns as 
well in RANSOM.  Eddie Murphy stars 
as a top police hostage negotiator in 
METRO at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. 
THEATRE 
• Terrace Little Theatre's first play of 
the new year, BURIED CHILD, runs 
till Feb. 22. This Pulitzer prize winner 
by Sam Shepard explores the inner ten- 
sions of rural existence. Tickets are 
available at Uniglobe Travel on Lazelle. 
ETCETERA 
• THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
hosts an exhibit of oils, pastel and char- 
coal by Terrace artist Peter Dickson. 
Called FELTSCAPES, the exhibit 
opens Feb. 1 and runs till the 23rd. Gal- 
lery hours are noon to 3 p.m. from Wed. 
to Fri., Fri. nights from 6:30-8:30 p.m, 
Sat. from noon to 4 p.m. and Sun, from 
1-4 p.m. 
• LEIGH STERLING - -  Hvonotist, 
comes to Terrace on Wed., Feb. 19 at 
the REM Lee Theatre. This family en- 
tertainer has had rave reviews. Tickets 
are $15 each and are available at 
Uniglobe. Out of town patrons can call 
1-800-668-0828, Proceeds go towards 
the TLT  building fund. 
• THE CANADIAN SKI PATROL 
hosts the 7th annual Spring Fever 
Dance, featuring the B. Walker Band at 
9 p.m. on Feb. 22 in the arena banquet 
room. Tickets are $10 per person and 
are available at All Seasons, Valhalla 
and the Shames Mt. office. 
• 12TH ANNUAL MULTI- 
CULTURAL POTLUCK DINNER is 
at 5 p.m. on Sat., Feb. 22 at the Thorn- 
hill Community Centre. Admission is 
an ethnic dish plus $5 for adults and $3 
for seniors and students. Tickets are 
available at Sidewalkers and Misty 
River Books. For info call 638-1594. 
• NORTH OF THE YEL- 
LOWHEAD ~ Edward Epp presents 
some of his latest works at the REM 
Lee Theatre. The show continues 
through February. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
~ ................................................................................................................... 
Before Itwas hip to be green, Ducks Unllmltad Canada w~ 
committed to saving habitat ~m coast o maC. Now thai being 
green ts everyone's concern, our lob is more Important tim ever. 
We need your help to comerve wetlands and promote a health'/, 
sustainable anvtmmmnt for people and wildlife. 
Be green today, ~("~ted  
lfs so ea..,,'y. ' Omd~ I 
Support Ducks Unlimited. t-O00,.6GS-nUCK 
L, ............. -,.,,,,,-,,,,, ............. i,, ................ , ................ , ............... .,, .......... ,,.,, J 
Baby's Name: 
Eric Emanuel 
Date & Place of Birth: 
Jan. 16, 1997 at 8:05 pm 
Weight: 7 Ibs 4 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Isabel & Joe Demedeiros 
Baby's Name: 
Baby Parmar 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 19, 1997 at 4:48 pm 
Weights: 7 lbsl4 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: lqbal & Kamaljit Parmar 
Baby's Name: 
Dakota Timothy James 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 20, 1997 at 3:51 am 
Weights: 6 lbs 13oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Marj & Tim Taren 
Rio  hrn lher~ Maf lheu¢ 
BUNDLES 
OF JOY 
Baby's Name: 
Rostra Irene Martinez 
Date & Place of Birth: 
Jan. 24, 1997 at 8:47 pm 
Weight: 7 Ibs 157., oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Pansy Nisyok 
& Victor Martincz 
Baby's Name: 
Kayla Victoria Miller 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 25, 1997 at 6:07 pm 
Weight: 6 Ibs 15oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Nancy Spencer 
& Chad Miller 
Baby's Name: 
Keegan Wayne Allan Kcmachan 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 25, 1997 at 6:32 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs 7 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Wanda Acker 
& Wayne Kernachan 
1-800-661-2990. Skeena Mall. 635-5236 
Wednesday t Feb. lZ 
EARLY CHILDHOOD 
EDUCATORS hold a meeting at 7 
p.m. at the Family Place, 4533 Park 
Ave. Margaret Dediluke will speak 
about supported child care. 
Saturday t Feb. 15 
THE TERRACE BABA'I Com- 
munity presents a workshop on per- 
soual transformation and community 
development, by Doug Samini-Moore 
of Juneau, Alaska. Doug is a communi- 
cations expert and has worked as a 
consultant in the US, Russia, Phil- 
lipines and Swaziland. In his talk he 
will explore the impact of spiritual 
dimensions on comn,_unity develop- 
meut. The talk is at 7:30 p.m. at the art 
gallery, in the library basement. 
Monday, Feb. 17 
2-SWEET diabetes support group 
meets at the Women's centre at 7 p.m. 
For more info call Kathy Corbett at 
638-8323 or Gen Roberts at 635-0005. 
Tuesday~ Feb. 18 
TERRACE INDEPENDENT Music 
Educators present a piano workshop 
featuring Angela Cheug from I-3 p.m. 
at the Pentecostal Church. For more 
iufo contact Fiona at 635-9089. 
Wednesday~ Feb. 19 
KALUM LAND and Resource Man- 
agement Plan workitg group hosts a 
workshop frmu 7-10 p.m. in the main 
floor of the hydro building at 5220 
Keith on interest statements. All mem- 
bers of the public are welcome to at- 
tend. For more info call Dave Bewick 
at 638-5100. 
Friday t Feb. 21 
FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT will 
be held from 7 pan. till midnight at the 
Carpenter's Hall on Sparks St. This is 
hosted by the Terrace Youth Centre 
Development Committee. Sign up at 
Ruins Board Shop by Feb. 19. Only $2 
a team. Prizes, music. 
WeB WORKSHOP ~ Surinder Mal- 
hotra hosts this workshop about appeal 
procedures and preparing your case at 
the public library meeting room from 
12:30-3:30 p,m. To register call 
Roseanne at 635-4631 between 12:30 
and 4:30 p.m. weekdays. If you require 
babysitting or transportation, a subsidy 
will be available. 
Saturday t Feb, Z:Z 
SKEENA-KALUM housing Society 
hosts its AGM at 2 p,m, ht the amenity 
building at 4616 Haugland Ave. The 
society's purpose is to promote the de- 
velopment of affordable housing. New 
members are welcome. For more info 
call 635-1996. 
CELEBRATE Multiculturalism Week 
at the library at 2 p.m. Join them for an 
KINETTE CLUB OF TERRACE 
meets every second Wednesday. New 
members are welcome. For more, call 
Fiona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635- 
3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
hour of stories from around the world CADETS Unicoru Squadron holds air 
told by local storytellers. The program . cadet training sessions every Wednes- 
is free for kids aged 5 and up. Register day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
by calling 638-8177. 
TERRACE AND DISTRICT Arts 
Council presents a workshop on creat- 
ing boards that matter, with Gavin Per- 
ryman. Topics include board leader- 
ship, policy and recruiting. The work- 
shop runs from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Reg- 
ister by Feb. 14. Call Karen at 635- 
5603 or Irene at 635-2845. 
the aiqmrt. For more info. call Linda at 
635-5567. 
TERRACE CEWI'ENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday atlunch 
Sunday~ Feh. 23 
INTERESTED IN BEES? Stop by an 
information meeting at the library at 2 
p.m. For more info call Martin deHoog 
at 635-3289. 
Monday~ Feb. 24 
WOMEN'S HEALTH WORKSHOP 
on the myths and realities of 
menopause wilt be held from 7-9 p.m. 
at the Kermode Friendship Society. To 
register call 635-4906. 
Friday~ Feb. 27 
WHO AM I? This self-discovery 
workshop runs today till Mar. 2, attd 
Mar. 7-9. It's hosted by Dan Orienti of 
the NW Personal Growth Assoc. Call 
Deidrc at 635-7982 for more info. 
Thursday, May 15 
IT'S A LONG ways off, but the Ter- 
race Beautification Society wants 
people to start thinking about donating 
plants to its atmual Peretmiai Plant 
Sale. Money from the sale will be used 
for local projects. For more info, call 
Judy or Howard ~t638-1237. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN- 
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month at the boardroom 
of the Ministry of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 p.m. New members 
are welcome. For more info call Mary 
Anne at 635-5449. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place, Call 635.9669. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. and Saturdays at 
7:30 p.m. at 4542 Phrk, For more lnfo 
call 638-61 t4, 
at the Coast hm of the West. For more 
info call Robert Oliver at 638-0913• 
THE KINETTE CLUB OF TER- 
RACE, a service club for young 
women, meets every second Wednes- 
day of every month from Sept. to Juue. 
New tnembers are needed. Call Fiona 
at 635-1854 or Debra at 635-3262. 
SCOTTISH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday at7:30 p.m. 
in the Knox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
2nd mortgage 
loans O0 O 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This cohtmn is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items "will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask tlutt items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or 
printed neatly. 
With a 2nd mortgage loan 
f rom your  credit union you can 
borrow the money to consoli- 
date  persona l  obligations, 
improve your  home or make 
more purchases like tuition or 
a new car using the equity in 
your  home to secure the loan. 
See us about a credit union 
2nd Mortgage Loan. 
The answer to your  f inan- 
cial worries may be as close as 
your  own front door 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
! 
4650 Lazelle Avenue,Terrace ph. 635-7282 
We belong to you:" 
the credit union advantage: we are a profit sharing, member owned institution... 
we beiong to you. 
He's sharing part of the creative process in his latest 
show, Feltscapes, on now at the Terrace Art Gallery. 
Emotions are basis for drawings 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
IF YOU'RE reminded of children's art when you look at 
the new show at the art gallery, then you're not far off the 
mark. 
Ar t i s t  Peter Dickson hopes to show people that art 
: doesn't have to be about choosing just the right shade for a 
tree or mountain, then neatly framing the picture. 
Instead Dickson has tried to strip this "social condition- 
ing" from his drawings. 
"The  general arts scene hasn't been accustomed tomore 
vibrant colour and expression," he says. "I was uncon- 
sciously influenced by all that." 
Dicksou decided to free himself from the "social 
mores" that had influenced his earlier paintings, and made 
him retreat o black and white charcoal drawings. 
"That kills art. You can't allow that to happen," he says. 
So Dickson travelled to au art school in Atlin last sum- 
met run by Gemot Dick. AJ~d since then he's produced an 
astonishing amount of work. Not surprisingly, it's ex- 
tremely colourful stuff. 
In one half of the gallery Dickson has hung a wide vari- 
ety of  works from a single sketch he drew on Long Beach 
on Vancouver Island in 1971. The sketch was of a 
mountain, forest, sea and sky. 
On a wall are eight charcoal variations of that sketch. In 
each one there's ome variation - -  the sky is more forbid- 
ding in one, in another the ocean is more prominent. The 
ninth Sketch hangs on the opposite wail, flanked by 
coioured versions of itself. 
He says doing 24 variations on a black and white sketch 
was a real stretch from him. 
"It's like looking in a series of mirrors and getting a 
reflection back. Each one grows out of the last one." 
In the pastel drawings, the mountain predominates. Quite 
often it resembles a huge sundae, with scoops of pistachio, 
lemon, strawberry, mint, and blueberry. 
Dickson says he did the mirrored drawings to show 
people how artists can evoke different feelings with minor 
variations. 
In the other half of the gallery are "feltseapes" a tenn 
Dickson coined to show the difference between his art and 
more traditional landscapes. 
There are many filters between an artists' instinctive 
feelings or self, and what finally comes out on paper, ex- 
plains Dickson. Those could be rules, such as the sea is 
blue, or something more complex, such as conservative so- 
cial forces. 
The feltscapes are his effort at removing those filters, 
reaching outwith the raw inner self. 
"Memories, feelings and emotions form a sense of 
oneself. The felt sense comes out of thaL All of those inter- 
playing and resonating off each other," says Dickson. 
"They express that interior world." 
Therefore there is no composition or arrangement to the 
feltscapes. 
Dickson closes his eyes, and looks inside to get inspira- 
tion for his drawings. 
"I  start from a mark and work from that." 
" l  was exploring the power of the simple sketch," he ex- Even the frames are atypical. Dickson has spraypainted 
plains. As for why he did nine different sketches, he says core hoard and mounted his drawings on them. He was 
he enjoys havinga geometric base to his art; . " masking Off edges to make clean straight 'lines, and then 
' Dickson',then took one o f  the'sketches (hanging on-the ~ realized he didn't have to..' 
opposite wall) and developed 24 colour drawings from it, "The whole idea of what's a/'ceptable. I 'm just shatter- 
done in oil pastels. That number he chose because, "they ing that," says Dickson. "It'll be very interesting to see 
fit on my wall at home." people's reactions." 
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o'- .~ Ull 
'Yo[| c~]]cd '["COOI~ ''~ i t ~  
Then you Called it D ~ D ~- D t .:; :.:: 
Now it's | Afflllatod With the Northern Motto Inn.- .... , 
"an ADDICT ION"  / ] :  The Bear Country Inn, a name that you can / ; .  er.ce.ou coun*on 
I: us for the same standards you have come to 
I expect at the Northern Motor nn. Our restaUrant 
/ : has new expanded hours and delicious new menu 
features. Give us a try today. : 
It's time to call it 
QUITS. 
::~ BRITISH COLLYMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34009. Su~tioli l)
Vancouver, B.C. VBJ 4M2 
Phone: 731-58(~4 or 1,8(x).(,65-LUNG 
Come in and check out our 
Fantastic New Menu! 
' :: : 4702 Lakeise Ave., Terrace . . . .  
Ph. e3s.63o2 Fax 635-6391: Formedy terrace Sluml~r 
f WORLD 
AMBASSADORS FOR CHRIST 
HOW MANY WAYS can you draw the same scene? 
At least 24 times, according to artist Peter Dickson. 
Terrace 
Sandman Inn 
Feb. 18-22 
7:30 p.m. 
If the Lord is calling you, Come] Ambassador Leon Douziech will be ministering. He 
has ministered for 20 years in various countries. 
Isaiah 62:10- "L/ff/ng up a standard for the people" 
Everyone Welcome! 
A[i I ARS 
sale ~ ~ 5, leg7 
I::~)MEN'S FLEECE ~::I:!iMEN'S FLEECE 
Ii PANTS, iKANGARO0 TOPS 
[I w"hp°ckets $17 991 $9999 
, .  Iroo.  ,g  - - - -  
i%iii~rs RED TAB "~:!~::II:iWHITE 3-PAK 
/ ]'JEANS 99 'iSPORT SOCKS 
~:~~ STANFIELDS KNIT I [~:~IiiSTORMRIDER ,:~i'~: .... 
] :[ JACKETS 99 ~i BOXER BRIEFS J 
/"ICOTTON PANTS [SOFT TOEHIKING 
$ 99 IBOOT $.q.q99 
Universal Workwear 
| )BRIEF 98 salutes the Athletes of J/roo.o. ' qslO our communit,. 
l 
The Board of Northwest Community College 
has passed its draft 1997-2000 operating plan. To balance the College's budget, the 
Board proposes to cut 56 university credit classes, including: 
The Second Year Science Program 
Second Year History Courses 
Second Year Psychology/Sociology Courses 
The First Year French Program 
First Year English Courses 
First Year Computer Science/~ath Courses 
First Year Science Courses 
The threat to the future of your community college is real. 
Don't let them turn out the I,ghts! 
I t 
h't~ * 2 
Come to a meeting of concerned community members. 
Wednesday, February 19, 
7:30 p.m.- 8:30 p.m. 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School Library 
Or wr,te, free of postal charge, to: 
Premier Glen Clark or Helmut Giesbrecht 
Paul Ramsey, M!nister of Education MLA "rerrace/Kitimat 
Legislative Buildings #2 4623 Park Avenue 
Victoria, B.C. V8V 1X4 Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
Dan Miller Bill Goodacre 
MLA North Coast MLA Bulkley Valley/Stikine 
818 B 3rd Avenue West Bag 5,000 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 1M6 Smithers, B.C. V0J 2NO 
CUPE/CIEA * BCGEU • NWCC Students' Association 
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Lock Out 
Auto Crime 
Roadl  
Sense  
Registered 
PSYCHOLOGIST 
635-6741 
13 Marital & Family 121 Custody/Access I ues 
13 Alcohol & Drag 13 Sexual Abuse 
13 Parenting 13 Bereavement 
13 Depression El Stress 
13 Employee Assistance Program 
DR. PETER MEUSER & ASSOCIATES 
15 -4544 lazelle, Terrace, B.C. vgG IS6 
CAREFUL COUNTERS ~ Starlene Robinson, nifying glass to count tree rmgs tn a tree agtng uu.- 
Matilda Robinson and Audrey Johnson used a mag- test at the Terrace Science Festival. 
Student displays are the highlight 
THERE WAS a tremendous turnout for the 32nd annual 1st -Meredith McLeod and Erin Kofoed; 2nd -Crystal 
science festival on Feb. 1. A big attraction this year was a 
mini-planetariuln, complete with a show about the con- 
stellations. 
Another popular event which drew a lot of spectators 
was the egg drop. But the real draw of the festivals were 
the displays entered by students all over Terrace. Below 
are the results of the experiment and display entries. 
EXPERIMENT ENTRIES 
Kindergarten - Grade 1 
1st -Ben Schooner; 2nd -Stephen Chapman; Kelly 
O'Donnell; 3rd -Kendra Ashwcli 
Grade 2 
1st -Dustin Kiuney; Kendra Lansdowne; 2nd -Kelsen Nor- 
berg; Amy Peltier 
Grade 3 
1st -Sy Haffner; Jeffrey Chapman; 2rid -Kyla O'Doaueli 
3rd -Matthew Link 
Grade 4 
1st Emily Bolin and Caitlin McCooey; 2nd Jeff Kirk- 
patrick; 3rd Dcviu Wall; Leah Leclerc and Stacey Blake 
Grade 5 
1st Danielle Anaka, Sheryl Mumford, and Sarah Swanson; 
Matthew Gosse; 2nd Erin Froese; Teghan Norberg; 3rd 
Kathryn Wootton and Lan Vu; Elissa Miller and Emily 
Mackay; Mike Mclnes 
Grade 6 
1st -Joanna Warcup and Kimberly Wilcox; 2ud -Danielle 
Marleau; Eric Eckert; 3rd -Emily Vandenneer, Robyn 
Murray, and Jaimie Hystad 
Grade 7 
1st -Tom Vu and Kevin Harrison; Tracey Kumpolt; 2nd - 
Kolton Taekema;3rd -Sabrena Harvey and Amy Roy; Kim 
Millar . . . . . . . . . .  
DISPLAY ENTRIES 
Kindergarten - Grade 1 
1st -Clayton O'Morrow; Spencer Woods; 2nd -Sergio 
Lourenco; Matthew Leisinger; 3Fd -Simon Bahr 
Grade 2 
1st -Stephanie Neufeid and Erin Tcolis; Daphne Deverall; 
2ad -Rees Andrews; Kelsey Minhinnick; 3rd -Adam 
Wiebe attd David Burton 
Grade 3 
Saturday Nights : 
8pm - 1am 
Starting Feb. 1, 199~ 
No Door Charge ,~,~ 
"Bring Your ~ ~ 
FriendsFor a ~,~ 
Good Time" ~ 
63~1996 .~ ~ 
Must be 19yrs. ~!~;:/./"~ I 
of age. ":ii~ 
• i 
Evanoff; Robin Gosse; Drew Lamb; Richard Stevens and 
Autdrcw Eckert; Casey Braam; 3rd -Brent Mills; Tommy 
Wiebe; Shanaolt King 
Grade 4 
1st -Daniel Main, Christopher Russell, and Skyler Siavik; 
Kylie Amdam; 2a~d -Gina Teolis; Chris Radclct and Robert 
Craw~ord; 3rd -Christine Metier; Ashley VanGelder; 
Bobby Lind; Tyrell Mikkelsen; Laura Braam 
Grade 5 
1st -Steven Roders; Bobby Laird; 2ud -Jessica Bell; Nick 
Aaweiler; 3rd -Kristy MacDonald; Erin Amdt; Crystal 
Lippers attd Sarah Pollock; Krystal Braam 
Grade 6 
1st -Jonathan Marcellin; Chelsey Brown; 2nd-Brcndan 
Abreu; P, yan Beaudry; 3rd -Cydncy Rusch; Christina Hes- 
lelffeld 
Grade 7 
1st -Trivia Botelho; Alissa Gewais; 2nd -Shauna Palahieky 
3rd -Nathania Talstra; James Iamele; Kelly Steel 
CANADIAN WOMEN IN TIMBER DISPLAYS 
Class Awards 
Mrs. Epp's Kiti K'Shan kindergarten class; Mrs. Morgan's 
Kiti K'Shan grade 1-2 class; Ms. Thamc's Cassio Hall 
grade 2-3 class 
Kindergarten - Grade 1 
1st -Clove Curtis 
Grade 2-3 
1st -Racheal Taylor; 2nd -Brandon Braam 
Grade 4-5 
1st -Tess Coverdale; 2nd -Katie Noonan and Carmen 
Durand; 3rd -Ashley Long and Emmy Montague 
, Grade 6-7 
1st -Dani-Marie Froese and Reuce Froese; 2ud -Rayua 
Braam 
NW DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION DISPLAYS 
Class Award 
Mrs Jordan's Grade 2 class 
Individual Entries 
Graemc Merril, Kay-Leigh Parfitt, Nicolc Bolvin, Cydney 
Rusch, Dale Ramsay, Jason Smith 
Terrace CommunityiBand 
t,~s~ s 
Our major 
fundraising concert 
• TRIP FOR TWO TO SAN FRANCISCO "ORIGINAL PAINTING 
Donator: Canadian Airlines by Rlcka Humphrey 
Plus TWO NIGHTS ACCOMMODATION Donator: Envirostyle Laqdscapo Designs 
Donalor: Canadian Airlines • GIFT CERTIRCATES & SWEATSHIRT 
20 MIN, HELICOP TER RIDE FOR 4 Donator: Mr. Mikes 
Donator: Northern Mountain Helicopters • 2 GIFT CERTIRCATES 
ONE NIGHT HOTEL Donator: Dante's 
ACCOMMODATION 
Donator: Coast Inn or the West 
Plus DINNER FOR TWO 
Donator: White Spot Restaurant 
• 3 MONTH FAMILY POOL PASS 
Donator: Terrace Parks & Recreation 
• PRINT 
Donator: Northern Light Studio 
, OIL RLTER AND LUBE 
Donator: N & J Shell Station 
, AUTHOR - AUTOGRAPHED BOOKS 
Donator: Misty River Books 
, GIFT BASKET 
Donator: Hava Java 
SAVE-ON-MORE PHONE GIFT CERT. 
Donator: Overwaitea 
Saturday, Feb. 22 '97, 8pm 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM: 
SIGHT & SOUND IN THE SKEENA MALL & BAND MEMBERS 
PRIZE TICKETS: ADULTS (must be 19 yrs. or over to win) - $15.0D 
NON-PRIZE TICKETS: SENIORS/STUDENTS - $7,00 
CHILDREN (12 yrs. and under)- FREE 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP CENTRE 
SPRING WHEELS 
TICKET RAFFLE 
0   $4A00, 
JL eacn 
Ticket eligible for all 3 Prizes! 
i ~: :i!i2fid!il I i 3~ i  
PRIZE': I  ! ~/ IPRIZE PR IZE  ! 
.... 12 SPtniTBu~OE :: ::2 N~b eUSH 
PIL01~ MOUNTAIN ROLUER BLADES: 
~; ~:iii:~iii~¢KUe;ii~!ii!i!; 
::ii: PRO HELMETS. 
/ :  Tottml ~ :: ::;NI S~lon~ Smmm 
i i? / :  i 
" ntre a n ~ ~ ' 2 , ~ , , , .  
I 
Quality handcrafted Deacon's Benches 
made in B.C. 
Av',dlable inSolid Oak or Cherry. 
otem's Countffwide 
Furmture & Applzance 
'The value has never been better' 
4501 LakelseAve. ~ ~--~-~ : ~  
Terrace ~ [~J  j ~  
1-800-813.1158 [v/m~-~:= ~ ~  
6384158 v ,~ I~ I  ~ i~ i i  
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
RI]RUA. 1997 PALACE FEBRUARY 1997 
2 Caledonia 3 Terrace 4 5 Te.ace 6 7 Big Brothers 
Senior Minor Kermode Blueback i Elks & Big Sisters 
Secondary Baseball Friendship Swim L%rr. Anti.Poverty Nisga'a Tdbal 
School , i Society. Club Council 
9 Ta,ace 10Terrace 11 12 To,, 3 Terr. 14 
Comrnunity Minor Kermode Peaks Minor Softball p~/L~so¢ 
Band Hockey Friendship Gymnastics Ten. Anti- Nisga'a Tribal 
Society... C lub  Poverty _ Council 
1 
Rola~' Club 
Youth Soccer 
Tort, Skating 
Pipes & Onsr~ 
Kitsumkalun 
S.V, 
Snowmobile 
5 Totem 
Saddle Dub 
Kinsmen Club 
Terr. Skating 
20TB. 16 Skeena 
Junior Minor Terrace Comm ~le Theatre 
Friendship L Secondary Hockey Volunteer ]'err. Anti- 
School Socie~ Bureau Poverty 
! O~ Terrace 
23 Thornhi, 24Ta,ace '25Ka ode (..UBIceback 
Junior Swim Club 
Secondary Minor Friendship Kdselas VoL 
School Baseball Society 
-21 ca~ 
ear~t~0c. 
Nisga'a Tdbal 
Council 
Art 
22Association 
Kinette Club 
Search & 
Rescue 
270tde, o, 28 , .  
RoyalPurple Canadian Leg~ 
Ten'. Anti- Nisga'a Tribal 
Poverty Council 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:O0 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Lecli0n, Terrace 635.2411 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 
by Claire Bernstein 
Company Won't Hire Employee,s 
Veronica was just aboutto go out the Hilehand 
door to work when she remembered IlIMIUIBUlIIMI 
something. 
Robert, I almost forgot. I have someth- 
ing for you. My company is hiring casual 
laborer.. Why don't you apply? You're s 
strong, you're young. I work for the com- 
pany. Bet you're the first one they hire. 
Here's the application." 
Robert came out of the bathroom 
brushing his teeth. 
"Sounds good. Will you help fill it out. 
My spelling is not so good." 
"Tonight when I come home," 
Two weeks later, Robert was sitting 
with his friend Jerry in his backyard hav- 
ing a couple of beers. 
"Hey, Jerry, you wouldn't believe it, I 
sent that application to my wife's compa- 
ny two weeks ago and I ain't heard noth- 
ing. No letter. No telephone call. No Inter- 
view, Don't make any sense. I need the 
work real bad. Veronica is a good woman, 
but she's beginning to make noises that 
she don't like being the only one to have 
to pay the bills," 
Jerry took a swig and wiped his lips 
with his sleeve. 
"Why don't you call these guys up, 
You've got fights. They've got to treat you 
right, And besides, don't make sense. 
You're a good worker, reliable, honest, 
steady. And they know you're married to 
Veronica. Couldn't have a better 
reference." 
The next day, Robert called the plant 
superintendent. 
"Hey, what's with you guys, Haven't 
heard nothing from you. That's no way to 
treat anybody. What's holding you back? 
Three days later, Robert received a let- 
Based On Actual Court Cases 
ter from the plant superintendent. 
"sorry Robert, we know you're a good 
worker. But it's company policy not to 
hire the husbands or wives of current 
employees. In other words, your wife 
working here did you no good." 
Robert slowly tore up the letter into a 
thousand pieces and called Jerry. "D'ya 
know a good lawyer? I'm suing the com- 
pany. That no-spouse hiring policy is 
unfair." 
In court, Robert took the stand, "Your 
honor, I was perfectly capable of doing 
the job. The employer efused to hire me 
because I am married to a person whom 
they employ. They have a policy against 
hiring the spouses of employees. This 
policy is discriminatory." 
The company's president ook the 
stand. "Your honor, we're proud of our 
reputation of being a fair employer. That 
policy of ours is designed to prevent 
chaos, and not to be discriminatory, 
Employees will get upset if we hire some 
spouses and not others. To keep matters 
simple and fair, we don't hire spouses. It 
doesn't discriminate against Robert 
because it applies to all spouses," 
Is the policy of not hiring spouses dis- 
criminatory? YOUI BE THE JUDGE. Then 
look below for the court's decision, 
LAWYERS 
"Help ing People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
• Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigrat ion 
• Wrongful D ismissa l  
• Wills 
• Small  Cla ims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE TIlE JUDGE - DECISION 
"MR, COMPANY, I KNOW YOU'RE A GOOD COMPANY, BUT YOUR POLICY IS 
DISCRIMINATORY," the court ruled, "Discrimination based on marital status is prohl. 
bited, and that includes protecting Job applicants whose spouses are members of e 
definable group, namely, employees." 
Today's decision Is based on the facts of the case and ~he law of Saskatchewan. Claire Bernsteln Is a lawy- 
er and syndicated columnist. Copyright 1996 Halka Enterprises, bGj.13 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - $6.50 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.50 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.00 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $5.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.68 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $12.60 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent I~isc 
70 For Sale IMisc 
80 Wanted MIsc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
D 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classily ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against me provincial Human Rignts Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o rewse, edit. classify or relect any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum pa=d for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
t s agreed by the advertiser request ng space that the liabili~ of the Terrace Standard in the event of tailure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall ~e limited to the amount paid by the advert set for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the edverllsing space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name .Address 
Phone  Start  Date f-I VISA 13 ~ASTERCARD 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  .Credit Card  No. Expi ry  Date 
p I  FASE Ca F=ARLY PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW ONE WORD PER SPACE 
16 
6 .65  
7 .40  
I 
1 
6 
i 
11 
2 
7 
12 
171 
6 .80  
7 .55  
8 
13 
18 
6 .95  
7~7Q 
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St.. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 STANDARD 
14 
le  
7 .1o  
51 
1 O,, 
15 
20 - $6 .50  
7 .25  
7 .85  6.00  
For  longer ~.  leOSo use~ m slap~rate 81"~et~t 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
1270 SQ ft split level, in Thorn- 
hill 3664 Balsam Ave., 4 bed- 
rooms newly renovated kitchen, 
c/w woodstove, n/g heat, 12 x 
24 wired shop. Fenced land- 
scaped yard, asking $179,000 
Call 635-7081. 
4 BEDROOM home, 75 x 120 
lo t ,  quiet neighbourhood in 
Horseshoe area. Please phone 
635,3456. 
4 BEDROOM house on 10 acr- 
es, 5 stall barn with tack room, 
riding ring, round pen, fenced 
cross fenced, other out build- 
ings, 15 minutes from town. 
$269,000. Call 635-5339. 
AUSTRIAN CHALET home, 
beautiful view over Kootenay 
Lake and Glacier. 18.31 acres. 
Owner must transfer. $225,000. 
Phone 1-250-227-9569, fax 1- 
250-227-9562 
200 acres, 80 cultivated, old 
house and trailer, $219,000. 
Write: Box 676 Vanderhoof B.C. 
VOJ 3AO. 
1050 SO ft, 3 bedroom fully 
fenced and landscaped yard. 
n/g heatand hotwater, 16 x 16 
wired and heated shop, 8 x 12 
wired garden shed. $137,000 
obo. Call 635-7742. 
1100 SQ ft plus, 3 bedroom, 1/2 
basement, n/g heat, large sun- 
deck, newly renovated kitchen 
and bath, new appliances, 16 x 
28 wired shop, double lot, fully 
landscaped, dog run and 
fenced off garden. Asking 
$135,000. Call 635-2957. 
4 BEDROOM house, n/g heat, 
water, dryer, fireplace, double 
garage, large lot. Full base- 
ment, ceramic tile flooring in 
new kitchen, 3287 Crescent St., 
635-6891. $167,000. 
PRIVATE SETrlNG 
Immaculate three bedroom mobile ~ome with 
an addition and large sundeck is situ=ted on a 
large, treed and fenced lot- Very private! 
Asking $81,000. 
ca 
R~/~I~ of Terrace 
638-1400 
~I~ ]RE /~ OF TERRACE ~ I  
638-14OO 
638-8198 Res idence  
Ca l l  SUZ,'~'~NE For 
reliable service todayt 
ACREAGE CLOSE TO TOWN 
1740 CREEK STREET 
Charming newer home located on an acre close to 
town. Attractive floor plan offers skylights, vaulted 
ceilings, bright oak kitchen, family room, and three 
bedrooms. A large shop with a concrete floor is an 
added bonus. Call for more details and an 
appointment to view today! 
Priced at $195,500 MLS 
ATTENTION BUILDERS: 
Southside 3 bedroom, 1/2 base- 
ment home with attached ga- 
rage plus three subdividable du- 
plex lots zoned R2, offers to 
$186,000. Phone 635-3406. 
1600 SQ, FT. 470,000 obo 40A 
agriculture government lease. 
for more info S.A.S.E. G Mcln- 
nis, Box 535 New Hazelton, 
B.C. V0J 2J0. 
FOR SALE small house in 
town, $79,000 obo. Phone 635- 
3831. 
JACKPINE FLATS: 5100 sq ft 
of comfortable living, 1700 sq ft 
on main. 3 bedrooms, den, 
country kitchen, main bath, ja- 
cuzzi tub, walk in closet in mas- 
ter bedroom, 1700 sq ft full 
basement semi finished, 3 bed- 
rooms, full bath, rec room, 750  
sq ft carport, 750 sq ft shop 
heated, wired, finished work 
bench, storage 10' high x 12' 
wide door. 200 sq ft storage 
shed, heated, wired, insulated 
on over 2 acres. $259,000 obo 
for appointment to view, call 
635-2862. 
LARGE 3 bedroom basement 
executive home (new) in quiet 
new neighborhood in bench 
area of Terrace. Double ga- 
rage, gas fireplace, etc. Owner 
will look at any proposed real 
estate or perhaps rent to pur- 
chase agreement. Asking 
$189,000. Call 632-6249 for 
more information. 
LOT FOR sale, rural setting on 
bench, well treed, city serviced, 
80x100 lot, $45,000 no GST. 
Phone 635-2519. 
OUR STRESS REDUCER 
MORTGAGE can slash your 
payments, or provide cash. You 
only require EQUITY in property 
or mobile, Call Intel Financial 
Inc., Members Better business 
bureau, phone 638-8211. 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. Call Altima Refin- 
ishinq. 1-250-638-6388: 
~1_.~ .~ L ~ i ~ , ~ l l / i i  ~ .  ::~,;"'-. ~7 
~. :~ .......... 
WANTED: RESIDENTIAL 
building lots under $30,000 will 
consider single lots or adjacent. 
Lots or one large lot ready to 
subdivide. Call 635-0737 ask 
) for Rofler. 
4626 Munthe Ave. Great location on the bench. 
• 1056 sq. fI. with full finished bosemenl • balh + 1/2 
• 3 bedrooms upslairs/1 down • Recently renovaled 
• Natural g0s heal and water • Fenced yard 
• Greolshrubs • Garden shed. 
Call 635-7146 $147,900 
]RE /~ OF TERRACE~ 
638-1400 I ~! i~ l  ] 
638-8198 Residence I ~ i  C~ll SUZAN~E rot I 
reliable ~e~e todd,y! ~ J  
OPEN HOUSE 
Saturday, February 15 1997 
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm 
3683 WALNUT DRIVE 
Cedar style executive home features dramatic vaulted 
ceilings, skylights, sunken living and family rooms, 
formal dining room, and a large eat-in kitchen. Deck 
overlooks the landscaped and fenced back yard. Lots 
of extras throughouU $189,900 MLS. 
SUZANNE GLEASON In attendance. 
IB=E i i  
PROPERTY WANTED. 
Acreage prefered but will co;I- 
sider large lot. Treed, private. 
Must be 15 minutes or less from 
town. Couple prepared to build 
in spring. Call 635-0080 even- 
inqs. 
1974 12X68 mobile home w/ 
8'x24' addition, set up in Pine 
Park. $23,000. Phone 635-5945 
or 638-8987. 
1984 14 x 71 mobile home, 
vaulted ceiling, 4 appliances, no 
wood paneling. $28,000.00 de- 
livered. 1980 nabco 14 x 70, 4 
appliances $22,000.00 deliv- 
ered. Five other mobile homes 
to choose from, 1-800-809- 
8041. 
FOR SPRING and summer de- 
livery mobile homes priced bet- 
ween $18,000 and $25,000. 4 
app., 2 entry bedrooms, deliv- 
ery included. Don't wait for 
spring call now, J & G Mobile 
Homes. Edmonton, 1-403-458- 
6398. 
MOBILE HOME pads available 
now, Order your new home to- 
day Soulderwood MHP. Call 
Gordon 638-1182. 
SRI 2 bedroom manufactured 
homes, completely set-up in lo- 
cal park. Close to schools. Call 
635-5350. 
1 & 2 bedroom apartments 
available March 1/97. Phone 
635-5136 or 635-6428. 
KERMODE PARK home sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring modular 
homes and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes, Call 635-5350, 
KERMODEI PARK Home 
Sales. 3 bdrm and 2 bdrm 
homes completely set up in lo- 
cal park close to schools. Fea- 
turing jacuzzi tubs, firplace, sky- 
lights, 5% financing O,A.C. 635- 
5350, 
1 BDRM appartment on site 
management. No pets. Ref. 
required. 638-7725 
1 BEDROOM basement suite 
for rent, fridge/stove, in Thorn- 
hill, non smokers please, 
$425/month. Call 638-7290. 
1-2 bedroom townhouse for a 
family. Close to all amentities, 
immediate occupancy for fur- 
ther information contact 635- 
1996. 
KERMODEI PARK Homes for 
sale. SRI tow bedroom home, 
two bath, skylight, jacuzzi tub 
complexly set up, *Triple E two 
bedroom manufactured home, 
fireplace, microwave, jacuzzi 
tub. Completely set up. Call 
635-5350. 
2 1/2 bedroom house in Horse- 
shoe area in Terrace, large yard 
and garage, references and 
damage deposit required, Avail- 
able March 1/97. $850/month. 
Call 638-0438 days or 635- 
7025 evenings for appointment 
to view. 
LARGE SELECTION of reno- 
vated 12' and 14' wide homes, 
starting at $8,500 and $15,200. 
New 1997 14 x 70, $42,900. 
Will deliver. Jandel Homes. 1- 
403-478-1404. 
LOOKING FOR a mobile home 
at a great price? New Regent 
14 x 70, 3 bedroom home,, just 
$48,000. 1981 14 x 70 3 bed- 
room, front living room with 5 
appliances, $28,000.14 x 64 3 
bedroom with 2 appliances, 
$19,900. Blocked and leveled. 
Free delivery!!! Call today.,.1- 
306-694-5455. 
5% ~w~mm5 14x/O =~ ~,  I 
with d~ m~ exp ' .  |x(d~l c~ I 
lion, ~ated in stud1 p¢~ in ~ I 
vacant. I 
Asking prke $46,900. I 
For appointment to view call I 
635-1326 1 
2 BDRM main floor of duplex, 4 
appliances available March 1, 
$650/month. Refs required. 
Phone 635-6352. 
2 BEDROOM apartment for 
rent, quiet and clean. Walking 
distance to town. No pete, Non 
smokers. Security entrance, 
coin laundry, Call after 5 pm 
635-5653. $575 per month. 
2 BDRM trailer for rent, 
$750/mos in Thornhill. Damage 
deposit required, for more info 
call 635-6934. available March 
:5. 
2 BEDROOM suite. Ref's re- 
quired and damage deposit. No 
pets. Phone 635-2932. 
NEW 3 bedroom townhouse 
close to City Centre, school, 
hospital, Includes fridge, stove, 
blinds, non smoker, no pets. 
Ref's required. $850/month. 
Phone 632-5918 leave mes- 
sage please. 
NEW LARGE 4 bedroom du- 
plex in Horseshoe, 3 applianc- 
es, NG, mini storage, available 
March 1st, $1100 per month, 
non smokers only. To apply 
please call 635-4368. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill, single 
occupancy only, sorry, no pets. 
References required, $360.00 
plus $180 deposit. Ph, 635- 
2065. 
ROOM AND board, Your home 
away from home 635-2276. 
2 BEDROOM townhouse com- 
plete with fridge & stove. Refs 
required. No pets. Phone 635- 
3796. 
3 BDRM duplex on Medeek 
ave. Available Feb 15, no pets, 
references required. $950. 
Phone 635-1926. 
3 BEDROOM duplex in Horse- 
shoe area. Available March 1. 
Non smoking, no pets, prefer 
working couple $800/month. 
Phone 558-4645. 
3 BEDROOM duplex in Home- 
shoe area. Available March 1. 
Non smoking, no pets, prefer 
working couple, $800/month. 
Phone 558-4645. 
3 BEDROOM suite close to 
hospital and school. No pets, 
non smoker. Utilities included, 
$900 per month. Phone 638- 
0315. 
FURNISHED BASEMENT 
bachelor suite for single work- 
ing older person. $400/month 
plus damage deposit. Phone 
635-3191. 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
ite, natural gas, hydro, cable in- 
cluded, double garage, avail- 
able $600 per month. Referenc- 
es required. Available March 
1/97. Phone 635-9246 or 638- 
8233. LARGE 3 bedroom house, 
2 BEDROOM ~uplex (with washer, dryer, natural gas fire- 
porch), fridge/stove, Available place, large fenced yard, two 
March 1/97. Nelson Road, New patios, close to school. Hydro, 
Remo. References required, natural gas, cable included, 
$375/month, Phone 635-6904. References required $1100 per 
2 BEDROOM suite, month, Available March 1/97, 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer, Phone 635-9246 or 638-8233. 
window coverings, storage, 1/2 NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
block from town. $700 per sq ft, c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
month. Call 638-0046 available on site mini storage, non 
March 1/97, no pets/smokinq, smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875.00 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace, Call 
632-6636, 
~@~ 
Terrace 
HOUSE FOR rent. Excellent lo- 
cation, clean & modern, lots of 
space, Very suitable for a family 
$950.00, Apply to file #44 c/o 
Terrace Standard. 
!~ ,: ~ .~.~:~:~o,,,~,~,:.~.. 
Professional Building, centrally 
Three bedrooms, rencea 
yard, covered patio, green 
house, beautiful garden. 
Priced to sell. 
~ t #  • 
4810 Scott Ave. 
Have hot tub, need company. 
Quick possession on this 3 
bedroom with rec. room in 
the Horseshoe. 
~,~'.;~ I Call 
{; ~._~5~ I gerick 
t~2~.~::/IKennedy 
. . . . .  
Home 635-3~2 or 
race 635-6361 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
I |1 ,mm== For Lease | 
I I  , I l l /  Downtown Locat ion  I 
II I I I l IBB  Emerson &Greig I 
I I  I I I l / /  Suitable for I 
I/ illli  Retail or Offices I 
I /  I I I l i  Ground level, H/C Access I 
1,700 sq. ft. I I / I I I  Renovated to your I 
I I /  I l a l /  specifications. I 
I I/1 I06RESSlVE ' I 
/I/VENTURES LTD Office/Warehouse / 
/ !/""'^' CO.T,,C O,5 1,728 ¢1 / 
Stor 
/1/ door, NG heat, / 
/11 Keith & Kenney Street / 
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Terrace 
Chrysler Ltd. 
PLYMOUTH/ 
CHRYSLER 
'96 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
Automatic, NC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cruise, Tilt 
$81,985 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Automatic, NC, Cruise, Tilt 
$17,588 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
$18,995 
'95 Ford Contour 
Automatic, NC, Cruise 
was $15,995 now $14,965 
'95 Ford F-150 4x4 
NC, Tilt, Cruise 
was $22,588 now $21,568 
'94 Ford 4x4 
Extra Cab 
5 Speed, Stereo, 
Cassette, NC 
$18,995 
'93 Ford F-350 4x4 
8 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Diesel 
was $19,995 now $11],995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,895 
'92 Ford 4x4 
5 Speed, Canopy 
was $14,995 now 819,695 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Automatic, A/C, Cruise, Tilt, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
28,000 km 
$17,588 
'90 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, A/C, Tilt, 
Cruise, Canopy 
was $10,995 now $9,995 
,GM 
'95 Chev Tahoe 
4dr, 4x4, loaded, super clear 
$36,995 
'96 Sunfire 
5 Speed, Stereo/Cassette 
$14,ee5 
'95 GMC 4x4 
$20,095 
'95 GMC 
Suburban 4x4 
Loaded 
$34,995 
'94 Chev Cavalier 
Automatic, Cassette/Stereo 
$10,995 
'94 Pontiac Grand Prix 
Auto, Leather, Loaded 
$20,995 
MISC,  
'94 Nissan Pathfinder I 
5 Speed, Stereo/Cassette, 
1 Power Wind. & Locks, Cruise $24,995 '95 Dodge Stratus E,S, V6, Automatic, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Wind. & Locks, 
12,000 kin. Now $17,095 
'95 Dodge 3500 
Club Cab, Cummins deis81, 
Auto, SLT Laramie, Loaded, 
Canopy 
$32,995 
'94 Toyota Pick up 
4x4 Extra Cab, V6, 5 Speed 
$19,695 
'95 Toyota 
Tacoma 4x~ 
Extra Cab, 5 Speed 
$21,995 
'94 Toyota Camry 
Automatic, Power Locks & 
Windows, Cruise & More 
$19,995 
'94 Toyota 4x4 Pick up 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt 
$19,995 
'95 Toyota Forunner 
V6, Automatic, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks, 30,000 km 
; $32,995 
Terrace 
Chrysler Ltd. 
4912 HW. 16 West 
635-7187 
1-80o.313-7187 
ROOMATE WANTED to share 
a 3 bedroom duplex, Available 
March 1st. Prerequisites: clean, 
neat, tidy, mature, reliable and 
responsible, References may 
be required. Preferably female, 
$325/month plus 1/2 utilities. 
Please phone 635-1353 and 
leave a messaqe. 
SUMMIT SQUARE, 2 bedroom 
apartments, clean & quiet. 
Available March 1st and 15th, 
$600 a month. Call 635-7058. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. $600 per month. Fridge, 
stove included. No pets please. 
Laundry facilities, References 
required. Phone 635-6824. 
Summit Square 
, Apartments 
i 1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets, 
Call: 635-4478 
GIVE YOURSELF A 
RAISE 
THE BEST RATES AVAILABLE 
THE BEST VALUE FOR YOUR 
MONEY 
KULDO COURTS 
632-2450 
VIEWPOINT APTS. 
632-4899 
Kitimat, BC 
INVENTORY SALE 50% off un- 
til Feb. 22/97. Norma May's 
Collectibles, Antiques, new and 
used, Topley. 969-3675. Open 
Tues - Sat, 9 - 5 pro. 
PROPANE HOT water heater, 
$175. Sony Hi8 video camera 
$900. Supplies for 6 complete 
bee hives $1200. Call 842- 
6737. 
WELL SEASONED firewood for 
sale will deliver. Phone 635- 
6910. 
BUY OR SELL 
Tupperware 
KAREN MATrEIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
I FRESH SEAFOOD 
HALIBUT • SHRIMP 
CRAB ° SOLE • COD 
CHATHAM SOUIW SEAFOOD 
Tel/Fax 638-1050 
CASH PAID for Volkswagen 
material from the 1950's, new 
or used. Eg, cars, parts, litera- 
ture, accessories, tools, (hazet), 
dealer signs, wrist watches etc. 
Phone collect (604) 531-7442 
ask for Mike. 
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE 
450 square feel:, $595/month 
all inclusive in the 
AL.MARLIN BUILDING, 
3215 Eby St, Terrace, BC 
635-7191 
FORREHTORLEASE 
1008 sq. ft. of office or retail 
Goo~aCe in Thornhill. 
location, reasonable 
rent. Available Immediately 
(604) 849-5080 
$$$ SAVE up to 75% on kitch- 
en and bath renovations and 
remodeling. Call AItima refinish- 
ing for a free estimate, 638- 
6388 or 1-800-639-7518. 
1980 STOCK Camaro Berlinet- 
ta. Well maintained, $3,000 
OBO, 635.8200. 
1984 CHEV Astro van, auto, 
low mileage on rebuilt engine, 
spare set of studded snow tires, 
$4000. 1-250-692-7955. 
1986 FORD Escort GT. Alpine 
stereo & speakers, sun roof, 
new front tires, grey & black. 
Motor in excellent condition, 
$3500.00 abe. Phone 635- 
8200. 
1987 "TOYOTA SUPRA, mint 
condition, firm $13,000, low 
mileage,. Never been winter dri- 
ven. One owner vehicle. Day 1- 
250-692-7959. Evenings 1-250- 
692-3934 or 1-800-346-0766. 
1990 PLYMOUTH Grand 
Voyager SE, 3.3 litre V6, trailer- 
ing package, tinted glass, dia- 
mond coat, 105,000 kms, 
$10,100 abe. Phone 638-8628. 
1991 CHEV $10; Ex-cab; 4x4; 
6-6; 4.3 I; 5 speed; 135,000 kin: 
canopy; box liner; good 
condition. $10,900. Call 1-250- 
845-7515 (eveninqs). 
20% DISCOUNT on PINE 
FLOORING. Rustic grade 
ONLY $1.56/sq ftl Clear Grade 
ONLY $1.84/ sq ftl Attractive 
solid wood flooring at a very in- 
expensive price! Suitable for 
low traffic areas. Environmen- 
tally friendly. Easy installationl 
Also offer solid wood paneling 
and mouldings to match. (Man. 
to Fri. 9 - 5) Sale Ends: Febru- 
ary 28/97. FRANCOIS LAKE 
WOODWORKING. Phone: 695- 
6405 Fax: 695-6550. 
33 GALLON fish tank with 
wooden stand, heater, filters, 
canopy & lots more, $250 635- 
6859. 
GLIDER ROCKING chair 
$75.00, complete York gym set 
$400, Mobile home air condi- 
tioner $200, microwave $50. To 
1995 CHRYSLER Cirrus, fully 
loaded, 38,000 kms, black ex- 
cellent condition. $17,900, call 
647-5435. 
1995 PONTIAC Sunfire 5 
speed, 2 door, stereo, am/fro. 
White/teal interior, 4 studded 
tires, on warranty, $14,000. 1- 
250-697-2451. 
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT 
Seized/Surplus Vehicles. Low 
as $100. BMW's, Cadillacs, 
Chevys, Fords, Porsches plus 
trucks and vans. Amazing 
recorded message reveals de- 
tails. Toll free 1-888-894-2796. 
WANTED: PARTS for 1983 
Honda station wagon. Taillights 
and backdoor. Call 1-250-698- 
7627. 
view call 635-5945 or 638-8987 
1960 WlLLYS 4x4 pick-up. 350 
. cu/in, small block, auto trans, 
"The Keys to Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I
Looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
• Graduat ion~ 
Assessments ~/((( ~ 
.   o,ua,,o0, 
Terrace, Kifimat, ///.(// 
Prince Ru~a "~// 
Toll Free 1-800-665-7998 
3/4 ton front axle, 1 ton rear 
axle, BF Goodrich mud terrain 
tires, good running condition. 
One of a kind. $7500, 635- 
3763. 
1988 JIMMY 4x4 in excellent 
condition, NC, new tires, new 
exhaust, new interior,' $8,000 
abe. Phone 635-9052 
1990 RANGER XLT, x-cab, 
2wd gas/propane, 2.9L, V6, 5 
spd, 141,000 kms, $5300,00 
abe. Phone (250) 567-3912 af- 
ter 6 p.m. 
MUST SELL 1984 F250 4x4 
300, 6 cylinder, 4 spd standard, 
Comes with canopy $3500,00 
abe, 636-1504. 
I I  
The 1997 Terrace Northern B.C. Winter Games were a success 
thanks to the volunteers and participants. A special thanks goes 
to the following who contributed to the games. 
Alumni 
Alcan Smelters and Chemicals Ltd. 
Bayview Fuels/Chevron Canada Ltd. 
(Ringette) 
IKON Office Solutions [Basketball) 
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia 
McDonald's Restaurants (Swimming) 
Northern Savings, Snow Valley and 
Terrace & District Credit Unions (Gymnastics) 
Okanagan Skeena Group (Wrestling) 
Repap British Columbia (Boxing) 
Rotary Club of Terrace 
Scotiabank (Downhill Skiing) 
Skeena Sawmills 
Williams Moving & Storage (Karate) 
Friends 
All Seasons Source for Sports 
B.C, Hydro 
B.C. Telephone 
B.C. Tel Mobility 
Close Up Business Services Ltd. 
Coldwell Banker/First Terrace Realty 
Electronic Futures 
Order of the Royal Purple 
Pizza Hut 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Terrace & District Medical Association 
Toe Corn 
Tolsec 
Patrons 
A & W Restaurants 
All West Glass (Volleyball) 
Northern Drugs (Snowboarding) 
Overwaitea Foods (Cross-Country Skiing) 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. (Black Powder) 
Re/max of Terrace and Braid Insurance 
(Curling) 
Royal Bank (Minor Hockey) 
Skeena Rent-a-Car/Tilden and Copperside 
Stores 
, : . : , ' ,41  
" 1 P lent ] fu  
P reserves  
PRIZE WINNING ANTIPASTO, JAMS AND CHUTNEY.S 
Jeff Town Phone// 
(250) 635 3259 
3675 Walnut Dr. Fax # 
Terrace B.C. 
VSG 5G1 (250) 635 0186 
%J / , ;~ ,  Desktop Publ ish ing by Lee Burkitt  
( ~'~l Phone 638-0877 
/ ) )  ) Business Image cDoemSipgunt:r Su alrllnVg Olume Publishing 
WCTOR R HA W£'$ 
OPTOMETRIST ,, 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
I I  ' "  
~, YOUR HOME RECREATIONAL SPECIALI 
SALES & SERVICE '2 
11" Tobbi & Pat Gjelsvik la• 
II 317- 3rd Ave. West, Prince Rupert, B,C. 
Bus: 250-627-1777 Cell: 250-627-9270 3 
-" Res: 250-627-1120 Fax: 250.624-3728 ~. 
h / kV~= [,,.,][elo~ iRl...]l j - k;,Le IIZ¢.]= j i= kvjI IIH [o Io~ I L 
 iOLDSIILUAIE, 1 
and Recycling 
/ Cop~L ~;mlnUm, Brass, Ecadl S,;in'eSi S'::i: ........... 
Nickel, Silver, Electrical Wire, Wire Rope, Radiators, 
i Batteries, l Beams, Pipe, Steel . ...... . ,. 
•. ..................................... =  ... .................. : ~......... = ............ 
GUS NEHRING ' 
3976 Old bakelse Lake Rd., Terrace, B.C. 
q'eh (250) 635-1228 • Fax: (250) 635-8151 
kermode;net  ,~i ~?: www. 
: .~1~ • email • tnternet access 
~ : ~  • web pages .training 
Terrace's only locally owtied full service 
internet provider. 
RGS Internet Services 
4722 Lakelse Ave, 
Ph.: 635-3444 
Fax: 635-g727 emaih' sales@kermode.net 
1 
41~j~ / . ,d  ~ • " Super Selectlon of Col Spas 
~ 1 1 ~ / ~  • ChemicaJs & Fragrances 
~'_' ~'dgC& u/IHl~rd~" F~lter Cl~n=ng Se~ices 
i i~~E! .~.~711~r~l  ° FREE Water Testing 
4X4 GMC Tracker 1990 
Hard/metal roof, automatic 
transmission, new tires, brakes 
and paint, top shape. Lady own- 
er, a deal at $7,700 with only 
93,000 kms. Call evenings 847- 
5095. 
'9t CHEV 3/2 ton, 4x4 auto. 
PS/P8, power windows/locks. 
Tilt/cruise/air. Duel fuel, 
gas/propane, excellent condi- 
tion. Runs beautifully. No rust, 
$11,900 firm. Call 627-1347. 
REGISTERED COLLIES, 
champion parents, puppies 
adults available. Pet, show 
quality. Healthy, good temper- 
ment, guaranteed; all colors. 
Price reduction for shipping 
costs, Call 1-250-635-4217. 
THE TACK STORE. Everything 
for the horse lover. Gifts, har- 
ness and saddlery. 4 kms. out 
of Telkwa on Skillhom Road. 
Wednesday to Saturday, 10 am 
- 4 pm or by appointment 846- 
9863. 
AIRCRAFT FABRIC work. Ex- 
perienced, reasonable rates. 
Phone 847-2212 or (604) 794- 
3105. 
• , 7 " , 
i RECREATION 
• u=u,r', =~ 
. : v L..H=~.~L.~--.J. " . i  " " 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 
668-1447 or Internal www.voya- 
qer-R.V, com. 
1975 NORTON 850 cc Com- 
mando electric start. Original 
$6500 abe. 847-5095. 
1993 HARLEY Davidson Sport- 
ster stock, loaded with extra 
chrome and goodies. Only 6000 
kms. $900. 692-7313 or 692- 
3504. 
1994 THUNDERCAT 900cc. 
Absolutely King of the Hill! Only 
1400 km total, 300 km on total 
race rebuild front to back, 225 
horsepower, 141" track, digitron 
pyrometers, rolled chain case, 
ported and polished, etc,, PSI 
pipes, machined & balanced 
1993 TRAILS West, 3 horse 
angle haul stock trailer, tack 
room, 3 saddle rack holder, 
$7500. Call 635-5339. 
CERTIFIED C.E.F. English & 
Western Equestrian coach 
available for lessons. Available 
to school your horse as well. 
Call Lisa Homer ~ 635-7250. 
HAY FOR sale, good quality 
square and round bales, ti- 
mothy, brome and reed canary 
grass or alfalfa hay. No rain, 
large quantities. Phone (250) 
690-7218. 
HIGH QUALITY hay & straw 
(delivered from Alberta), square 
bales only. 847-4083. 
HORSE AND TACK AUCTION 
Sunday, March 9/97, 11:30 
a.m., consign horses and tack 
early. BC Auctions 1-250-992- 
9325 Quesnel. 
LONE FIR ranch reg. polled 
Hereford Bulls, moderate birth 
weights, good selection. Also 
bred commercial heifers for fall 
sale. (250) 690-7527 Fort Fras- 
er. 
THE TACK Store. Start thinking 
about Christmas, Everything for 
the horse lover. T-shirts, mugs, 
Breyer horses. Order by Oct 15 
to avoid disappointment, Open 
Wednesday - Saturday. 10 - 4 
pm. Call 846-9663. 
VANDERHOOF ALL-BREEDS 
bull sale, April 12, 1997. Entry 
deadline - Feb. 15/97. For infer- 
marion call 690-7269 or 567- 
4127. 
WANTED: 40 head of Charx 
s/c, 500 - 600 Ibs. Also 60 head 
clutch, 3" paddles, dial a jet of Charx s/c or h/c 550-650 Ibs, 
carbs, lightweights skis, mtn bar Call Kelly evenings 1-250-441- 
& rack, $25,000 SPENT!! Ask- 
ing only $13,500!H Serious in- 
quiries only, call 250-365-2555 
anytime. 
1997 ARCTIC Cat. Pantera 
only 33 kin. $8000, warranty. 
Call or leave a message at 635- 
0065. 
BL RODEO Association's 
Snowmobile Poker Ride Sun- 
day, February 16 at Boo Flats, 
(Near Decker Lake Forest Pro- 
ducts). Registration at 9:00 am, 
ride starts at 11:00 am. Last rid- 
er out will be 1:00 pm. Total 
prizes available $6,500.00. 
Guaranteed winnings has been 
increased fr0m $5000 to $6500 
- plus a chance at $10,000. 
(Hidden Hand), Hands are 
$50.00 each or 2 for $80.00. 
For more information call 692- 
3712. 
SNOWMOBILE TRACK: size is 
one and one half inch by 136 
inch. Brand new. Offers? Call 
845-3260 after 5 pm. 
16 FT. fiberglass wood river 
boat 50 hp. Merc. Jet. Comes 
with trailer. Exc. running 
condition $2,200. 638-8809, 
DON'T WAIT till you're going 
fishing. Get your boat seats re- 
covered and boat tops and 
frames made up early. Salellite 
Vinyl Fabrics. 4520 Johns 
Road, Terrace, 635-4348. 
1986 MACK tractor and 'B' 
Train 350 power/fuller direct 
trans. Plumbed for hydr. fifth or 
dump. Good rubber and running 
condition, $29,000. Phone 604- 
463-5659. 
1987 INTERNATIONAL 1700S 
9L diesel 5 speed 4 whole d/b, 
12 1/2 x 7 1/2 deck. Set up for 
RV 5th wheel, pintle hook and 
reeze hitches. 16 MPG Hwy, 
Phone 1.250-632-4365, leave 
message. 
1988 JOHN DEERE 790D 
Road Builder. Good working 
condition and appearance, un- 
dercarriage 65%, $85,000. 
Phone 604-463-5659. 
1993 FB300P Fellerbuncher, 
recent repairs, workorders 
available, good shape, 5500 hrs 
with Koehring 22" sawhead 1- 
250.692-2320 or 1-250-692- 
7140. 
1993 JOHN DEERE 648E 
Grapple. Low hours. New 
engine. Below market value 1- 
250.692-3821 after 7 p.m. 
lg94 T445 Timbco (feller- 
buncher) 22" quadco head, 
2800 hrs, $260,000 ~92.8482 
or747-4688), 
5350 1987 VOLVO ROCK 
trucks, high sides with air tail- 
gate. Good condition, $90,000. 
Phone 604.463-5659. 
MASSEY FERGUSON 2-135 
industrial tractor c/w loader 
(bucket and blade), P.S., diff 
lock, 3 p.h,, $7700 delivered. 
Also JD2130 c/w loader, 847- 
4083. 
3561. 
GOOD QUALITY hay, square 
bales, no rain, brome timothy, 
clover mix, $3.O0/bale, 1500 
bales, Ph (250) 567-5231. 
ORGANIC GRAIN fed beef 
$1.65 per lb. Call Andrew Yeker 
847-2314, Smithers, Prepay- 
ment for out of town orders. 
MISSING: WHITE cat with grey 
markings. Phone 638-0031. 
Medeek Ave area. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 . for recorded 
message. 
GIRLS! GIRLSI Girlst Talk to 
them live! 1-900-451-5302 ext 
2741. $3.99 per minute. Must 
be 18 years. Procall Co. 1-602- 
954-7420. http://www.mm02. 
cam/chat]0775414.html. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
LIVE PLAYMATES. 24 hrs, (18 
plus). 1-800-337-8122, CC's 
only or phone bill. 1-900-870- 
2740. From $2/min. BC's best! 
THE PREBORN child drinks his 
or her amniotic fluid before birth 
- more if it is sweetened, less if 
it is given an unpleasant aste. 
Terrace Pro-Life, Box 852, Ter- 
race 635-9552. 
} PSYCHIC - 
ANSWERS 
LIVE & PERSONAL 
RATED #1 IN  CANADA 
EVANLY RAYS TALK 
LIVE i ON 1 
1-900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2 .99 /mln  - 18+ 
CKC REGISTERED Lab re- 
triever pups. Black, yellow, tat- 
tooed, dewormed, shots, great 
family dog. Ready to go. $350- 
$450. 842-6447. 
MAREMA ANATOLIAN She- 
perdx pups 7 wks old, family & 
livestock, guardian dogs, de- 
wormed. 1st shots. For info call 
Grandview Ranch. Milt Swan- 
son 842-6678. 
The Family of 
Harold & Margaret 
Wyatt 
Invite you to the 
Celebrationl 
5Oth Anniversary 
Open House 
Saturday, Feb. 15, 1997 
Elks Hall 2- 6 pm 
No Gifts, Please 
, . l , , . . I~ . Im~,~I ,m, . I~ . , I , . . - I  
N #y 
Look gq~o's I~ 
Fifty.t 
Love From 
. :!. ~, .~ 
t "  
SNOTTY 
AND 
NERDY 
THIS  
BOYS '  
3 0  
Holy Smoke 
Look Who s Turning 
40!! 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
PArrl I I 
In Lovil 9 Memory of Vdede Le9~o, 
0¢t. 4/46 • Feb. 10/95 
God needed on angel 2 years 09o, 
Ite d~ you...ondwe hod lo let go. 
You were o morn, owile, and o gldmo 1o 
Hal n do'/goes by lbal we don't think u] you. 
You filbd our world with love and co~e, 
8¢ the pain web to greal (oryou Io bore. 
So we mid our good-byes ondlelyou rest, 
Iill you *ent ~h God to o plo~e fnats heel. 
We know now you ore flee from p~in, 
]~ough many d~ tears [all like rain. 
Our 10re for you grows rn~'e a~ day, 
You will be in ourhon~ f=eves, 
a~ f0~ever you ~11 ,toy. 
G~eot~' love, r, od~/ mksod, never to be 
f~'gollen, 
Don. Jnonno, lien, Kevin (11no) Legros 
Grandchildren: Kyle & Skyter Howard, Cod)in 
& Austin Legres, Cory Hubbard, and many 
o her elatives and friends. 
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OUR HEART felt thanks to Dr. 
Vanherk who through the years 
has so faithfully served during 
Webb's struggle with chronic 
asthma and pneumonia. Thank 
you also to Dr. Phillips and Dr. 
Kenyan. The Westerhof familv. 
FEBRUARY IS & 16, 1997 
SHANNON 
January 17, 1925- Jmary 31, 1997 
Lloyd Lee Shannon, 72, 
passed away at Mills Memorial 
Hospital on Friday, January 31, 
1997, surrounded by his loving 
family. 
He is now reunited with his 
parents, Frank and Bessie, and 
sisters, Beatrice, Lennard 
Swanson and Cora (Harold) 
Johnson. 
Lloyd is survived by his wife, 
Ruth; daughter, Patricia 
(Wayne) Buchanan; sons, Gary 
(Judy) and Gregory; a brolher, 
Melvin (Beryl), grandchildren, 
nieces, and nephews. 
He will be sadly missed by 
his family and friends. 
In lieu of flowers, donations 
may be made to the Elks 
Purple Cross Fund. 
ATTENTION SMALL business- 
es, why pay high accounting 
fees for your bookkeeping 
needs? For confidential, profes- 
sional bookkeeping service, 
Manual or Computer call 635- 
9592, 
DO YOU Need Some R & R? 
Come to Lakeside Retreat for a 
B & B weekend and enjoy being 
pampered. Rainbow trout, 12' 
boat & gourmet meals. "Sweet- 
HUCKLEBERRY COUNTRY, 
Houston, B.C. Hair salon chair 
rental or esthetics room rental. 
also shared retail space for 
lease. Fax: 1-250-845.2666 or 
phone: 1-250-845-2869. Home: 
1.250-e45-7035. 
LUCRATIVE SALES business, 
selling custom sausages & 
meats, Burns Lake to Q.C.I. 
and entire NW BIC. $15,000 in- 
cludes 1984 1 ton refer truck, 
heart Special", family package territory exclusive supply, con- 
or give yourself a treat. •Phone tams and the title "the sausage 
1-604-573-4549. Pinantan man" financing available, will 
Lake, Kamloolos. 
DON'T REPLACE that old ~ub 
or sink-reglaze ill Color chang- 
es and chip repairs available. 
Call 562-8766 or 567-4171. 
FULLY LICENSED childcare; 
full and part time, openings 
available. Afternoon's evenings 
& overnight only. Call 638-6303. 
THE BULKLEY River House, 
relax, renew, rekindle...Fully 
self-contained 2 bedroom 
chalet, Smithers, Daily rates. 
Phone 847-0267 emaih nwplan 
@mail.netsholO 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. 1-250-638-6388. 
consider a vehicle for a partial 
payment, 635-5502, fax 845- 
2666. 
MAKES10,000 profit within the 
next 30 days, then $5,000/wk. 
No nonsense realistic une- 
qualed profit opportunity. Call 1- 
888.747-1640 for taped info 
and prospectus! 
SUNSHINE COAST estab- 
lished business in Pander Har- 
bour's shopping centre (Made- 
ira Park). One hour photo, office 
supplies, Loomis agent, art gal- 
lery, unique gifts: jewellery, pot- 
tery, ceramics. (604) 883-9911, 
Fax (604) 883-271 t. 
WANT TO be self employed? 
Well established home based 
business for sale in Houston 
area. Call Sherille 1-250-692- 
3821, 
DISTRIBUTORSHIP FOR all of 
the West Kootenay's Great po- 
tential for couple or 2 partners. 
Yearly sales approx. 500,000. 
Asking price $50,000. Reply to 
Box 873 Smithers, B.C., VOJ 
2N0. 
FOR SALE: Tanning salon. Call 
635-3071. Serious inquiries 
only. 
CONSULTANTS NEEDED to 
show Princess House crystal, 
cookware, giftware and ceramic 
dinnerware at home parties. 
Earn $80 • $200 for 4 hrs work. 
No inventory to buy, no experi- 
ence necessary. Must have car 
and ohone. 1-604-796-3025. 
_ i CARPET Tear. 
. . . . . . . .  " ' " ii .Walk Out Enterpr ises  
"' I w,th  Sav ,ngs  Ltd. 
! ~ .~ ; ~: .~._TJ~-f , :~ " -~,~-~-~,  ,, "~.~'~ ~C' I Commercial & Residential 
~ ~  ~,~M,~J ~~, '~,  ~ ~  "~";~'";'; '~ 1~I  From one wol to [ C_,emral Contracting ,----~'~ ', I / , '~":.:~ ~~£~' ,  ~ ~ - , ~  ,~ .~.'~ " . . . .  
~ ~'~'  J , . r . . '~ . . , .~~, . ,~" . . ,~  " . . ; ~ a e , , . ~ " ~ ' =  . . . .  ,,-... ,,, - , - - ~ .~_.,.',n  . ~:~,  ,  ~ .  . .  / : 7 ~ "=~~-~=. j : :  :_=~.~,~=.,-~,":~7(.....~.~, , . . . . .  _.~  !i: i:i an0therbest in stock inven-We have lh
I"~'-"- '~ '~ ~'~ ~ ' ~ ' ~ ' ~  .... !i linoleum in the 
L - - -~ , , t  I ~ "T  ~ ~---~--.--~=~.-. . . . .  ~',~.~%',':-.:...~~~.~'~- 
o .... I ~  savings for you, ( I = ~ ~  ~ I I  t~W " walk in l°day f°r ' ' ..... " , t t  ' ' grealprkes0ncar- I ( 0 ~  
~ ~ . . . . .  ,,~. t~--~ : -., 
!~o~elahs - - "  [ ~ ! !63~7700 / Pr i t  Pau l  Tour  
/ 3'/02 Goheen P|. 
. . . . . . . . . .  : ;  ~':ii., L- | Prince George, BC 
HomeHomePlansHomePlansHomePlans ".~:;~ 
15344 Fraser Highway, Surrey, B.C, v3n 3P5 .'.::;.~,~. ,=t. 
(604) 589-2929 ; ' ;;~ " " 
i  ouse Plans Available Throu! h Let th.ese mFRIGIDAIRE 
profess,onals ~ ~ ~  Panasonic ~ 
help you ;-   -race 
home work Monday to Friday 8 a,m. - 6 pm 
8:30 am- 5:30 Saturday pm 
'~ ~ 3207 Munroe, Te:ace Fax 635"5093 
MEMBER OF TIM.BR.MARTS LID 635 6273 
~ _ _  ~ I I . - . . . . .  
P r o - V a c  
:~ ~in~n~ eYo~Ura;aC:uact~ d 
}r0blems. improves air qu 
tnd reduces allergies. 
Insured and Bonded. V 
Serving the N0rthw 
Ph:635-1132 
THE COLOUR 
~CONNECTION ............ ~ ~ ,~ 
Leading the way in home decorating 
= Window Coverings, Wallpaper 
* Ceramk111e : Reprductian Furniture .  ,,,ars  oo,, 635-7466 
e Home A(ms0ries and ...Interior Decoroling Services 
from the -~ho Appliance Expert/" 
~Totem Countrywide Furniture ground up! r -~.¢,a.,O,~oko.,eAvo ,38-,,58 ,-~oo-~,~-,,5~ 
, . . . ,  , . . . o  n 
4423 Railway Avenue i~1~ ' 
Terrace, 8.C. V8G 11.9 
Ph:(604) 635.2801 ~ • 
Fax: (604) 635 .3612~ 
KITCHENS ~ 
For aK your decorating needs 
• Carpet ~ • Lighting fixtures 
• Linoleum V f ~ o  Hardwood 
• Cerom ,185 W ,dow 
• AreeRugs r~.~r '~-~ Coverings 
YOUR DECOR -. 
,I i 
j CELLINI61GNATUR[eCANA( 
This spot could be yours, 
Call Tracey at 638 7283 
STANDARD ' 
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Knox United 
Church 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6014 
10:30 a.m. SundaY 
School 
and Worship 
Minister 
The Rev. Michael 
TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
The Annual General Meeting 
of the 
PUBUC UBRARY ASSOCIATION will be held on 
Thursday, February 20, 1997 
at 7:00 p.m. 
in the Terrace Library Meeting Room. 
!lections to the Board of Trustees will take ~lace and nominations 
for these positions will be accepteakom tha floor. 
A GROWTH opportunity awaits 
the success-minded self-moti- 
vated individual who is accept- 
ed into our training program. 
For those students with market- 
ing, hiring and training skills, 
fast promotions to Branch and 
division responsibilities are in 
store. Call 635-3066 for an in- 
terview and ask for Kathy, 
ALASKA JOBSI Earn up to 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING pro- 
gram requires volunteer clients 
for more into call 635-1365. 
LOOKING FOR cook/baker 
with Asian cooking experience 
for Dragon Cafe in Kitimat, B.C. 
Experience required. Salary ne- 
gotiable, Send resume to: 238 
City Centre, Kitimat B.C. V8C 
tT6. 
L. Hare  ~ = ~ . ~ = . ~ . ~ ~  $30,000 in three months fishing LOOKING FOR outboard me- 
salmon, Also construction, can- chanic with OMC Master Tech 
~ ~ ~ , ~ 1 1  ~ ~ ~ G  ' ~ 3 ( ~ ~ ~ )  neries, oilnelds. Guaranteed. 1- certificate, fulltime work. Avail- 
, (504) 641-7778. Ext 0565K3. able immediately, Wages nego- 
~~'~- - ' ; i i  ~i i~i ~ ~ ; ~ ~  <~ BULKLEY VALLEY H°me' tiable up°n experience' Send resume to Love Marine Electric. 
i ~ ~ i ~  Centre, a well established, ag- 145 Cow Bay Road, Prince Ru- 
gressive and growing:cOmpany pert, B.C. V8J 1A31 Phone 1' 
~:~:~ d(~(~~,~ ~ ~ a long term position with a com- 8447; . ~"  ~ . ~  ~O~e requires a sales person, This is 250-624.3113, fax 1-250-627- 
!:;J ~#:::)" .~'Yo~ didate should be ambitious, SEEKING A manager for the ( ~ ~ ~ 0  ~ ~i))!~)i;i ! ; i ~ . . . .  plete benefit package, The can' 
~ ) ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ [ ~  eager tolearn and responsible. Pleasant Valley Motel in Hoes- 
Please forward your resume to ton. Ideal situation for a couple. 
Bulkley Valley Home Centre Present manager leaving for 
Ltd., A. Vriend, Box 190, Telk- health reasons. Call Gary at 
[I L [I " " - " "  :"aurie "-" ~ You've brought fulfillment to my 
II lf i had II ve shown 
II to ~0 ;,, II v~ onememuchsmilel°Ve'kom ~ 
time I would It " ouwarmsm ~' II y y II m heart, you rea m II not pretend to II v v ; blessing from ; 
II waste a ~oment II v above. You're V 
II and look for II • always therefor V 
V Y g. II signs An tra eZ il me, ou've iven me joy. Our love 
II our road.gain. II v grows stronger, as 
II. Pete .lt " time g°es by' " 
I Love You Trevor 
Lave, Marcy 
I 
_.m =~ 
tlapl~y 
Valentine's 
Day Baby! 
Zet's go 
camping again 
real soon/ 
It's nice to be 
here with you. 
I Love You. t 
i '" .I 
T, Jeannine : V V 
V"~especiallo~y of mydreoms"V 
Yoaofe heone, for=,oe 
qp Alife Iongcommi~ent 
~P I give to you. ~P ~P 
v Myheedisfull v 
~t nndl would liket0s0y 
V lhis0ccasi0nisf0ry0u ~t 
: "HappyVolenlinesOoyl" : 
Love Walter 
qe qp 
qPqP qP q~qPq~ qlPqPq~ 
Happy 
Valentine's 
Day Mom 
& Dad in 
Priddisl 
I Love You l 
V Kathleen 
~ J 
TINK 
I'm so proud of you. 
You're a wonderful 
daughter 
Happy Valentine's Day 
Love Morn 
, ~, . . . .  r~ 
Sheldon : I Heather, T~gan 
Happy : 
: Valentines : 
Day 
Sweetie! 
Love Antie 
Kelly 
& Jordan 
I Love You! 
Happy 
Valent, nes 
Day! 
~ Love Rick ,tl 
,,, 
F 
Cind)~ 
I'll be loving you for 
a long time. To me 
you're morn than 
just a friend, Season 
come and seasons 
go again but the 
love rye sham won't 
ever end, And I'll 
love you morn than 
anybody can. 
Love, Marvin 
For My Loving 
Husband, 
We both know' in oar 
hearts what makes a 
marriage strong! 
Together we'll raise 
our children from the 
best of our love. 
I LOVE YOU 
for always and for 
what ever come our 
way. 
Love Always, 
Laurie 
~ ~ ~  ask for Gord, 
~ FULL TIME meat cutter re- 
FA  • ~p quired. Send resumes to Shop- 
qlP k~• ~ pers Food Mart, Box 322, Ha- 
Our love is fresh like V zelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0. 250-842- 
dew in the morning qlP 5231. Fax 250-842-6849, 
FULL TIME, fair wage package, 
lIP and gentle like driz- V medical/dental benefits, flexible 
~1~ zling rain. ~ scheduling and travel expens- 
es. Result oriented individuals 
It's joyous like the ~ who are seeking a stable work- 
~1~ singing of birds and q~ ing environment. Send resumes 
graceful like doves ~ to I-Carp security #303, 1040 
in flight. ~ Hamilton St. Vancouver, B.C. 
V6B 2R9 B.S.T. 1 and 2 gradu- 
Love is and life is ~ ates or security employee 
everything with vou ~ licence holders preferred but 
~i~ - -  " " ~ not mandatory. 
v Sarah v 
~t ~t 
~t ~t 
c 2 - 
1 
Dt#,RYL 
Roses are red 
& violets are blue 
Morgan's diapers tink 
and so do you. 
Ha Ha, p~st kidding. 
tlappy Ya~ztine's Day 
Love Emma XOX 
i 
i l  ,, 
a f t"  
"Roses are Red 
Violets are Blue" 
Planned 
Parenthood just 
to serve you" 
The planned parenthood 
clinic provides informa- 
tion and counseling on 
birth conlrol, and birlh 
control supplies at rea- 
sonable cost. Drop into 
the clinic. 
Open Tuesd.y 
evening. 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Back door at Skeena 
Heollh Unit. Look for the sign. 
For more 
information call 
638-2027 
| 
._R " 
we, B.C. V0J 2XO, fax: 250- Houston Motor Inn at 1-250- 
846-5856, el mail hrhc 845-7112, 
@mail.netshop.net TRAVEL CONSULTANT, full 
CAMP CALEDONIAi an Angli- time minimum one year 
can church camp located near experience Apollo Accounting. 
Slithers, B.C. is now taking ap- Submit resume to Carlson 
plications for volunteer and paid Waflonlit Travel. ,. 
staff positions. Available in- WANTED A caring dependable 
clude: counselors, maintenance person, who enjoys working 
staff, cooks, waterfront (must with people and has the home 
have NLS certificate), sports di- support working certificate or 
rector, and assistant director, first year nurses training, apply 
The applicant must be at least at Terrace Home Support Serv- 
15 years old by Dec. 31, 1997. ices, #1 3215 Eby St. Terrace 
Please sent resume c/o Chair, or635o5135. 
Camp Caledonia, P.O. Box ~XZZZZZ~ZZZZZZZXZ~ 
3328, Slithers, B,C,, VOJ 2NO )4 - )4 
before March31, 1997. )4 Looklna for . )4 ,,;,e )4 
CERTIFIED HEAVY DUTY me" )( = ~ )4 . Chi ld  Care . .  
chanic. Must have B.C. Inspec- ~,4 )~ 
tion certificate. Apply at: Bulkely 1,4 Skeena child care support )4 
)4 program can help you make the ~ 
River Truck & Trailer Repair at ~ right choice for your child. For )4 
Houston. Phone 845-7785 and ~ information  choosing care and ~ 
)4 available options, call )4 
)4 )4 . Coco at 638-1113.. 
)4 )4  A free service provided by the  
)4 TerraceWomen's Resource Centre )4 
~44 and funded by the MinisW of )4 )4 P4 Women's Equality. )4 
COMPLETE STUMP to dump 
logging operation looking for 
work. Very experienced, Phone 
(250) 567-5883 or (250) 567- 
9668. 
Licensed Esthetician 
Needed, with artificial nail experience. 
Full time or part-time work available. 
Apply in person to: 
I I I  
mm - -=,== m ='= 
mmmm~mm i roN mmmm immm~t 
4652 Lazelle Ave. 635-4997 
r- HIRE A 
Feb. 15 8:00am-4:OOpm ...................... $ 5 
March 7 8:00am. 4:00pro ...................... $75 
April 4 8:00am- 4:00pro ...................... $75 
April 12 8:00am- 4:00pro ...................... $75 
TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEHENT (WCB)  
Feb. 16 8:00am - 4:00pro ...................... $75 
March 8 8:00am- 4:00pro ...................... $75 
April 5 8:00am - 4:00pro ...................... $75 
LEVEL 3 FIRST AID (WCB) 
Feb. 17- 28, 8:00am- 4:00prn .................. $$95 
Mar. 17- 31, 8:00am- 4:00pro ................. $595 
Apr. 14- 25, 8:00am- 4:00pro .................. $595 
TRANSPORTATION DANGEROUS GOODS 
Feb. 18 6:00pro- lO:OOpm ................... $40 
W.H.M. I .S .  
Feb. 21 8:00am- 12:00pro ................... $40 
TRAFF IC  CONTROL 
Mar. 6 & 7 8:00am- 4:00pro ................... $150 
I Receive a 10% discount when you pay in full, I 
Z weqks In advance, I 
PHONE: 635-55OO FAX: 635-5524 
4931-B KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1K7 
HARVESTER PROCESSOR 
for hire. Owner Operator, 250- 
842-5662, 
PAINTER 15 yr experience, 
special rates for winter months, 
interior/exterior, Special rates 
for seniors. 635-3783. 
Richard Thorton 
Construction 
Funy experienced carpenter availab[e 
for (onstrudion, renovation or repair. 
Winter oles. 
Call 638-8526 
~ .  NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
"Treat Your SPECIAL 
PERSON for Valentines" 
Ar0matherapy Sessions 
Rellexol0gy Sosstons 
Personal Gift Items 
Gift Certificates Available 
"LOVE IS HEALING" 
3611 CottOnwood In Thmhill *635-7776 
D PLACER DOME CANADA 
ENDAKO MINES 
k 
Endako Mines ant i  
Placer Dome Canada 
offer a challenging arena  
where personal nd 
professional growthare 
-: ' the keys to succ~s •
Volunteers Needed 
First Nations Women's Council needs volunteers 
for entertainment, food, transportation, registra- 
tion, First Nations Achievement Award, and Billet 
committees. 
Associate First Nations members welcome. 
I 
Contact Dor, s Chaval 
635-6511 Local 5364 
I 
has on immediate opening for o full-time, | 
PURCHASING/MERCHANDISING ASSISTANT [ 
To the successful applicant who: / 
. con work as u part of o team I 
• is a self starter i 
• is a good communicator , / 
• has a working knowledge of computerized inventory control / 
through the use of u point of sole, purchase order receiving system. 
Knowledge of building materials would be an asset. 1his position off- 
ers on enjoyable working environment and on excellent benefit pack' 
age. Salary in accordance with experience. 
Please contact: Chamaine Schmidt 
Terrace Builders Do-it Center 
3207 Munroe St. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3B3 
(250) 635-6273 
i 
DELIVERY DRIVER 
We require o full time delivery driver/bottler for o busy and energetic 
company. The successful applicant will be a hardworking teem player, 
enjoy dealing wilh the public and able to lift heavy weight. Experience 
in soles would be an asset. 
DU11ES INCLUDE: Daily delivery of bottled water, invoicing, collections, 
customer sales, !water !bottling procedures-and various maintenance 
duties. 
REQUIREMENTS: Valid Class 5 Drivers Ucense, bondability, good organi- 
zation and molhemalical skills, no heavy lifting impairments and a 
cleon, presentable appearance. 
This is n Monday to Friday position to commence MAP. Furl benefits 
package available. Please apply in person to Dove or Anila at #2-5008 
Pohle Ave., Terrace. 
Applications accepted until Feb. 19, 1997 
COMFOR FOREST SERVICES LTD. 
658 LaFontaine Road P.£). Box 4123 
Golden, B.C. V0A 1HO 
Is now hiring for the 1997 field sea- 
son in the Hazelton area. 
Full time & seasonal positions 
include: 
• Forest Survey Workers 
• Forest Technicians 
• Professional Foresters 
Fax resume to 1-(250)-344-2130 
Attn: Randy Appleton 
For further details and interview 
time contact Randy Appleton 
@ 1-(250)-344-2121 
Placer Dome Canada, Endako Mines Division is 
currently searching for a Senior Accountanr. 
Endako Mines is a major integrated molybdenum 
mine and refining plant producitlg valne added 
products for the steel and petroleum industries, 
Senior Accountant 
~ill be responsible for the preparation of
~agement reports and preparation ofthe 
he candidate will oversee all accounting 
ng accounts payable, payroll, sales and 
bg duties, 
=te will be completing the advanced levels 
A program at a minimum and should have 
;' experience ina computerized accounting 
eferably in mining, Excellent analytical nd 
skills and the proven ability to work in a 
ent are essential for this position. 
position which offers a competitive wage 
=ge, Company housing is currently available 
Fraser Lake, with a population of approximately 1500, is 
located approximately 2 hours west of Prince George on 
Highway 16 and offers a Vat ety of recreational ctivities 
including hunting, curling, skiing, golfing, fishing and boat ng. 
If y0u are a team oriented individual with excellent 
interpersonal nd communication skills and in search 
of a diversified working environment, please forward a 
detailed resume outlining qualifications and experience, 
in strict confidence by February 21,1997 to: Lisa 
Weber, Personnel Assistant, Placer Dome Canada, 
Endako Mines Division, Endeko, B.C. VOJ 1LO. 
Fax: (250) 699-7775, 
/ 
i!i~, 
i ~,: 
Injuries 
Stop Here. 330. NOTICES 330.  NOTICES 
Adjust Your 
Head Rest and 
Buckle Up. 
THqI~NHILL  
coM:~.Vr, aT't. 
Su~day,~ x~ce~l~:  45  
s=~,r,c,olcl~,r~',~,,~, n 9:~0 
14 
ColIeg~ & ~-.~reera 
Teen= ~gu~ Group= 
Adult MId-wtelk~Blble Studies 
. 
St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 635-9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: Tha Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worsh ip  Wi th  us  
Sundays  10 :00  a .m,  
Ho ly  Euchar le t  
Sunday  Schoo l  & Nursery  
ava i lab le  
Wednesdays  7 :00  p .m 
T negotiations with Canada and British Columbia. 
As part of the Tsimshian Nation's commitment to offering all Tsimshian 
members the opportunity to participate in the treaty process, important 
membership data and information is being collected. 
.... Ifyou ate  of Tslmshtan :decent and NOT 'registered on a Band list of a ..... 
Tsimshian community,please write to one of the Tsimshian First Nation con- 
tact persons. Please provide your full name, (Maiden surname if married), 
name of your parents, maternal grandparents, paternal grandparents, as 
well as maternal great grandparents and paternal great grandparents. 
Member First Nation Corer.i: t i t les include: 
Kitasoo/Xai×ais First Nation (Klemtu) 
Contact: Lorraine Robinson - Klemtu, BC, VOT 1LO 
Gitga'at First Nation (Hartley Bay) 
Contact: Karen Clifton -Hartley Bay, BC, VOV 1AO 
Kitkatla First Nation 
Contact: Teresa Ridley - Kitkatla, BC, VOV 1C0 
Metlakatla First Nation, Contact: Tara Leighton 
Metlakatla Treaty Office 
P.O. Box 224, Prince Rupert, BC, V8J 3P6 
Lax Kw'Alaams First Nation (Port Simpson), Contact: Jean Ryan 
Lax Kw'Alaams Treaty Office, Port Simpson, BC, VOV 1HO 
Kitsumkalum First Nation, Contact: Allan Bolton 
Kitsumkalum Treaty Office, P.O. Box 544, Terrace BC, V8G 4B5 
Kitselas First Nation, Contact: Morris Mason 
4562 Queensway Drive, Terrace, BC, V8G 3)(6 
Proposed Forest Development Plan 
and 
Proposed Five-year Silviculture Plan 
Notice is hereby given lhat, Boyle and Dean Logging Ltd. will hold a public viewing of a proposed Forest 
Development Plan and u proposed Five-year Silviculture Plan fer Forest Ucence AI6838. This plen will cover 
the following geographic areas: Halfway Creek, McShane Creek, McNeil River (Green River Forest Service 
Read), Lachmoch River, (Lachmach Forest Service Road) and Big Windsor River. 
This draft development plan shows the location and orderly development of proposed harvesting; road develop- 
ment, maintenance nd deadivalion; and basic silvkollure odivities Ear five years, as identified on accompany- 
ing prescriptions. The plan also includes information on the maintenance and prolertian of giber resource val- 
ues in the area. It is available for review by resource agencies and the public before approval is considered by 
lhe Minislry of Forests, All approved operalionol plans and higher level plans lhal encompass lhe development 
area will be made available for viewing at this time. 
The forest development plan will be available far review during the week oF February 17 to 24, 1997 at the 
fallowing locations; 1he Prince Roped Public Ubrary, 101-6if Ave West, Prince Rupert, B.C. during normal busi- 
ness hours (Man 1 p.m. to 9 p.m., Toes 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., Wed 1 p.m. to 9 p.m., lhurs 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. and 
Fri, Sat, Sun 1 p.m. Io 5 p.m.), the Ministry of Form - Prince Rupert district office, 125 Market Place, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. and Boyle and Dean Logging Ltdrs Terrace office, 3974 01d Lakdse Lake Road, Terrace, B.C. during 
normal business hours (Man ta Fri 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.). 
A representative of Boyle and Dean Logging Ltd. ~11 be available at Ihe Oest Motor Hotel room 420 from 12 
noon to 9 p.m. on Tuesday Febroory 25, 1997 to discuss the proposed plans and receive comments. "[he pro- 
posed plan may be amended as o result of wrillon comments received at 3974 Old Lakelse Lake Rood, 
Terrece, B.C V8G 3Vl by April 30, 1997. 
If any inleresled parties are unable to review the proposed plans daring lhese times, arrangements can be 
made to view lhe plan al o time convenienl for them. 
Please conlad Rod Fo~ter at 635-6956 or in writing el 3974 Old Lakelse Lake Road, Terrace, B.C., V8G 3Vl. 
CONFIDENTIAL - Your self tin. 
provement plan will be OUR 
LITTLE SECRET. More energy, 
better health, weight control? 
Free consultation. CDT Health 
& Nutrition. Burns Lake 1-800. 
696-7319. 
NOTICE INVITING APPUCATION FOR 
TIMBER SALE UCENCE 
Pursuant o Section 16 el the Fersst Act, 
seated tandem will be received by the 
Diethct Manager, Kalum Forest Dislrict, 
Terrace, British Columbia,up to 8',30 a.m,, 
on the 271h day or February 1997, to be 
opened at 9:30 a.m,, On the 27th day of 
February 1997, for a TImber Sale Ucenue 
to authorize the ha~esting of 5,110 cubic 
metres, more o¢ lees, of limber located in 
tha vion~y of ~e Airport biHlO km soOh of 
Terrace) in the KaJum 11mber Supply Area. 
TOTAL VOLUME:5,tlO cubic me~es, more 
or lose 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 51%, Spruce: 4%, 
Cedar:, 14%, Rno: 3t% 
TERM Two (2) Year 
UPSET PRICE: $19.01 
This is a Shelte~ood "timber Sale, This 
"i3mber Sale is scheduled for winter 
herven~ng on~. 
Bi~ng is restricted to perser~ to,stored in 
the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program, Category One (1), 
If there is no interest from Cstegen/One (1) 
reg~tronts on the sudan dosing dale, then 
the sale may be re-adveatsed for offer 
under both eategodas, 
Particulars may be oblalned from the 
Disbict Manager. KsJum Forest District, at 
#200.5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, endah 
Columbia, V8G 1Lt. 
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SEALED TENDERS 
SEALED TENDERS for the co~ttuc~on f
2040 me~e~ ofClass 5 forest service road, 
log dump and log sort yaKI at Weida Creek 
will be received by tha Distflct Manager, 
125 Market Place, Pdnce Rupert, British 
Columbia, VSJ 1E9, up to 3:30 p,m, on 
March 14,1997 and will be opened inpublic 
on that day. Tenders ate i~ted from qua~. 
ified co.actors ~ly. Contractors must be 
in good standing wdh the Workers' 
Compeneabon Board. 
Contract ender packages may be viewed 
~d/or obtained after 10:00 a.m. Felx=ery 
14, 1997, from the district office in Prince 
Rupert, All enquiries hould be maae to 
Christopher Gordon, Engineering 
Technician. North Coast Forest District. 
Pdnce Rupert, P~:  250-624.7460, Fax: 
250-624.7479, 
Tenders are subject o the Conditions of 
Tender at~d must ha sdxndted on the farms 
and in the envelope supplied. No tender 
shall be considered having any qualifying 
dauses whatsoever and the lowest or any 
tond~ will not nocensanly be sucegted. 
A mondstery site viewing will be conducted 
on Ma,ch 6,1997. TranspoaalJon to the site 
will be provibed for by the Fo~est Service 
and wilt depart he Sea/Cove Alrbass in 
Prince Rupert at 1:00 p.m. weather permit. 
ting. Should weather conditions be such 
that a site viewing is not pass=Be that day, 
the site ~qow~ng will occur on March 7.1997 
at 2:00 pm, with the same arrangements. 
All those wishing to attend the site viewing 
must register w~h the disb~l office no later 
than 2 days ~or to t~e site viewing. Only 
those conVacto~ registered as patt]dpa~ng 
in the site viewing w~tl ha eligible to submrt 
tenders. 
Disthct Manager 
North Coast Forest Dis~,ct 
LAUD ACT 
Take notice that SIDNEY CREYKE of Smithers. RR#2 occupation Logger, 
intends to make an application for a Lease of land generally situstedSouth of 
Tuya River, North or Stikine River district lot 2 Cassiar I.D, containing 128 ha 
more or loss. 
The purpose for which the land is required is Homo Ranching & Guided Trail 
Rides, 
Comments concerning this opplisstion 
may be made to the Senior Land Officer, 
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Sidne'/Cre~e 
Parks Lands Division. (Sig,'m~re oft~k:=nl or again) 
Bag 5000, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2NO 
Telephone: 847-7~34 
File No: 
Dated: 27 of Januaw. 1997 
Be advised any responses to this advedisement will be considsred part of the pub- 
lic record. For information, contact an FOI Advisor, EC Lands, Skeena Region, 
847.7334. 
Invitation to TENDER 
21a Calur) PRINCE RUPERT 
Grounds Maintenance Services 
Courthouse 96-TMB030 
Sealed tenders are invited to provide grounds maintenance s rvices 
at the Prince Rupert Courthouse f~m March 15, 1997, to November 
15, 1997. Sealed tenders will be received by British Columbia 
B~ildings~Corporation at 2918 Soutli Eby 'Street, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 2X5~ until the 7th day of March 1997, 3:00 p.m. local time, 
and opened in public shortly thereafter. 
Tender documents may be obtained on February 5, 1997, from 
the address above. Tenders must be filed on the forms provided, 
in sealed, clearly marked envelopes. 
Interested parties may contact Marj Bottrell, Operations 
Supervisor Services at 638-2360 to obtain information. 
The Corporation reserves the right to reject tenders from any 
bidders who, in the Corporation's reasonable opinion, are deemed 
incapable of providing the necessary labour, materials, 
equipment, financial and management resources to perform the 
work in a satisfactory manner. 
The Corporation reserves the right to negotiate any tender and 
the lowest or any tender wi// not rrecessarily be accepted. 
BC Buildings ! l  
~,-.?: .d=.,.. t .  ~1 
Ministry of ( ~  
Forests 
INVITA"I1ON TO APPLY TIMBER ~ UCENDE AS2607 (BID PnOPOSAL) 
T~e notice thai pursuant to Sac!ion lS,1 of the Forest Act, sealed tender applications wdl be 
sucepted by the District Manage*', Kofum Forest O~s~ct, #200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, ~Iish 
Cofu:mbia. no ~or than 8:30 &m. on tt'w 6~ day of March 1997 to be edesed st 9:~0 e.m. on the 6th 
day of Match 1997. far the sale of TIm~ Sale Uea~,e .~52807, a~x~ng the honest of bm~ 
located in the vicinity of Danube Bay area. Hawkesbur/Ists~d. 
St.at~ng Vdume: 2t,457 cubic metres, mote or ~s 
Prucess~ng Volume: 23,095 cubic m~es of 4389 ~ (equivalent vofume) 
Term: l~ree (3) years 
Spede~: Hemlock: 38%, Batsa~: 33%, Spruce: 13%, Western Red 
Cedar: 8% Yalbw Cedar: S% 
Upset Stumpage: $31.10 
L~ng System: CaUe 
'l~s is a B~d Prop~ Sale. Only tenders ~ firms ~ed individuals registered, or bi~bie to register 
in the Small Business Fo~est Enterpnse Program, Category Two (2), will be accepted, Ap~ants 
must directly own or lease, er propose to conslzu¢t and own or lease a bmber processing laolity cap. 
able Of r~manufacturinglumber or pmdeeing sbeoalty wood Fed~. 
All applicants must meet sge~ed req~remonts re~a~ng todeveloFnent ablatives of the Crown, as 
determined by the Minister of Forests, Those oblectivse ere: oommuolty sto~lity; support fu local 
employment; value added; suplxxt for exis~ng plsnts eel and ere represented by the evaluation on. 
lena noted below: 
Criteria WelBhtlng 
b ~  3O 
hoddly 10 
~e,,C=p~llm~ 1O 
I 1~ I0 
T~t~ Wd1~ffi= F I00 
All applicants must sut~it a propo¢~ which co~ans a business case f~ lumber ornsnufsutunng or 
specialty wood products manufacturing and addresses the develupmenl ob.'~tives o!~e cr, own. 
Proposals which do no1 meet hese requirements will be re.led. The scoring mresno~o ~ot me meeur 
remunerehon category is$15,000,00 per year and rot the revenue category $10.00 per cubic metre. 
Prugesels reneh~e fat the eale wffi be evahJated en the bas"$ of the above cofona nd we)gt~ngs. 
A~ applcations wdhin five points of the highest s¢onng applicant ere considered lied, A dbady 
proposal w~ll be determined by applying the f~lowng be bres)~ing factors: 
Ictegra~on: 
I r~  Ral~naliza~on; 
Ul~ltza~on; 
Fibre Dependency;, and 
Innove~on 
limed ~d recommended tothe Minister, ff salaried by the M=ruster, ~ Minm W W111 atx~t I/1 :OG 
eel but must retain and be precated to supply ~ch irdermeben Win ten (to~ days o~ no~cat, onm 
sek)c~. Failure to pass the audit may rse~t in de~lualn~ fm~n the SBFEP. 
Upon verifying the pmpcoal, the Minislty will offer the Icenue subject o tem'~ atKI co~ deemed 
nene~ by ~ Minis~ and Mm~r/st=t 
Al~ ~o~ns  m expected to I~,est ~ tim~ re,me ~ rough~  ~ ~umes 
the tonn of the licorice./~uptisents p'op~ng to aPPlY I= I~s..than the adv~a~l volut~e, u to very ~ . 
expected rats of twvest mustre~ ~op~,al ham ~ ~ Manager pear Io su~rn" .a'~. a.pmpa~.... 
All applicants must proesss ~ volume of limber ~pl~d rot or l~e equivalent vbioma Of lumoer vemm 
-he arm Of th~ ha~¢e. 
~-ull de~ls Of the proposed 'nm~ Sale Ueence and app~xabon raring may be obtained from the 
Dts'a~l Maru~ger, Kalum Foresl Distda. al #200-.%~O ge~t~^venue, T~ace, British Columbia V~G ILl. 
I I I 
TERRACE HEALTH 
CARE SOCIETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
Terrace Regional Health Care Society invites hauling 
contractors to submit a tender document for the 
transportation of laundry/linen between Mills 
Memorial Hospital - Terrace and Kitlmat General 
Hospital. Contract specifications and tender docu- 
ments available by contacting the Chief Executive 
Officer at Mills Memorial Hospital, 4720 Haugland 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 2W7, phone: 638- 
4021. Sealed contract tenders to be received by 
Mills Memorial Hospital no later than 4:00 p.m., 
March 31, 1997. 
Ministry of ( ~  
Forests 
I lN I IWAL I IC 
CALLING FOR TENOERS 
Funding for ms Foject is being prided by Forest Renewal BC, 
Sealed tenders far the fo~lowing Survey Co.acts, Iocat0d within the Kalum Forest Oisl~ct, will be 
received by the Ozstrict Manager, Ministry el Forests, Kalurn Forest DisI~cL 200.5220 Reich Avenue. 
Bn~sh Cdutnhi~ 
Contract: SU98DKMR.030 Located: Clear Creek/Lower Nass 
R~or area. for ~sutiure Sun~ying on egproxlrnst~ 566,0 hectares. 
Con'eact: SU98DS/dn..029 Located: Nass Valley area, for 
Sikqcoltum Sur~yirxj on ap, Foximately 810.0 hectares. : 
Con,'act: SU98DKMR.034 &SU98DKMR.035 Located: Skeena West ares. lot 
silviculture surveying on approximately 693.0 hactales aed 654.0 hectares respenbvely. 
Co~ract: SU98DKMR-026 Located: : SkeenaZone area, for Pre- 
Stsnd Tending Sun~fi~ng on approximately 522.0 hecter~. 
C~act: SU98DKMR.032 Located: Kleanza/Legste area, for 
Renoon~ Surve~ng on approximat~y 552.0 hectares, 
Contract: SU98DKMR.031 Located: Chimdamesh/Kleonza area, 
for Pre-Sta~ Tending Su~ng on appmximstW 734.0 hect=es, 
Co~ SU98DKMR.033 Located: Kitsumkalum area, for 
Reconn~seanoe Su~ey~n9 on approximately 366.0 hectares. 
A mandatory Bidders' Information Meeting for the above conb'acts will be held in eddy March. 
Attending the schedded Infermabon Meeting pr,ot o submitting a bid is maz~atery. 
Eligii;ildy to Bid: i. Conb'actor must have successfully completed a mirdsW contract of like side 
and kind. 
2. Contractor must have the capabct~ies to produce dig~=zed maps 
3. Contractor must have surveyors that hold a valid SiMculture Surveyors 
Cerbf~ate 
4. Contractor must pe-registor ~ the InferrnaTJ~ MueSng: 
a) to confirm eligibil~ to bid, and 
b) to confirm Uae vzowmg ~tes and ~mes. 
To pro-register, contact Wendi Knott, Trover Shmlnon, Dacron Uchty o¢ Russ Macdonald ai 638. 
5100, Monday. Fdday, 8:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m. pner to Febua~ 26, '1997. Contractor's w'no fail to pro- 
register and confirm eli~bility by ~s data will not be eiigd~e to bid. 
Tenders must be subrnitted on the form end in the envelopes supplied which, with the pa~ers, 
may be obtained st the Bidders' Information Menbng. 
Tenders w~ll not be cons=dared having any qualifying douse whatsoever and ~ lowest or any ranger 
will not necessarily be a~epted. The work will be administere~ bythe British Columbia M~nisW of 
Forests. 
Contract award is sublect o funding being available eltt~ brae. 
MINISTRY OF ATTORNEY GENERAL 
~rr~-H B.C. (ORRECTIONS BRANCH 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL/SERVICE 
COMMUNI11' WORK SERVI¢E CONTRACI' - TERRACE 
Applications by resume ore inviled from individuals and agencies Io enler inlo o 
centred with the B.C. Corrections Branch for Ihe provision of o (ommunily 
Work Service Order Program serving the Qty of Terrace and Dislrkl. 
The Community Work Service Program provides the opportunity for, and lhe 
supervision of, persons required by low Io pedgrm o cerloin number of houri 
of service which will benefit the community at large, lhrough service Io non- 
profit societi., individuals and vidims. 1he (onlrodor is responsible for ,level. 
aping and moinloining a range of suitable work Iozotioes, screening, assigning, 
equipping and supervising dienlda in accordance with Corredions Branch 
Slander&. 
The successful Conlrodor will be subjed to, of their cost, o Criminal Record 
~etk and review under the Oiminal Record Review Ad. 
Informglion ghoul lhe Communily Work Service Program including f~hdule of 
Servk~ and lhe process for lh~ petites interested in opplyiog should canted: 
I(errie Reoy 
total Diredor 
Terrace Probation Office 
#140, 4741 Lokelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.E V8G 4R9 
Telephone: 638-2161 
Fooimile: 638-2169 
All proposab/opplicolions musl be received ot the above address no leer than 
4:00 p.m. February 20, 1997. 
cl~ot~H " Ministry for 
Children and Families 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
Residential Program for a Teenage 
Youth, who is Mentally Challenged and 
has Challenging Behaviors 
The Min is t ry  for  Chi ldren and Fami l ies  invi tes submiss ions  
f rom societ ies,  agencies and individuals to develop and oper- 
ate a one bed, twenty  four-hour per day communi ty  residen- 
tial care home for a n ineteen year  old, First Nat ions  male,  
who is mental ly  chal lenged and has chal lenging behaviors.  
TERMS: A twelve month contract  wil l  be negot iated and wil l  
be subject  to renewal  at the end o f  the term, based on the 
contractor 's  per formance and budget l imitat ions.  
LOCATION: Establish within the communi ty  o f  Hazelton, B.C. 
PRE.REQUISITES: The Contractor must  have good knowledge 
or exper ience in develop ing and operat ing a contracted resl. 
dent lal  home for indiv iduals with mental  chal lenges and very  
demand ing  chal lenging behaviors .  The Contractor  must  be 
prepared to  work as a team member  with a variety o f  prates- 
s ional  agencies,  non-profit  service providers and s ta f f  of  the 
Min is t ry  fo r  Chi ldren and Fami l ies,  The Contactor  should 
share the Min is t ry ' s  phi losophy that  individuals with mental 
cha l lenges need to develop their  un ique potent ia l  for  Inde. 
pendent  funct ion ing and live In the  least  restr ict ive environ- 
ment  compat ib le  to their  individual  c i rcumstance .  Special  
emphas is  wil l  be placed on the Contractor 's  abil ity to  develop 
and mainta in  a program which wil l  meet  this ind iv idua l ' s  
unique needs.  
PROPOSAL: The proposal  must  be typed and should include; 
descr ip t ion  o f  p roposed res idence  and program outl ine,  
deta i led operat ing budget, start  up costs ,  s ta tement  o f  relev- 
ant exper ience/ t ra in ing,  s ta f f  deve lopment  and exper ience,  
references and proposed method of  program evaluat ion.  
SUBMISSION DETAILS'. P roposa ls  must  be submi t ted  by 
4 :30  p.m., February 28, 1997 to: 
SPMH/Resource  Unit 
Min ist ry  for  Chi ldren and Famil ies 
Grant Wolkosky 
2nd Roar .  3793 Alfred Ave. 
PO Bag 5000 
Smithers,  B.C. 
VOJ 2NO TEL: 847 .7780 FAX: 847-7549 
A bidders'  conference will be held February 21.  1997 at 1 :00  
p.m,  in the  ConferenCe Room of  the  M in is t ry  
SPMH/Resource  Off ice,  An in format ion  package w i l lbe  pro- 
vided at the  above address,  The lowest  or any proposa l  wil l  
not necessar i ly  be accepted, 
BIO - The Terrace Standard. Wednesday, February 12, 1997 
Sweethearts married in paradise 
THIS FRIDAY is Valentine's Day, 
so I thought I 'd bring you the story 
of a romautic Hawaiian wedding. 
On Nov. 2, last year, while the 
rest of us tn Terrace froze, Brian 
David Marleau and Dorothy Teresa 
Wasiak married under a beautiful 
sunset. The palm trees swayed in 
the breeze and the waves lapped up 
along the sandy shores, while the 
sound of Hawaiin music drifted 
through the air. 
Brian is a former esident of Ter- 
race, though he and his bride now 
make their home in Toronto. 
Hawaii was a natural wedding 
spot for the couple, since both are 
accustomed to travelling. Dorothy 
works as a flight attendant with Air 
Canada, so her job takes her all 
over the world. 
Brian has also done his share of 
travelling. He was bom in Terrace 
attd did all his schooling here, but 
didn't stick around for too long. He 
began his career with CFTK in Ter- 
race, then went onto Brisbane, Aus- 
tralia, CTV Winnipeg, CBC 
Toronto and now works as a 
photojoumalist with the Discover 
Chatmel in Toronto. 
Brian has four brothers who all 
live in Terrace ~ Kevin, Lyle, Ron 
arid Terry. 
A long time friend of the groom, 
Dan Lindslrom of Terrace, was the 
best matt at the wedding. Both he 
and Brian wore handsome match- 
tug black tuxedos. 
Dorothy, the lovely bride, wore a 
gown of satin brocade. It was slim 
fitting and ankle length, trimmed 
with applique lace at the neck with 
a low cut strap back. For her bou- 
quet she carried white orchids. 
Her bridesmaid was Ofelia Jason, 
a dose friend from Toronto. She 
wore a 3/4 length cream chiffon 
gown with an overlay of green chif- 
fon. She also carried lovely white 
orchids for her bouquet. 
The children in the wedding party 
were nieces of Brian's ~ Danielle 
attd Gillian Marleau were prettily 
dressed in identical white sun 
dresses. Nephew Taylor Marleau 
was dressed in a Hawaiin shirt and 
shorts. Gillian and Taylor carried 
the rings in flowery decorated 
i : l~ I l l~ Id : l~ i i l  
YVONNE MOEN 
coconut shells. 
The outdoor ceremony was fol- 
lowed by appetizers, and the guests 
later travelled five miles further 
down the island to Lahaine for a 
reception. At the reception, Chris, a 
good friend of Brian's from 
Toronto, sang the song, "I  can't 
help falling in love with you." 
Those travelling to Hawaii for the 
wedding were Brian's mother and 
father Bert and Shirley Marleau of 
Terrace, and brother Ron and wife 
Cindy and children from Terrace. 
The bride's mother Wieslawa attd 
her brother Chris both travelled 
from Warsaw, Poland. And Dan 
and Laurie Lindstrom of Terrace 
also travelled to the wedding. 
After spending ten days in 
• Hawaii, Brian and Dorothy 
returned to Toronto where they had 
an informal gathering with friends. 
Then on Jan. 11 the bride and 
groom travelled to Terrace for an- 
other gathering with family and 
friends. A reception was held at the 
Skeena Valley Golf Course where 
about 70 people gathered for a 
wonderful evening. 
Brian and Dorothy have now 
returned back east. The newlyweds 
have just recently purchased a new 
home in Mississauga, Ontario, and 
plan to spend the next few years 
concentrating on their careers. 
I wish the two sweethearts a
happy Valentine's Day and a happy 
marriage. And another happy 
Valentine's Day to all the 
sweethearts near and far, and to my 
little sweethearts ~ grandchildren 
Stass, Garreth, Peter and Brian. 
BRIAN MARLEAU, formerly of Terrace, married his sweetheart 
Dorothy Wasiak in Hawaii. The couple, who now live in Ontario, trav- 
elled to Terrace in January to host a reception for family and friends. 
Thank You 
Dear Sir:. 
The Salvation Army thanks all those who contributed in any way 
to the Christmas Hamper program. 
Once again we were able to provide a food hamper, including a 
turkey with all the trimmings and a gift for each child in the house, 
to all of those who names Were submitted to us. 
We distributed 450 hampers at a cost of approximately $22,000. 
As always, the needs of the community do not end with the 
Christmas eason. Our ministry is carried out on a daily basis and it 
is with the generous upport of our community that we are able to 
do so. 
We can't name names, but please be assured that we do appreciate 
each and everyone who gave in any way. Remember your support 
helps us to help other,. 
Christine Simmons, Family Services Coordinator 
(~ l  ~JCRACE MOTORS TOYOTA 
4912 Highway 16, Terrace 
635-6558 1-800-313-6558 
~ 6et a New '96 or '97 Chrysler with II DOWN ~d N! PMI~B~S fiN, 90 days 
up to 48 m0ntlts 6.A.C. 
Ritchle MaI~ 
3 Terrace Chrysler Ltd. 
4916 Ilwr 16, Terrare * 655-7187 
1-800-313.7187 
  MIKE SCOTT • Member of Parliament Skeena 
For Ass i s tance  
1-800-661-2208 
or 635-1601 
l f  you want to know more about 
RRSP's 
Northern Savings is here to help. 
We wig be holding a seminar 
Wednesday, February 19th, 1997- 7pm 
Located at the Branch 
4702 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
lVby not drop in and have your 
questions answered 
NORTHERN 
SAVINGS 
CREDIT  UNION 
4702 IAZELLE AVE. • fit: ~.~;~]-7822 • FAX: 638-7842 
NOTICE 
To all Child Care Providers and 
those interested in providing child 
care in their home. 
March 1 & 2, 1997 in Terrace 
Northwest Regional Family 
Child Care Conference '97 
The Family Place 638-1863 
rygu enjOy,sharing 
evenings   tenmg to mO _lgll 
:~ .~: . [ake  i ~ : i  . i . )? i 
Call 1-900-451-4733 Ext. 21 
$I .99 per minute. 
To listen to these area singles describe 
themselves and to leave them a message, 
You must be 18 years or older to use this service. 
OLD-FASHIONED COWBOY READ THIS 
SWM, 18, 5'10", 1401bE,. muscu- SWM, 35, 5'10", 1501bs,, easy. 
tot. hardworking, coring, enjoys going, employed, on oys coun. 
working on trucks, rodeos, try livlng, animals, gordenini~i 
skiing, seeking loyal, honest, 
friends, seeking attractive, sholghtferwardSF. Ad#.1961 
friendly SF. Ad#,9363 LET'S GO OUTI 
LOVES TO TALK Friendly SWMI 40. 5'8L iS01bs, 
SWM. 21, 5'11". 1901bs., brown long grey/brown hair, beard. 
~oii/eyes outgo no, humo ous. employed, on aye walks, hlklng, enjoys port~ dtiV~og to,mJo~: ~a,f. ~afo?yo~s..^ ,p~rlbW, ~ 
.ones cot ng ~ ~u . seeking hurnotousi fun.loving, . , , , 
honest SF. Ad#,235b BUILD A FUTURE 
KiND HEART 
SWM. 2,5. 6', 19~bs.. ash-blond 
holt, blue eyes, medium build, 
funny, kind of quiet, emptayed, 
enjoys skling, weight lifting, suit. 
Ing the "Net,, seeks honest. 
sensitive SF. Ad~.2524 
FIND OuT MoREl 
Fun-10ving, coting SNCF. 28. 
brown hair/eyes, full-figured. 
Happy SWM, 42. 5'9"; 1651bs, 
employed, enoys fishing. 
compLng, hiking, playing gullet, 
music; seeks altroctive, thin SF, 
to build o future with, Ad#,36g0 
UKEKIDS~ ' 
sWM. 44, 5'7L 1451bs, ponytoIL 
aOventutous; happy, enjoys 
molorcycllng, boaflng, hiking, 
seeks loving, coting, run.loving 
SF, slim build. Ad#.lg86 
~ Save s50-1~ i I:I 
i~ ~ onALL~ i i 
Project ion l~ 's  
: O~,er 1,5 models to  Cho6se i 
I I  fr0m; Screen SiZes 41:61 ; .: 
• , . ,  ~. , .  
Voluptuous, honest, student; GOOD ATTITUDE 
SNCM, 45. 6'. 2201bs.. block 
enjoys videos, swimming, flail brown eyes. humofau~L 
bingo, nighls out, seeks good. employed, enjoys sport fishing, 
looking, mature, coring SM~ big ggrne hunting, swimmln,~, 
Ad#.102l aerobicS, seeks SF, for fflena. 
: • t~ltp, maybe mote: Ad #.6909 
NON.JUDGEMENTAL : 
Floppy, outgoing SWF, 30. 5"I,, GOALS IN LIFE 
blonde hair, blue eyes, pleas. Good-looklng humolous SWM, 
,~8~ kind, wolm, good.natured, 
ingly plump• employed, enjoys employed, enjoys fishing, hik. 
fishing, comping, hotseback In o, the outdoors, trovellng, 
riding, seeking humorous, kind seeks good.notored SF, 
heorted SM, Ad#,7415 Ad#.4141 
Call 1-800-995-6909 Ext. 21 
to place your FREE ad in Touch Tone Personals, 
a dating column for today's successful singles. 
Quest ions? Call customer  service at 1-800-647-3782 
HERE TODAY,  GONE TOMORROW ! 
SEARS FEBRUARY 
ELI R 
N 
ONE DAY ONLY ! 
SATURDAY,  FEBRUARY 15 ,  1997 
PLUS 
. DON'T  PAY 
t- Retrtg ,. • our 'T IL JAN.  '98 .......... s e- y-s,0e" mm o. Au. M,JO. APPUA.C S 
AND HOME ELECTRONICS 
WHEN YOU USE YOUR SEARS CARD 
On approved credit, with your Sears Card, $35 deferral fee and O OJ'lJ 
all applicable taxes and charges are payable at time of purchase, ALL  La JL~I I I~ j  Tea j r J l s  
offer ends Salurday, Febuary 22, 1997. Catalogue purchases Large capacity 
nolincluded Ihis offer. Ask for details, capacity arid super 
in Kenm°ree models. 
. . . .  ~=~ models Av ' • easy clean or ,,^,, , ' affable m 
- o=, clean models. 
screen  : - 
30, 32 and 35" mode~s by 
Hitachi, son~ and more. 
r .  
k.,tl Su  ' "  ~ - 
pioneer', jVCL Sam/O ~ .... 
3228 Kalum St.,Terrace 
635-6541 
fax 6354302 
Men.. Sat. 
9:30 a,m.- 5:30 p.m 
'Installation not included 
SEARS 
Expect more./?om Sears" 
AUTHOFIIZEB OEALER STORE 
Snowy Owl Retail Ltd. 
Authorized dealer 02931 
Copyright 1997. Sears Canada Inc, 
